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With the advent and popularization of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, new

possibilities for applications that use data extracted from the things we use in ev-

eryday life arise. Cars, wearables, health sensors, and home appliances will generate

unprecedented amounts of data and bring insights that will revolutionize our daily

routines. A potential scenario significantly impacted is Smart Cities (SC), which

uses devices spread out on a large scale in an urban environment to extract traffic,

weather, and equipment maintenance data to obtain insights acting on city man-

agement and disaster prevention. The network infrastructure currently available

for these network applications uses proprietary communication technologies and is

dependent on mobile phone companies. Their systems are proprietary, centralized,

isolated from other databases, and constantly exposed to Single Point of Failure

(SPOF). IoT applications are still primarily embryonic and do not provide reliable

verification of the data source at the edge, as in the case of IoT devices, often with

outdated firmware. Our work investigates the use in SC of a composition of Low

Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) and the popular Personal Area Networks

(PAN), independence of mobile network providers, and Low Power consumption.

For this, we used development kits with LoRa and BLE to verify the feasibility

and possible problems in this integration, and we evaluated the scalability of LoRa

using a simulator. Security gaps in IoT Apps in Smart Cities mainly come from

the difficulty of knowing and trusting edge devices. The problem of standardizing

and updating these devices during their lifetime justifies our search for using tools

that support transparency, scalability, reliability, resilience, and implicit require-

ments of decentralized Blockchain networks that support Smart Contracts. For



this, we present a network architecture using Fog Computing and Smart Contracts

Blockchain, which, through API gateways, authorizes and authenticates edge com-

munication from IoT devices previously known by their metadata and firmware. To

provide standard and link data from Blockchain with existing Web datasets, we

use and add new components to ontologies that model Ethereum entities. This ap-

proach allows us to use the semantic web for data consumption and linking, which

exposes data from Ethereum networks in soft-realtime through middleware. This

work investigates the potential use of Fog Computing in SC in Low Power networks,

strategies to identify and authenticate IoT devices at the edges using Blockchain

and Smart Contract, and consumption and data link of Blockchain with the current

web using the Semantic web. The set of these resources used in Fog computing

allows searching for a composition of independent SC network infrastructures, Low

Power, with reliable information coming from the edges and integrable with other

pre-existing data sets. As the main results, we show the limits of the LoRa net-

work, using a simulator in single-gateway and multi-gateway scenarios. We present

scenarios of mixed use of traditional using Blockchain as authentication and valida-

tion background, by API gateway in Fog Computing architecture, and we present

the times in transactions per second of this approach considering signatures and

validation of payloads using Ethereum Blockchain. We present a middleware to ex-

pose Ethereum data in soft-realtime using ontologies that model Ethereum in the

literature and extended by our EthExtras ontology, providing classes and properties

for links and queries.The main advances of this work are the models using the Fog

Computing paradigm for Smart Cities, where we present its use as a mixing point of

LoRa and BLE and the Blockchain API Gateway to validate data from IoT devices.

In addition to our Middleware for extracting and consuming Ethereum data in soft

real-time using our EthExtras and EthOn vocabulary.
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Com o advento e popularização dos dispositivos da Internet das Coisas (IoT),

surgem novas possibilidades de aplicações que utilizam dados extráıdos das coisas

que usamos no dia a dia. Carros, wearables, sensores de saúde e eletrodomésticos

gerarão quantidades sem precedentes de dados e trarão insights que revolucionarão

nossas rotinas diárias. Um cenário potencial impactado significativamente é o Smart

Cities (SC), que utiliza dispositivos espalhados em grande escala em um ambiente ur-

bano para extrair dados de tráfego, clima e manutenção de equipamentos, para obter

insights que atuam na gestão da cidade e prevenção de desastres. A infraestrutura

de rede atualmente dispońıvel para esses aplicativos de rede usa tecnologias de comu-

nicação proprietárias e depende das empresas de telefonia móvel. Seus sistemas são

proprietários, centralizados, isolados de outros bancos de dados e constantemente ex-

postos a Single Point of Failure (SPOF). Os aplicativos IoT ainda são principalmente

embrionários e não fornecem verificação confiável da fonte de dados na borda, como

no caso de dispositivos IoT, muitas vezes com firmware desatualizado. Nosso tra-

balho investiga o uso em SC de uma composição de Low Power Wide Area Networks

(LPWAN) e as populares Personal Area Networks (PAN), buscando independência

de provedores de rede móvel e baixo consumo de energia. Para isso, utilizamos kits

de desenvolvimento com LoRa e BLE para verificar a viabilidade e posśıveis proble-

mas nesta integração, e avaliamos a escalabilidade do LoRa utilizando um simulador.

As lacunas de segurança em aplicativos de IoT em cidades inteligentes vêm princi-

palmente da dificuldade de conhecer e confiar em dispositivos de borda. O problema

de padronizar e atualizar esses dispositivos durante sua vida útil justifica o uso de



ferramentas que suportam transparência, escalabilidade, confiabilidade, resiliência e

requisitos impĺıcitos de redes Blockchain descentralizadas que suportam Smart Con-

tracts. Para isso, apresentamos uma arquitetura de rede utilizando Fog Computing

e Smart Contracts Blockchain, que, por meio de API gateways, autoriza e auten-

tica a comunicação de borda de dispositivos IoT anteriormente conhecidos por seus

metadados e firmware. Para fornecer dados padrão e de link do Blockchain com

conjuntos de dados da Web existentes, usamos e adicionamos novos componentes

a ontologias que modelam entidades Ethereum. Essa abordagem nos permite usar

a web semântica para consumo e link de dados, expondo dados de redes Ethereum

em soft-realtime por meio de um middleware. Este trabalho investiga o potencial

de uso de Fog Computing em SC em redes Low Power, e estratégias para identificar

e autenticar dispositivos IoT nas bordas utilizando Blockchain e Smart Contract,

provendo consumo e enlace de dados de Blockchain com a web atual utilizando a

web semântica. O conjunto desses recursos utilizados na Fog computing permite

buscar uma composição de infraestruturas de rede SC independentes, Low Power,

com informações confiáveis provenientes das bordas e integráveis com outros con-

juntos de dados pré-existentes. Como principais resultados, mostramos os limites da

rede LoRa, usando simulador em cenarios de um gateway e multigateway. Apresen-

tamos cenarios de uso hibrido de aploicacoes tradicionais e Blockchain, usado API

gateway em arquitetura Fog Computing, e aprsentamos os tempos em transacoes

por segundo desta abordagem considerando assintauras e validação dos payloads

usando Blockchain Ethreum. Apresentamos um midleware para expor dados do

Ethreum em soft-realtime usando ontologias que modelam o Ethereum na literatura

e extendidda pela nossa ontologia EthExtras, fornecendo classes e proriedades para

links e consultas. Os principais avanços deste trabalho são os modelos utilizando

o paradigma Fog Computing para Smart Cities, onde apresentamos seu uso como

ponto de mistura de LoRa e BLE e o Blockchain API Gateway para validar dados

provenientes de dispositivos IoT. Alem de nosso Middleware para extração e con-

sumo de dados Ethereum em soft real-time usando nosso vocabulário EthExtras e

EthOn.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) devices allow objects to continuously produce all types of

data. This information that we made throughout each day will soon exceed the

number of findings on the WEB. This long-awaited volume of data will motivate

the emergence of a new generation of applications that will use data from our daily

lives to generate knowledge and change how we interact with the environments in

which we live [3].

This problem leads us to a continuous need to search for new solutions capable

of supporting the long-awaited mass adoption of IoT devices, mainly promoted by

the arrival of technologies developed for the IoT world, such as 5G [4, 5].

To App extract data from an urban area, for example, using IoT devices are

highlighted, as they can receive data from the most diverse sources and environments

with simplicity and flexibility [6], [7].

Smart Cities (SC) are a fertile field for these applications IoT, where this urban-

ized space is used to obtain management information, generate insights, and prevent

urban problems.

In a vast application landscape of an SC, we have, for example, urban areas,

places where it is expensive to deploy, or there is no energy or network infrastructure.

These locations are often inaccessible, and it is hard to reach them often for a simple

battery change. We can include water and sewage pipes monitoring, trash cans, fire

sensors inside a forest, temperature, humidity, pressure sensors deployed on buildings

or power towers, train track sensors, river and rain flood alerts, mountain rockslide

control, and snow avalanche sensors. The Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)

networks have adherence to these applications because the technologies used have

characteristics of access to devices IoT located at a long distance, communication

without sight, and low energy consumption [8] [9].

The processing and bandwidth constraints, SC IoT Apps are required to use some

architectures with disruptive security and network features. One such architecture

is Fog Computing, which makes the decisions and processing activities in a network
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point close to the edge node and close to the backbone in contact with the Cloud,

that is, the gateways. This network architecture is a potential architecture in a

scenario where the nodes at the network’s edge do not have enough computational

capacity or throughput at the edges. It can be used as a concentration point and

data filter of devices, in addition to security rules [10].

SC management Applications that receive data from IoT in the cloud cannot

always rely on edge devices. These may not have been provided or installed by

the application managers, may be out of standard, and have outdated or modified

firmware. These devices do not always have authentication and validation of data

sent to API or use traditional centralized strategies using JSON Web Token (JWT).

These applications with these characteristics can benefit from security gateways API

in the Fog Computing architecture. Validate data, device, and firmware before send-

ing to a management API sc, using a decentralized security manager like Blockchain

without the need to trust centralized management of the organism.

Data stored in management API generally depends on proprietary and non-

standard protocol, extracting data and linking between systems complex to deploy.

Structured extraction models and linking between datasets, such as Semantic Web,

can provide a standard query, access, and external link to data in a standardized

way.

The presence of these communication, security, and data access standardization

capabilities could benefit in a possible future massive adoption of IoT deployed in a

SC [11].

Therefore, some new propositions can be used by SC IoT Apps classes that have

these requirements:

• Network infrastructure (cost, accessibility, long-range coverage, low power con-

sumption);

• Security (trust in the data, even unknown and legacy devices, guarantee of

data origin);

• Standard Data access (Integration with other databases).

Our problem was to investigate the architectures and composition of technologies

in order to propose solutions that meet this set of requirements.

Disruptive technologies such as Low Power networks and Blockchain networks

have potential characteristics that give flexibility and security to awaited new SC

IoT Apps.

Using fully Low Power networks makes possible an SC network with coverage

and independence from external stakeholders as mobile companies, using gateways
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in Fog Computing to provide contact with points of high-speed networks in a hybrid

way.

Cryptocurrency technologies like Blockchain can be used as a background for the

security and identity of IoT devices in an SC, using Fog Computing to interact with

the off-chain world. Semantic Web can be used to integrate and consume and link

data generated by SC IoT Apps and stored on Blockchain in a standardized way

and as a graph.

The possibility of Blockchain and Smart Contract transactions in SC scenario

provides the possibility of having a decentralized infrastructure uncoupled with a

traditional network. Smart Contract is an efficient process of routine automation

between IoT devices, eliminating human intervention in dangerous or unaccept-

able actions, improving this security, and using the traceability and reliability of

Blockchain.

This work show some results achieved in SC scenarios with new paradigms in

Blockchain Network Chapter 7 and 8, and Fog and Edge Computing’s with Low

Power network paradigms in Chapter 5.

1.0.1 Network infrastructure

SC IoT Apps deployed in regions without adequate coverage of the mobile operators’

network, such as the interiors of forests, deserts, and points on the high seas, are

potential users of Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) to become eligible for

transmission of IoT data .

Therefore, these Apps SC IoT have as characteristics a hard-to-reach and long-

distance communication. It demands to be quickly viable and affordable, for exam-

ple, a wireless network infrastructure that communicates over long distances with

low power consumption to avoid frequent battery changes, preferably independent

of mobile network infrastructure and competitive installation cost.

We have mobile network operators, satellite operators, and Wi-FI networks when

evaluating available long-range network options. Technologies like 4G for example

have prohibitive power consumption for SC IoT Apps located in hard-to-reach places

[12] without wall power. The 5G and Narrow Band Internet of Things (NB-IoT)

have the expected network coverage and power consumption requirements. However,

infrastructure costs are high compared to Wi-Fi and Long Range (LoRa), depending

on stakeholders, such as mobile phone companies being proprietary networks. In

some countries, the fees charged for their use can be prohibitive to maintain scenarios

with many devices.

A low-cost network infrastructure option using unlicensed frequency is Wi-Fi.

However, it has high energy consumption, making its use unfeasible in difficult-to-
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access scenarios such as avalanche monitoring, is also restricted to SC IoT Apps

with wall power or an easy battery change.

Traditional SC network architectures generally use gateways connected to fiber

optic backhaul or high-throughput wireless connections. These gateways in networks

with IoT applications are intermediaries for security and integration with cloud

applications. The expected scenario in most SC applications is the hybrid scenario in

which edge applications use different communication technologies and a gateway to

deliver data to the data management API. However, in scenarios when the backhaul

is unavailable, or the cost of deployment or energy is prohibitive, low-power, long-

range network deployments gain relevance.

These low-power networks typically follow the Low Power Wide Area Network

(LPWAN) and Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) architectures. The LP-

WAN [13] are networks that aim to connect devices powered mostly by small bat-

teries and transmit long-range messages with low power consumption. One of these

recent LPWAN technologies is Long Range (LoRa) [14], which promises in its spec-

ifications links of up to 45 km, allowing transmission rates between 0.3 and 50 kbps

in non-licensed. These networks meet the needs of scenarios that send short and

preferential messages with a frequency of a few times a day SC IoT.

In an ideal Long Range Low Power architecture scenario SC IoT we would only

need an interface LPWAN like LoRa on the device, but this is still expanding.

Most currently manufactured IoT devices do not yet have an LPWAN interface as

standard, but ethernet, Wi-fi and WPAN interface as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).

Therefore, a mix of LPWAN LoRa and WPAN BLE network could be a SC

communication solution to compose this Low Power network end to end to the

backhaul allowing. Its network characteristics are an investment with affordable

infrastructure costs, with independence from a mobile network operator for long-

distance communication to the network’s edge.

The independence of this network is due to the use of unlicensed frequency, open

protocol standards, and technical features of LoRa and BLE.

Some SC IoT applications may require business logic or decisions close to IoT

devices at the network edge and have a low tolerance for communication delays with

external servers or real-time execution.

As in the LoRa and BLE network mix, the transmission rates are low compared

to 4G, 5G, and Wi-fi networks, architectures such as Fog Computing and Edge

Computing [15] can contribute to reducing the limits of this mix of networks with

Low Power characteristics. Fog computing and Edge computing are network archi-

tecture paradigms that aim to allow processes or services to be managed closer to

the network’s edge. It reduces the amount of data transmitted to the cloud, brings

intelligence closer to the edge application, and improves the efficiency of the network
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used by the IoT. This Apps in this architecture send only consolidated data to the

cloud and have data transport efficiency even with low transfer rates.

To study this potential SC scenario, we investigate a low-energy architecture in-

dependent of the mobile network infrastructure, allowing the use of SC IoT Apps, us-

ing LPWAN and WPAN. The LoRa and BLE are respectively, LPWAN and WPAN

technologies with use unlicensed frequencies. With a mix of these technologies, the

rise of new applications transmits long-range data (up to 45 km) with low power

consumption, manufacturing cost, and simplified implementation as characteristics.

We implemented a testbed mixing LoRa-BLE and simulated LoRa to evaluate its

scalability in scenarios of huge numbers of nodes as the SC.

The results of our investigation of this problem can serve as a motivator and

provoke reflections on the use of new network paradigms for use cases that do not

require frequent data transmission or cloud streaming, in which case sending only

consolidated data is required. This information is enough for management and de-

cision information. Use cases such as managing water and sewage networks and

sliding rocks and snow on a mountain that have devices deployed in hard access

places would not need to send status to each reading variation but an already con-

solidated set of relevant information and decisions taken at the edge.

1.0.2 Security

Some public services require the identification of a citizen, such as passes to use

public hospitals or transport, had a significant percentage of data characterized as

sensitive for dealing with data from citizens and public bodies, making data security

and transparency a prerequisite [16].

However, these public services, by including IoT for interaction at the edges of

the application, can exchange data in an outdated and insecure way, working with

devices already with outdated firmware and with API exposed in the cloud in a

centralized way exposed to cyber attack as DDoS [17].

Extracting reliable data from unknown or outdated devices and sending them

to external API requires new propositions that mitigate the risk of fraud. It can

provide security to this scenario, especially considering the expected mass adoption

of IoT devices in a universe of applications SC [18][19].

The expected volume of accesses and transactions provided by these new IoT

applications in SC scenarios that have dimensions and the number of users in a

population can make centralized network models inefficient. It can be limited to

handling many simultaneous transactions, need robust data redundancy infrastruc-

ture, and should be a complex and efficient security feature to be one point of

concentrated cyber attack.
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Technologies such as Blockchain have made it possible to propose decentralized

infrastructure solutions without needing a trustable or reliable central intermediary.

It uses the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network with a data structure in chained data blocks

and signed transactions with strong cryptography that allows data to be stored and

consulted with reliability, scalability, and immutability [20].

Some Blockchain features, such as Smart Contracts, enable automation, improv-

ing security by eliminating human intervention in unacceptable actions, combined

with Blockchain traceability and reliability. Smart Contracts can be powerful in

the elaboration of immutable routines. An example of a Smart Contract in IoT

is a called maintenance action from of maintenance with defect, such as a sewer

density reader, for example. When a defect is identified, a call to a Smart Contract

triggers a maintenance company and, if necessary, could generate credits in virtual

currencies for the service provider. By having the characteristic of immutability and

distribution and transparency routines that generate rewards and payments can be

handled automatically by these Smart Contracts in a safe way as well as already

operational in cryptocurrency networks.

We propose to use Blockchain and Smart Contract as a security manager back-

ground in SC IoT Apps network infrastructure can provide most of the necessary

security requirements, as mitigates some security and privacy issues sending data to

external cloud data management SC API.

An Open Source Blockchain is Ethereum, one of the leading cryptocurrencies in

popularity and trading volume. However, it is a powerfull and disruptive develop-

ment platform for developing decentralized applications Decentralized Application

(DApp) using Smart Contracts [21]. Ethreum can be used as private or public

Blockchain with a relevant community of developers; many open source projects,

libraries, and tools. These projects aimed at decentralized development promise to

change the next generation of applications paradigm in what the community calls

Web 3.0 [22][23].

We chose Ethereum as a decentralized security authenticator manager of IoT

devices in Fog Computing architecture paradigm. For this, we develop API gateways

that call Smart Contracts deployed in Ethereum the rules to verify the originality of

the IoT device, validating its firmware, payload, and metadata such as installation

location, device owner, serial number numbers, etc. One metadata is the endpoint

of the data’s external API destination. This authorization and authetication stategy

using Blockchain and Smart Contract set to mitigate some fraud risks while sending

information from unknown devices setup in a SC to its data management repository

in the cloud.

The API gateways in Fog Computing compose a hybrid architecture with cen-

tralized and decentralized features. The central components of the architecture are
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our daemon designed to be an API gateway in the Fog Computing Network, the

API data management SC in the Cloud. And if it is installed in the cloud, the

web application responsible for registering the characteristics of IoT would be in the

context of centralization. To bring scalability and availability of API gateways, be-

cause they are stateless, it is possible to implement them in architectures providing

autoscaling. The decentralized components are linked to the Ethreum Blockchain

which already has this native feature.

The calls to Smart Contracts are made by API gateways for data verification

done through an Ethereum transaction. The Smart Contracts are Turing complete

immutable programs that, using the security features of Blockchain, are too spe-

cial accounts accessed by a network address that can send transactions and have a

balance of cryptocurrencies. Smart Contracts run without no infrastructure depen-

dencies, being resilient and security-enhanced. They are implemented in a Block

by a transaction. The Smart Contracts are written in a language such the Solidity,

compiled, and deployed in Ethereum. The address of deployed Smart Contract is

used by the DApp for interaction using its Application binary interface (ABI) in-

terface Blocks are the fundamental entity of Ethereum Blockchain, responsible for

being the repository of transactions. Its structure is a chain of blocks linked by the

previous block’s hash. Without a central trusted intermediary authority, all trans-

actions are signed and replicated between network nodes in a P2P architecture. All

nodes share this same data structure, and any changes are public to all nodes, with

changes validated by a consensus mechanism. Moreover, any change to any of the

previous blocks in the block network violates the consensus rules and invalidates the

entire chain. The primary control is done by accounts that use their cryptocurrency

balance to send transactions on the network. Transactions are signed messages sent

by this account responsible for changing the state of the Blockchain, using its private

key to sign the transaction. Once validated, transactions wait to be validated by the

Ethereum Blockchain network until they are permanently included in a block. The

transactions can be verified anywhere, or anybody is possible because it is stored in

the block to maintain an immutable history.

The web application responsible for the registry is a DApp with stateless feature

and its deployment can even be thought of in decentralized servers such as IPFS.

However, we did not get to test this possibility, leaving this task for the future as a

search for an architecture with more decentralized components.

Applications that currently generating IoT data and send to API on the cloud.

Could use our proposal of Authentication and Authorization using Blockchain to

verify data authenticity by signature, firmware, and data origin in gateways in Fog

Computing before allocating the same API in the cloud. In the example of sewage

control, the devices before sending the sensing information on the density and tem-
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perature of the waste to the management API. Add your ID, message signature,

the hash of your firmware, and HTTP endpoint of the API in the cloud to the pay-

load. This information is validated in a API gateway on the Fog and, if validated,

forwarded to a protected API in the cloud. This case addresses a hybrid use of cen-

tralized and decentralized strategies in applications, including legacy applications,

partially mitigating the risk of having outdated and fraudulent firmware, in addition

to fraudulent sending of information from the edge of the network.

We can enumerate some limitations of our proposition and architecture. The

IoT devices must support an operating system capable of installing node.js and the

web3.js libraries responsible for interacting with Ethereum, such as a RaspberryPi.

Our Edge Gateway API IoT executes signatures on the payloads it receives before

submitting it to another API Gateway, which takes a certain amount of processing

power.

1.0.3 Standard Data Access

Many of the IoT devices already found in the industry have protocols, Application

Programming Interface (API), proprietary infrastructure, and there is no standard

or consensus among manufacturers on the way to expose their data for consumption.

The exchange of data without a standard makes it complex to manage and link the

data generated by these devices in large volumes.

Born as a proposal to standardize the query, link, and use by computers of Web

data, the Semantic Web allows the creation of standardized data sets on the Web

using ontologies and rules for the interoperability of these data. It can be a proposal

for standardizing access to data produced by the increasing number of IoT devices

found in scenarios like SC. The Semantic Web applied to the IoT context can help

link device data using an ontology of sensors to be queried and integrated with other

Web databases, enabling new insights for applications [24] [25].

Ontologies provide data access abstractions, which allow data to be searched as a

graph to be accessed by a query language such as a database in calls from languages

such as SPARQL. A IoT data expose using Semantic Web have external dataset

link, data extraction, filtering, and aggregating features in a standardized way; this

approach is called Web of Things (WoT)[26].

Blockchain is used in this work as a management and security tool for SC IoT

App devices. Consuming data from its structure using standardized proposals such

as the Semantic Web allows new opportunities to use this data produced by SC

IoT Apps. It brings new possibilities for integrating information from transactions,

blocks, accounts, and Smart Contracts with other web databases, creating new

opportunities and insights.
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In a scenario of IoT devices in waste management applications submitting trans-

actions on the Blockchain to change their state in the pipes. The transactions

submitted in Blockchain using Smart Contract generate access history when stored

on the Blockchain in log format. It allows queries and links with other web datasets,

asking questions by writing SPARQL sentences using ontologies made for sensors

and Blockchain.

The possibility of querying data interconnected by SPARQL makes it possible to

use external datasets for new and consolidated insights. An example in our context

of SC would be waste management applications being able to cross-reference density

data in water with external weather datasets exposed and annotated using ontologies

Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) [27]. The possibility of having historical data of

ambient temperature and rainfall linked with IoT consolidated data, for example,

could enrich the analysis of density and increase of residues in repositories and pipes.

Applications using Blockchains with a Smart Contract and an ecosystem of de-

centralized projects already in the process of rapid popularization, such as Ethereum.

Currently, applications and interfaces API of devices and applications SC do not

have a standard query and data integration, making relevant new ontologies propo-

sitions and standardized ways of exposing its data for consultation and integration.

This approach of providing an ontology for Ethereum and a middleware that ex-

poses its endpoints was explored in this research and is a contraposition of the most

current proprietary and isolated API SC and IoT.

A popular Decentralized Application (DApp) has emerged to access real-world

services and applications outside the decentralized Blockchain ecosystem that use

Smart Contracts to provide off-chain interaction with external real-world services

and is called upon by the Oracles community. Considering the future demand for

data consumption from a Blockchain, we can consider these Oracles one of the

potential entities to consume and consult external data linked to Ethereum data to

generate richer insights intensively [28].

Consuming Ethereum data gains relevance considering the growth of decentral-

ized projects and decentralized organizations. The oracles responsible for interacting

with the off-chain world use Ethereum data to interact with the real world. SC IoT

Apps that use Ethereum as a background for security management or data and

logs repository may need to consume this data in a standardized way, enabling the

linking of this data with other datasets to enrich queries and generate new business

insights.

In order to expose the data in a standardized way, we propose an extension to

the EthOn ontology of the literature that represents the entities of the Ethereum

data model, EthExtras. EthExtras adds some objects that expose properties in a

complementary way to transactions, receipts, blocks, and accounts. EthExtras also
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inserts the external relationship with the DBpedia dataset as an example of a link

between datasets.

Using EthOn and EthExtras, we developed a middleware that exposes data

from Ethereum networks in soft real-time. Entities such as Blocks, transactions,

and accounts are exposed in web URI endpoints as a graph in RDF format, making

it possible to query their triples through tools such as SPARQL.

1.1 Contributions

We propose the IoT LowPower and Blockchain scenarios apply Fog / Edge comput-

ing paradigm, Chapter 5, autentichate and authorize IoT devices using Blockchain

and Smart Contract as background, Chapter 7, and using web semantic to extract

data of Blockchain data using new ontologies, Chapter 8.

1.1.1 A Fog/Edge Computing LowPower Network

This work proposes a low-energy SC network architecture, with competitive cost of

deployment, using unlicensed frequency. In this architecture, the IoT devices until

the backhaul network use high rates, in an alternative of mobile network infrastruc-

ture. To this, we mix the Low Power networks LoRa an LPWAN and BLE a WPAN

in a Fog/Edge computing.

Using a combination of network paradigms like Fog Computing, LPWAN net-

works can help in scenarios that require streaming data but don’t have throughput

from the edge of the network to the backhaul. In this paradigm, only consolidated

data are sent, sufficient for managerial and decision-making information. Rock and

snow slide statuses on a mountain with devices deployed in hard-to-reach places

would not need to send status for each reading variation but rather an already

consolidated set of relevant information and decisions made at the edge.

We implemented test-beds using LoRa and BLE interfaces with message ex-

change in a Fog / Edge Computing architecture.

To evaluate the capacity of the LoRa network, we simulate an SC IoT network

scenario of thousands of devices using LoRaSim, sending messages in different pe-

riods. To verify the range of the LoRa specification, we up links in a metropolitan

area, where the results obtained with a development kit were satisfactory, showing

that LoRa presents an ideal potential for network coverage of a city.

This Long Range approach is suitable for use cases of SC IoT Apps where the

devices are located in remote locations from the base and difficult to access due

to difficult access. We can include water and sewage pipes monitoring, trash cans,

fire sensors inside a forest, temperature, humidity, and pressure sensors deployed on
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buildings or power towers, train track sensors, river and rain flood alerts, mountain

rockslide control, and snow avalanche sensors.

And the feature combined with BLE networks allows Low Power networks to use

devices already found on the market.

This contribution is published in [29].

1.1.2 IoT authorization and identification using BlockChain

IoT devices installed in urban areas, such as pipes, power sources, sewage, and

trash cans, the temperature can be installed by unknown stakeholders and with

hardware often from different and unknown manufacturers. In this scenario, the

prior knowledge and registration of a device, its metadata, its firmware, and the

data destination API address can increase security and confidence in data coming

from the edges.

In this scenario, the security features provided are often ineffective. For these

applications, our proposal presents an additional layer of security to receive messages

from IoT devices more reliably using as a security background infrastructure in

decentralized paradigms such as Blockchain.

We presenting API gateways IoT Edge API Gateway and

Blockchain API Gateway. These API gateways run in Edge and Fog Comput-

ing, and they sign and verify the IoT message’s authenticity, using Smart Contracts

deployed in Blockchain.

The Blockchain API Gateway call the Smart Contracts of the project IoT

Device Management [30] a DApp. We deploy a testbed using real devices running

the IoT Edge API Gateway to validate messages before sending them to a server

running the project IoT Framework Engine [31]. This objective of the testbed is to

represent a typical SC IoT App scenario.

How to contribute, we can list:

• The IoT Edge API Gateway project is a daemon running on an IoT device,

which is responsible for assuming two sensors receiving messages and preparing

a payload containing assurance and metadata that are used to aid in the

verification of authenticity;

• the Blockchain API Gateway project is a daemon running in bastion that

protects the application network. The daemon receives the IoT Edge API

Gateway payloads. If the sender’s authenticity is verified, the message follows

the protected application network’s data management server address;

• a discussion about Blockchain and Smart Contract in SC Apps; and,
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• a testbed using real devices to produce IoT data and send to a SC API as

proof of concept.

This contribution is published in [32].

1.1.3 Extract Blockchain data using Semantic Web

As a contribution, we direct efforts in applying ontologies and semantic Web tech-

niques to expose Ethereum data as a graph. This model would enable standardized

use of Ethereum data in current and new decentralized applications.

This alternative can solve the integration needs between pre-existing datasets

on the Web and Blockchain, allowing SPARQL queries on the linked datasets.

For example, this feature can be helpful to recent applications that interact with

Blockchain and the world off-chain, the Oracles.

Oracles services provide guaranteed and secure communication of Smart Con-

tracts with the off-chain world. Its services propose to query, verify and authenticate

external data sources, potential beneficiaries of a Semantic Web-based dataset inte-

gration. An example of calling an Oracle service to help an SC application would

be the query to external data of services used in an urban environment, such as

product prices, credit information on a financial institution, and payment verifi-

cation on credit cards, among others. In other words, a dataset modeled as the

data exposed by our Midelware using Semantic Web tools can be the potential to

help this bridge between the Blockchain and Smart Contract world and the outside

world. Blockchains do not access data from outside the network (off-chain), Our

middleware is not designed specifically for IoT SC Apps data consumption and can

receive new classes added by EthExtras to be applied to any Apps class that uses

Ethereum and Smart Contract as a base, exposing their logs as URI to be consulted

by SPARQL

Our contributions to Web Semantic research are:

• The EthExtras, a new ontology that adds components to EthOn, add auxiliary

classes that extends some relationship between Ethereum entities.

• A Web application that uses EthOn and EthExtras ontologies extracts data

from Ethereum in production and convert it into RDF, making these entities

available as Universal Resource Identifier (URI) for visualization and query.

This contribution is published in [33].

1.1.4 General Contribution

Our general contribution proposal shows that the Fog Computing architecture is a

powerful option when it is applied to scenarios of devices with low computational
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capacity and multiple characteristics. When we apply it to the context of SC, we

see the need to apply advanced security in a scenario dominated by the diversity

of technologies. We seek to investigate a use case in Blockchain that already has

security features in its design; it can be a path to be followed in applications where

it is not always possible to trust or know the edge.

This work made possible the following publications,

[29] Low-Energy Smart Cities Network with LoRa and Bluetooth, 7th

IEEE International Conference on Mobile Cloud Computing, Services, and Engi-

neering (MobileCloud), 2019.

[34] Blockchain for Machine to Machine Interaction in Industry 4.0,

Blockchain Technology for Industry 4.0: Secure, Decentralized, Distributed and

Trusted Industry Environment, 2020.

[32] IoT Registration and Authentication in Smart City Applications

with Blockchain, Sensors, 2021

[33], A middleware for systems consumes Ethereum data in soft real-

time: a Semantic Web approach, SBESC, 2021

1.2 Structure of the thesis

The rest of the text is structured as follows

Part II, the Theoretical References;

– Chapter 2, summarize the main technologies and concepts;

– Chapter 3, show the related works;

– Chapter 4, presents applications, issues and challenges of using Blockchain,

Smart Contract and IoT;

Part III, the Case Studies;

– Chapter 5, addresses our Low Power Fog Computing network proposal for

Smart Cities (SC);

– Chapter 6, discuss Smart Cities (SC) Scenarios and present a Fog Blockchain

and Smart Contract IoT and challenges to adoption;

– Chapter 7, address our Smart Cities (SC) Authentication and Authorization

IoT using API Gateways calling Smart Contract in Ethreum Blockchain;

– Chapter 8 addresses our model for consumption, linking, and use of data

from Ethereum Blockchain networks in a standardized way using Semantic Web

and ontologies;

Part IV, the Final Considerations;

– Chapter 9, present the works of literature that discuss and that reference the

main contributions of this work;

– Chapter 10, describes the hypothetical join scenario of our use cases.
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– Chapter 11, the discussion and conclusions around the main themes raised and

addressed in the research

– Chapter 12, the final conclusions and the future works
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Part II

Theoretical Reference
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Chapter 2

Tecnologies and Protocols

In this research, Blockchain is the platform for Smart Contracts and data responsible

for writing state and identifying and validating IoT devices. To better understand

our contributions, this chapter describes the Blockchain components, a base tech-

nology used in this research, and Web Semantic main topics. The objective is an

overview of Blockchain-related characteristics, technologies, and approaches.

2.1 The Blockchain entities and concept

Blockchain is a distributed ledger being all transactions are signed and replicated

between network nodes in a P2P architecture. The network does not need a central

trusted intermediary authority, and its structure is a chain of blocks linked by the

previous block’s hash. Nodes share this data structure, and any changes are public

to all nodes, with changes validated by a consensus mechanism. Figure 2.1.

It is a recent technology and has not yet been tested in all scenarios. It is

commonly found as a solution in financial services and cryptocurrencies. Its decen-

tralized feature makes cok that features the scalability and immutability required

by many modern applications such as SC IoT Apps.

To write routines and programs in Blockchain, we have Smart Contracts, a con-

cept introduced by Nick Szabo in 1994 [35]. These Smart Contracts are the basis

of decentralized programs commonly called Decentralized Application (DApp) and

have no infrastructure dependencies, being resilient and security-enhanced. They

are implemented in a Block by a transaction and called by an interface Application

binary interface (ABI) located in a Blockchain address, making it possible to build

Turing complete routines and immutable, using the security features of Blockchain

[36].

The block, account, and transactions are the main Blockchain entities in this sec-

tion and are referenced during our research and used to model Ethereum Blockchain’s

ontologies to soft-real-time data exposure middleware.
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Blocks

Blocks are the fundamental entity of Blockchain, responsible for being the repository

of transactions. It has the previous block’s hash, which is used to chain. The hashes

are calculated based on the block data, and any change to any of the previous blocks

in the block network violates the consensus rules and invalidates the entire chain.

The first block is called Genesis Block, and to add a new it is necessary to mine,

being a consensus algorithm responsible for verifying the trust of this newly mined

block and approving a new block in the chain.

Accounts

The primary control is done by a user or Smart Contract. A Blockchain account is an

entity that, in non-permissioned networks such as Ethereum, uses its cryptocurrency

balance to send transactions on the network. Smart Contracts are special accounts

accessed by a network address that can send transactions and have a balance of

cryptocurrencies.

When a user account is created, a private key consisting of 64 hexadecimal

characters is generated, and the public key is calculated from this private key with

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). The account’s public address

is the last 20 bytes of the public key hash, adding 0x to the beginning.

Transactions

Transactions are signed messages sent by a user or Smart Contract and are respon-

sible for changing the state of the Blockchain. The user needs the private key to

sign the message and a destination public account address for a valid transaction.

Once validated, transactions wait to be confirmed by the Blockchain network in

a temporary structure called a mem-pool until they are permanently included in a

block. The transaction can be verified by anywhere or anybody is possible, because

it is stored in the block to maintain an immutable history. This security feature is

the foundation of Blockchain’s robustness, allowing reliable, auditable data storage

without being altered or deleted, decreasing the possibility of transaction fraud.

2.1.1 Consensus Algorithms

Blockchain has a distributed and decentralized network paradigm with P2P nodes

of a highly scalable nature. The cryptography base uses an elliptic curve that allows

the nodes to store the transaction in blocks without trust. Strong security is based

on the consensus algorithm, which is often computationally expensive.
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In the consensus algorithm Proof of Work (PoW), the miner’s nodes make ex-

cessive computational use to find a solution and create a new block, which is an

algorithm used by Bitcoin. The solution after PoW must satisfy criteria, which the

other network nodes can easily verify. The block is mined and validated by all nodes

of the network and addiction to the chain.

However, nowadays, the PoW is a problem; PoW miners make much computa-

tional effort to a resolution, being an inefficient, slow, and highly energetic consensus

process. An energy-saving alternative is Prove of Stake (PoS). Instead of requiring

users to find a nonce by brute force, the PoS requires people to prove ownership of

the amount of money. The justification for this algorithm is that persons with more

coins are less likely to attack the network.

Some critics of the PoS consider this selection based on the balance of the account

quite unfair because it would give dominion of the net to the rich group of people.

Compared to PoW, PoS has better energy efficiency by having many Blockchains

adopting PoW and migrating to PoS gradually as the Ethereum.

Another approach is the Proof of Authority (PoA), whose transactions and

Blocks are validated by authorized accounts, known as validators. Validators are

responsible for inserting transactions into blocks. In the PoA, people earn the right

to become validators and are encouraged to maintain their position, with a repu-

tation given to validator identities. They are encouraged to maintain trust in the

transaction process to prevent their identities from being associated with a security

incident leading to a negative reputation. PoA is considered more robust than PoS.

Blocks and transactions are verified by pre-approved participants, who act as system

moderators.

2.1.2 Merkle Tree

Merkle trees are used in Blockchain networks to validate the data integrity of a

transaction in the blocks. In our research proposal of using an API gateway for

authentication and validation of payloads of an IoT, during a IoT registration, a

Merkle root using its metadata is calculated and registered in the Blockchain for

future validation.

Merkle trees are used to verify a Blockchain’s content and data consistency,

where transactions are used to generate a binary tree where each leaf node is the

transaction hash, and the value of each non-leaf node is the hash of the transactions

below it.

Merkle proofs verify if a transaction belongs to the tree. It uses a tree root hash

and a ”tree branch” with all hashes along the path from the leaf to the root. It is

possible to verify that the resulting hash for that branch is consistent throughout the
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Figure 2.1: Blockchain Blocks

Figure 2.2: Mekle Tree

path by verifying that the data belongs and is in that position in the tree. Someone

who needs to prove that a piece of data is in the tree does not need the entire tree.

An individual transaction on a Blockchain Block can be verified using Merkle

Tree, a data structure that efficiently stores key-value pairs. This data structure is a

complete binary tree of hashes. Each leaf node is the hash of an object, a transaction

in the case of Blockchain. The value of each non-leaf node in the tree is the hash

of the two nodes below it, continuing until the total number of hashes remaining is

just one, the Merkle root, Figure 2.2.

The proofs of a Merkle tree are used to decide if a piece of data belongs to the

tree and is consistent with a set of data without revealing it. For example, to verify

data [C] in Merkle Root, we use the function hash [C], which results in Hash C.

Furthermore, to validate whether C belongs to the Merkle tree, it is unnecessary

to reveal it. Hash A B is the Hash A when hashed with Hash B, Hash C D is the

Hash C when hashed with the hash of unknown D, Hash D. Hash C D hashed with

Hash A B result in the Merkle Root Hash A B C D.

We use Hash D, Hash C D, and Hash A B without revealing C or any data to

prove that the C data is present in the Merkle tree.
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With these, we can obtain Hash A B C D, therefore proving that Hash C was

part of the Merkle tree, which implied that data C was, in fact, part of the universal

data set [A, B, C, D]. The hash function generally uses SHA-2, although others can

also be used. Ethereum uses Keccak-256 belonging to the SHA-3 family of hash

functions.

2.1.3 Ethereum

The open-source Ethereum is the Blockchain network we use in this research. It

has built-in attributes for deploying Smart Contracts. The contracts in this work

deployed in Ethereum are used for the registry and validation of an IoT device. We

use access to its data to extract soft-real time Blockchain data as a graph using Web

Semantic.

Ethereum is currently the leading DApp development platform and the second

most popular cryptocurrency, losing in financial transaction volume only to Bitcoin,

the precursor to the Blockchain [37]. The Ethereum project is an Open Source

Blockchain created to be the global decentralized computing platform for executing

Smart Contracts programs. It uses Blockchain sync mechanisms to manage state

changes, using its default cryptocurrency, the Ether (ETH).

Ethereum has become a popular platform for Blockchain applications, providing

more features than Bitcoin because it includes the capacity to run programs or Smart

Contracts; it significantly contributes to generating new application possibilities [37].

Ethereum follows the revolutionary idea of the internet as a free and collaborative

network, in contrast to the current network increasingly controlled and regulated by

a few centralized organizations. Furthermore, it is in this expectation of being the

new internet for a new pool of totally decentralized applications, independent of the

current internet. All this shows the relevance of new research on Ethereum that just

as the Semantic Web is considered Web 3.0, and its client libraries are named like

that, like Javascript, web3.js

In Ethereum, each Smart Contract has an address, and for a new transaction,

submit is necessary to use its address and its ABI interface definition. The transac-

tion is sent, and after consensus and block validation, the Smart Contract is executed

in a secure environment, the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

Smart Contracts on Ethereum are Turing Complete language, written and com-

piled in languages like Solidity, stored as bytecode in a block, and have its execution

in an EVM. In Ethereum, all transactions have rates measured in an internal unit

called Gas. Thus, each Ethereum transaction must specify a maximum Gas fee limit

used during a Smart Contract routine execution. This mechanism ensures some con-

trol over the costs of the routine run of a particular call to a Smart Contract, in
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addition to preventing it from entering, for example, an infinite loop and executing

it consistently [38].

Ethereum Request for Comments (ERC)

The Smart Contracts motivate the invention of a new programming language, So-

lidity, to write on Ethereum. They already include routines of software thinking in

security. The ERC provides Smart Contracts standards already tested by the com-

munity, such as the ERC-20 and ERC-721, used by the developers to Tokens and

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) projects. The existence of these Ethereum Request for

Comments (ERC) standards motivates a current significant increase in projects of

this nature using Ethereum as a basis.

Storage

Store great data quantity in an Ethereum Blockchain is not recommended should

limits of architecture, time of a transaction, store limits, and mainly the Gas costs.

DApp with needs to store digital media such as documents and digital media could

benefit from decentralized storage projects. Some decentralized projects for deploy-

ing distributed stores are Interplanetary File System (IPFS) and Swarm [39]. The

DApp uses only this file’s reference in this platform and stores this in Ethereum.

Name Service in Ethereum

A project resolve names in Ethereum, Ethereum Name Service (ENS), Domain Name

System (DNS) corresponding and is responsible for referred Ethereum references in

a human-readable name, provides a complete decentralized architecture to DApp.

Public Ethereum Network

The OpenSources project implementations as GoEthereum (GEth) written in Go

and Parity, written in Rust, could run a private Ethereum or participate as a node

of public Ethereum MainNet or test networks (Ropsten, for example).

The MainNet is the production public Ethereum network, and to call trans-

actions and deploy Smart Contracts in this network is necessary real ETH. The

transactions and Smart Contract execution consume Gas, have the cost in ETH,

and have real consequences.

To deploy test Smart Contract in public Ethereum network, the community

maintains test networks Ethereum. The more popular available are Ropsten, a PoW

network, and Kovan and Rinkeby, both PoA networks. It is possible to deploy Smart

Contracts to test, and the ETH in these networks do not have anyone value and are

distributed by faucets easily found on the internet. A popular service in Ethereum
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and DApp ecosystem is Infura [40] is used to connect with public Ethereum networks

and IPFS. Infura provides a Blockchain development suite and API and avoids the

necessity of a local node setup.

2.2 Semantic Web

Semantic Web is the proposition to simplify Web data consumption, allowing in-

tegration and cooperation between man-machine, the Web 3.0. The WEB is the

most significant data source, and HTTP is the dominant protocol for transactions

and consumption of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured online sources.

This effort aims to access WEB contents as a database, where data is accessed by a

Universal Resource Identifier (URI) and related, shared, and queried over HTTP.

The Semantic Web is currently the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recom-

mendation for integrating WEB data sources. Proposed in 2001 by Tim Berners-Lee,

the Semantic Web mainly works on offering data models that can be an extension

of the World Wide Web, allowing machines and humans to work together. For

example, it links the meaning of words through ontologies.

2.2.1 Ontologies

Ontologies are data models representing a set of concepts within a domain and the

relationships related to content published on the Internet.

To model ontologies, a standard format is Ontology Web Language (OWL), a

language designed to represent things and relationships. OWL ontologies generally

refer to other OWL documents, and their representation can be used by computer

programs and humans to understand a set of objects and properties of a domain.

The currently recommended format for storage and query data is the Resource

Description Framework (RDF), its format representing a graph triple.

2.2.2 Resource Description Framework (RDF)

The RDF triple consists of:

• subjet, expressions that RDF uses to describe the resource

• predicate, a specific description of a resource can be an attribute or a relation

between subject and object.

• object, a named property, and its value.
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To retrieve information from an RDF Graph, we have SPARQL; this is the

semantic query language recommended by W3C; it recovers and manipulates data

in RDF format, returning an RDF Graph as a result.

A classic example of a SPARQL query to a web dataset is a search in the dataset

represented by the endpoint http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card [41].

When we submit the SPARQL query, 2.1 using the FOAF ontology returns

”Timothy Berners-Lee.” FOAF is declared as a prefix, the ontology responsible for

describing a person, its activities, and relations.

PREFIX foaf: <http :// xmlns.com/foaf /0.1/>

SELECT ?name

WHERE {

?person foaf:name ?name .

}

Listing 2.1: SPARQL query

Today we already observe interconnected Semantic Web communities such as the

Linked Open Data (LOD)[42], which has over a thousand connected and open-access

datasets.

Figure 2.3 illustrates a Graph using EthOn Ontology, our EthExtras ontology

proposed in this work, and DBpedia. They present Classes and their properties

representing the Ethereum Blockchain, its networks, its Genesis Block, and link

as an external DBpedia dataset. DBpedia is a project that uses Web Semantica

extracts and exposes structured content from Wikipedia.

2.2.3 IoT and Smart Cities Web Semantic models

This work’s contribution has focused on Blockchain data extraction. However, Se-

mantic Web has potential use in specific applications such as SC and IoT to provide

a link with pre-existing datasets. Allowing interaction between these data generated

by pre-existing devices and sensors and datasets such as those existing in LOD [42]

forming a Web of Things (WOT) [26].

In the hypothetical SC case of a standardized data extraction generated by IoT

temperature sensors and exposed by ontologies and Semantic Web models. It Pro-

vides rich queries such as ”what is the average monthly temperature of the central

public library region compared to the number of bicycle users at the library sta-

tion.” Queries like this using the database generated by sensors and crossed with

volumes of public transport users can bring insights into the influence of tempera-

ture on public transport and the impact on public prediction visitors, once linked

datasets and available in Semantic Web models and ontology. Compared to central-
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Figure 2.3: A Ethereum description using RDF Graph

ized databases, the maintenance and integration of these by API and the integration

of heterogeneous databases of the various use cases and sectors of responsibility of

a city may not be so simple.

Some propositions for extracting data from IoT that annotate and expose se-

mantic absorption models can already be found in the literature; one of them is

the XGSN. It implements a virtual sensor layer to visualize data using the SSN

(Semantic Sensor Network) [43] ontology.

OpenIoT [44] is an example of a framework that annotates these data in graph

databases using the RDF (Resource Description Framework) format to extract them

and link them with other datasets to enrich the queries.

OpenIoT uses XGSN, which implements the concept of a virtual sensor to inter-

act with the IoT device by abstracting its API.

SSN ontology is an ontology for describing actuators and sensors, covering their

observations, procedures, characteristics, and observed properties. as well as the

actuators. SSN includes a lightweight but independent core ontology called SOSA

(Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator) [45] for its classes and fundamental

properties. SSN and SOSA can support various applications and use cases, including

satellite imagery, large-scale scientific monitoring, industrial and home infrastruc-

ture, and SC.

As SC ontology, we found SCO (Smart City Ontology) in literature [46]. It

is composed of building blocks (physical, institutional and digital space), functions

(information gathering), learning, collaborative innovation, and information dissem-
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ination.), Its superclasses describe the central physical and social elements, digital

and functional cities, and urban districts.

2.3 Conclusion

This chapter addressed the concepts and technologies that served as tools for our

research and testbeds using Blockchain and Semantic Web. Although several other

concepts are discussed, we will deepen them as they appear in the chapters in which

we present the use cases.
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Chapter 3

Related Works

This chapter shows the main related works as a theoretical reference for our inves-

tigations in the field of Smart Cities (SC). We divided into three groups, the works

related to Low Power networks, the researches that use Blockchain as background

for Internet of Things (IoT) applications, and the works that address the extraction

and use of Blockchain data using Semantic Web and ontologies from the literature.

In the literature, research on SC IoT and Blockchain security is limited. Most

works talk about Blockchain and Smart Contract technology, their communication

and security benefits, and the challenges of providing transactions on embedded IoT

hardware. These works mainly focus on providing ownership and identity relation-

ships, authentication and authorization, data governance, and privacy over IoT and

Blockchain.

3.1 LowPower Studies

There are few studies involving LPWAN, and most relevant works are still in the

simulation field. The Things Network [47] is one of the cases where a real-world

implementation is presented but does not provide details on the actual limits of

expansion of this network. We relate some of the articles that cover the technologies

and concepts related to Low Power in the SC and IoT networks.

Survey [48], works describing and categorized apps related to practical applica-

tions using LoRa networks. Work [49] details the LowPower technologies available

for IoT applications.

The article addresses the difficulty in collecting data in some city locations and

acting in real-time. It emphasizes the need to investigate and incorporate new com-

munication technologies to make data collection, analysis, and decision-making more

efficient, enabling better forecasting and planning and impacting the population’s

quality of life. When analyzing SC, [50], it shows the impacts of the constant in-

teraction of users in the urban environment, using extraction and data collection of
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IoT devices offline for consolidation and future manipulation. Our proposition of an

LPWAN network LoRa and Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) Bluetooth

Low Energy (BLE) makes some of the problems unresolved by this work can be

bypassed using LoRa allowing efficient long range data collection.

In [51], are do performance tests on an LPWAN LoRa deployed in the city of

Rennes on a protocol stack called LoRa FABIAN, to verify the QoS allowed by the

network. The authors use real test-beds for generating and observing the traffic

between the nodes IoT and LoRa IoT stations. This work long-range transmission

technologies in unlicensed bands, challenging traditional applications using cellular

networks as results provide performance information of a LoRa network, in metric

of Packet Error Rate (PER), Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Signal-

to-Noise Ratio (SNR). This study shows the implementation challenges of LPWAN

networks using only Lora devices. Our proposition uses Fog Computing and BLE

at the network’s edge to extend the LPWAN.

In the [9] are analyzed the performance and scalability evaluations of the Lo-

RaWAN protocol. This document compares the technology limits and advantages

of using LoRaWAN for indoor IoT communications compared to 5G networks, using

LoRa devices in all solutions.

The work [52] studies the scalability of LoRa and show that the probability of

coverage drops exponentially as the number of end devices grows due to interference

in the scattering sequence.

The paper [13] investigates LPWAN with LoRa technology in health and well-

ness applications. In this paper, we study the performance of LoRa communication

for indoor IoT Apps used to monitor the well-being of one of the researchers in their

workplace. As a result, they conclude that LPWAN networks and LoRa technol-

ogy have shown potential for monitoring patients in hospitals and at home. Our

proposition when merging technologies such as Bluetooth and LoRa would allow the

architecture proposed by this paper to use widely found BLE healthcare devices.

The work [53] discusses a proposal for an intelligent irrigation system, where IoT

irrigation devices send data to the cloud through gateways and LoRa devices. The

article shows the proposed system’s transmission distance and energy consumption

are reliable. Just like in SC applications, merging LoRa and BLE technologies could

be helpful in Smart Agriculture use cases, making it possible to use today’s most

popular Bluetooth devices with more affordable prices.

In the study, [54] the LoRaSim tool based on SimPy, an environment for discrete

event simulation based on Python, was used to simulate LoRa networks. They

demonstrate the scalability of the LoRa network using simulation across multiple

scenarios and the number of connected devices. Its results and parameters are

compared and calibrated with a real LoRa network. To evaluate the scalability and
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performance of a LoRa network obtained by the simulation results with LoRaSim,

the authors defined two metrics, Data Extraction Rate (DER) and Network Energy

Consumption (NEC). DER is the proportion of messages received and transmitted

over a period, and Network Energy Consumption (NEC) is the amount of energy

to extract one message. In our study, we used LoRaSim to verify LPWAN LoRa

network scenarios in IoT Apps for SC, and DER is one of our results parameters.

Like our work, some studies use the Fog Computing approach in their IoT ap-

plication architectures; they show the challenges of processing as much information

as possible at the network’s edge. This strategy allows sending consolidated data

to the cloud, consuming little network bandwidth and increasing intelligence and

efficiency to IoT Apps. In [55], the authors use the open source projects Tensor-

Flow, Docker, and Kubernetes, to implement a distributed data analysis platform

using the Fog Computing paradigm. The paper [56] present a broker MQTT in Fog

Computing to activate and deactivate BLE nodes in WPAN, monitoring trajectory,

energy consumption and performance. The work differs from our research because it

only acts as the manager of the BLE devices and does not extract data from them.

3.2 Blockchain and IoT Works

Table 3.1: List of IoT and Blockchain related works.

Techniques Problems Addressed Contributions

Blockchain [57] Survey Concentrate works in information sys-
tems

Blockchain and IoT [58] Database for IoT Apps A Simple Mechanism to Blockchain
based Database

Blockchain, Smart Contract and IoT [59] Automate complex processes Identify solutions and workarounds in
the combination of Smart Contract,
Blockchain and IoT

Blockchain, SC and IoT [60] Information security and privacy of
IoT

a security framework that integrates
the blockchain technology with smart
devices

Blockchain, SC and IoT [61] Blockchain-assisted information dis-
tribution system for the IoT

Design of the system

Blockchain and Fog Computing [62] Secures sensitive data with encryp-
tion, authentication

Ensure improved security features
through Blockchain technology

Blockchain and Fog/Edge Computing [63] Applications of Blockchain-enabled
fog

unveils the working relationship of
Blockchain and the fog/edge

Blockchain, IoT and Edge Computing [64] Cooperation and collaboration of re-
curses

An incentive-based mechanism to of-
fer a reward for the participant in the
process using Blockchain

IoT, Kubernetes and Fog Computing [55] Analytics applications without send-
ing everything to the data centers

iA analysis platform in the Fog Com-
puting using Kubernetes

Blockchain and IoT [65] Tracking and revocation of mali-
cious users

Blockchain access control scheme with
traceability and revocability in IIoT
for smart factories

Fog Computing and IoT [56] Availability of application-layer MQTT-driven IoT-Fog integration

SC, IoT and Edge Computing [66] Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Edge PnP-AI and its impact in the SC

Blockchain, IoT and Edge Computing [67] Integrates IoT with Edge Computing
and Blockchain

Proposed a model designed for a scal-
able and controllable IoT system

Blockchain, Smart Contract and IoT [30] IoT identity, security and interoper-
ability

Systems users, entities, register de-
vices using Smart Contract with and
control information in a web interface
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The majority of Blockchain works are in applications related to cryptocurrency

and digital finance applications. Table 3.1 summarizes the techniques, problems,

and contributions of the Blockchain studies using SC and IoT.

Blockchain can be applied in various application domains and sectors of our soci-

ety, covering almost all aspects of business, industry, finance, and governance, among

others. Surveys, such as [57], concentrate on the works that address Blockchain ap-

plied to information systems and their security aspects. The work [58] studied the

challenges and opportunities of using Blockchain as a database for IoT Apps.

We can find a pros and cons analysis of Blockchain integration’s possibilities

with IoT in [59]. The work combines Blockchains and IoT and emphasizes the

power of this union of technologies. It can be powerful, where Blockchain provides

resilient and truly distributed peer-to-peer systems and the ability to interact re-

liably without auditing. By approaching Smart Contracts, the work shows that

it is possible to automate complex processes, with IoT devices being the contact

points with the physical world. In the article, the combination of Smart Contract,

Blockchain, and IoT is a breakthrough in automating workflows in new and unique

ways, which enables cost-effective and time-saving cryptographic verifiability. Its

conclusion estimates that the integration of Blockchains into IoT Apps causes sig-

nificant transformations in various sectors of the economy, bringing new business

models and rethinking systems and process implementation.

As in our proposition, article [60] discusses the implementation of a SC that is

integrated with the Blockchain providing IoT devices with a secure communication

platform. The article proposes a framework that securely integrates the physical

layers, IoT communication, and application interface. Differently, our work focuses

on investigating the impacts of using Blockchain in sending the message to an SC

API after registration, identification, and recognition of IoT devices.

This article presents a prototype in which all operations related to Blockchain

use an API gateway. The work [61] addresses the security requirements for an

IoT Blockchain network and discusses how these can be satisfied through Smart

Contracts. The paper addresses the main challenges associated with IoT devices’

security and trust in Blockchains, presenting a design of a Global IoT information

distribution system using Blockchain.

Some studies use the Fog Computing approach in their IoT Apps architectures

and our research. They show the challenges of processing as much information as

possible at the edge of the network [62, 63]. Use this paradigm. It allows for sending

consolidated data to the cloud, isolating the network’s segments with bandwidth

economy, an essential feature to efficient IoT Apps.

Edge computing based on cooperation and collaboration is proposed in [64] to

share resources and deliver services. An incentive-based mechanism is adopted to
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offer a reward for the participant in the process using Blockchain.

The research [67] discusses data privacy and the benefits of applying Edge Com-

puting and Blockchain in Industrial IoT (IIoT) scenarios, implementing experiments

in Ethereum to evaluate security, performance, and energy efficiency.

The Blockchain is used in security management to block and revoke access to

malicious users, responsible for identity authentication, public keys, user attribute

sets, and revocation lists. The work [65] approaches the security and revocation of

data and access for Smart Factory services in IIoT. The work proposed an attribute-

based access control scheme and protocol for the Smart factory supporting traceabil-

ity and revocation over a Bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption. This result of work is

schemes that optimize the size and overhead during the public key generation, data

encryption, and data decryption stages.

The work [30] develops a system based on Ethereum to identify and authenti-

cate IoT devices through Smart Contracts. The DApp [68] published on GitHub

uses a web interface for registration and authentication of devices and Ethereum

Smart Contracts for device identity, assigning Payload and Metadata Validate using

Merkle Tree. We use its platform and Smart Contracts as a library and background

forBlockchain API Gateway and IoT Edge API Gateway development propo-

sition.

3.3 Semantic Web and Blockchain Related Works

Blockchain enables a secure and immutable database. These characteristics, together

with Semantic Web, which can give web services the possibility to consume and

obtain knowledge as a graph, can give new resources and functionalities.

Research and Implementation exploring the technical aspects of the Blockchain

and applications linked to problem domains such as Industry 4.0 (I4.0),IoT, and

SC are already widely studied in the literature. The works with Semantic web,

Blockchain is not extensively covered and only recently found few relevant investi-

gations. In this session, we present the main results found related to the focus of

our research.

The article [69] goes deeper into the benefits of the Semantic Web and Blockchain,

providing an overview of scenarios that benefit from the union of these approaches

and analyzing its advantages and disadvantages.

The work [70] shows the results of a project aiming at developing the conceptual

schema of Ethereum using Unified Modeling Language (UML). The motivation for

this was that most Ethereum literature is found from a technical or an economic

perspective. Developers, researchers, and students need a simple model to under-

stand the deep foundations of Ethereum, in contraposition to having that search
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details of this technology and its objects relationships in many books, papers, and

web references. This research differs from our work because it does not use Semantic

Web for modeling but UML.

The research [71] describes the BLONDiE ontology, representing the semantics

of structures related to relevant Blockchain projects: Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hy-

perledger. This ontology focuses on integrating the standard data formats of the

different Blockchain platforms, separate from our proposition that uses EthOn to

deepen searches in Ethereum.

The article [72] presents the creation of a linked data index implemented on

Ethereum. Unlike our work that applies the EthOn ontology, this work focuses its

results on the BLONDiE ontology. The work implements a semantic index for the

platform and exposes the data as Linked Data, indexed at block and transaction-

level according to the BLONDiE ontology.

The SANSA Semantic Web tool in the [73] poster is used in an Ethereum De-

centralized Application (DApp), the CryptoKitties game, an online game based on

Smart Contracts that allows players to trade characters securely, virtual pets. The

Project uses Alethio [74] as an Ethereum analytics tool, providing transactions and

logs in Resource Description Framework (RDF) modeled on the EthOn ontology

and consolidating some results. Like our work, this research focuses on the EthOn

ontology’s results to make Ethereum data more digestible for end users.

The work [75] investigates item description and discovery in a Blockchain to the

Supply Chains using Semantic Web approaches, proposing a framework that pro-

vides an object discovery layer in resume object discovery, registration, and selection.

The core of this proposition is to use Hyperledger Blockchain with an ontology of

object and product discovery. Unlike our approach concentrate on Ethereum, it

focuses its approach on Blockchain Hyperleger technology [76].

The research [77] presents futuristic scenarios and ideas and industrial scenarios,

using Blockchain networks for data feed and Semantic Web for data interconnec-

tion. The work presents the DeSCA prototype that records the interactions of the

participants of a Supply Chain system in BlockChain and replicates this data in

RDF format using the BLONDiE ontology as a basis. As well as our approach, the

motivation of this research is to show that the Semantic Web principles can be used

in a decentralized internet using Blockchain as Background to compose futuristic

DApp scenarios.

An empirical analysis of store RDF triples in Blockchain compared with JavaScript

Object Notation (JSON) storage are presented in [78]. The data in the proof of con-

cept is produced by the IoT devices and the Ethereum Gas costs of these operations

and its effectiveness in querying the database using SPARQL. Our proposal, differ-

ent from this work, uses a web middleware that, through Web3.py [79], the Python
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library to speak with Ethereum Blockchain and on the fly generates the triple RDF

of the Ethereum entity called via its Universal Resource Identifier (URI) link.

The work [80] presents a distributed database compatible with Blockchain named

GraphChain that exposes the data with RDF graphs in a semantic model. GraphChain,

to define its semantics, uses its own Ontology Web Language (OWL) ontology to

define structural entities. Its graphs can be published as web-accessible linked data

objects using HTTP and can be queried by SPARQL. Some prototypes using Java,

C, and JavaScript are used to demonstrate the dynamic of this Blockchain. This

work uses the RDF graphs as part of the structure of an unprecedented Blockchain.

Different from our middleware propose that uses the current Blockchain Ethereum

networks to extract the graphs exposing this data in a semantic model and using it

with the available web ontologies and we EthOn extension the EthExtras ontology.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we show the main related works from the literature that we use as

a theoretical reference in our investigations into the SC problems addressed. We

seek to cover research on the main topics that we will cover during our testing and

presentation of contributions, Low Power networks, Blockchain, Semantic Web and

ontologies.
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Chapter 4

Models using Blockchain, Smart

Contract and IoT

This chapter has content published in the book Chapter [34], and covers relevant

models found in the literature and industry, using IoT, Blockchain.

4.1 Blockchain and IoT propositions

There are still few applications using Blockchain as a security background or data for

IoT applications. Those in the prototype or start of production stages started their

work recently. The union of these two technologies gives security and robustness to

some scenarios [82].

Several projects propose using Blockchain and IoT, and we list some of the most

relevant ones that illustrate the integration of these two technologies.

4.1.1 Chronicled

Projects like Chronicled [83] are committed to providing security for IoT devices

and integration with the most popular Blockchain networks. They are using Smart

Contracts for registration and identity verification.

4.1.2 AEROToken

The AEROToken [84] project proposes to be a drone road infrastructure within

the United States, coordinated by Smart Contracts on the Ethereum Blockchain.

In some countries and the United States, drone operators need low altitudes over

private properties. In addition to other restrictions for security and privacy, the

project faces these challenges and constraints of commercial drone service demands
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[85]. AeroToken enables property owners to authorize drone flight, notifying and

logging via Blockchain that their airspace is available.

4.1.3 The Chain of Things

The Chain of Things (COT) [86] develops innovative and futuristic IoT solutions

using Blockchain, the ChainofSecurity project, which provides security features for

IoT; the ElectricChain, which provides solar power generation data publicly in near

real-time, and the Chain of Shipping. Chain of Shipping aims to mitigate fraud and

process management inefficiencies that use Bills of Lading (BOL), which, even when

used digitally, can be duplicated or hacked. This project proposes the creation of a

Smart BoL, eliminating paper forms and centralized databases, ending fraud through

Blockchain and SmartContract. Using a Smart contract would require executing the

steps provided for in the BOL between participants and stakeholders, generating

alerts in case of non-compliance with the routine contained in the contract.

COT also works on conceptual projects, such as Liquidstar and Blockpass; Liq-

uidstar is a network with intelligent batteries of decentralized management using

Blockchain and Smart Contract. Portable features the so-called ”Solar Buckets.”

replace expensive traditional networks and liquid fuels with Mobile Virtual Net-

works. Its purpose is to be the future of energy for more than 1 billion people

globally, who live in places without electricity grid coverage and many others who

do not have a reliable source of energy. Blockpass is intended to be an identification

application using Blockchain, its primary use case being industrial applications. It

provides an identity layer, a protocol that allows the interaction between identity

profiles with devices allowing the creation of applications with reliable interaction

between different entities.

4.1.4 ADEPT

Autonomous Decentralized. Peer-to-Peer Telemetry (ADEPT) is an IBM project

in partnership with Samsung that uses Blockchain to build a distributed network

of IoT devices in a decentralized way [87]. The project is based on BitTorrent

for sharing files, Ethereum for Smart Contract, and TeleHash for P2P messaging.

ADEPT has propositions for use in domestic environments, creating a network of

autonomous devices. In this network, appliances signal operational problems and

make software updates on their own, communicating with other nearby devices to

control and guarantee energy efficiency[88].

In an ADEPT proof of concept, an innovative washing machine uses a Smart Con-

tract that provides the rules for buying detergents and choosing retailers. Demon-

strating how to make the IoT device manage its supplies, carry out purchases and
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maintenance, and act in conjunction with other devices to optimize the energy of

the domestic environment, taking place without a central controller orchestrating or

mediating [89] operations.

For this purpose, the Samsung W9000 washing machine was used using Smart

Contracts to request new supplies from the detergent dealer, pay for the order itself

and receive notification from the seller that the detergent was correctly paid for

shipped, notifying the washing machine owner’s smartphone. Wash, as this device

is under intelligent home management. One of the main challenges faced by this

solution is the scalability strategy, in order to incorporate the large number of IoT

devices expected to come into operation in the coming years, which should surpass

the billions of devices [90].

4.1.5 MyBit

MyBit Network uses Blockchain and Smart Contract to manage assets [91] using

Ethereum and MyBit Software Development Kit (SDK). MyBit is proposing a De-

centralized Development Fund (DDF), offering services that divide proportional

earnings and revenues between groups of IoT asset owners. Drones, scooters, bi-

cycles, cars, machines can be shared without the need for a centralized manager

because Smart Contracts govern the rules for financial gains.

4.1.6 Slock.it

Slock.it [92] develop tools for Smart Locks using Ethereum Blockchain, IoT, and

Smart Contract. The idea is to use a device IoT to control, for example, rental,

sale, or seasonal use of a property. In this example, the Smart Contract defines the

business parameters as deposit and rent value, being possible for the lessee to open

and close the padlock and access the property when making a transaction to the

Ethereum Smart Contract. Rent collection, refunds, and discounts are now managed

without interference from third parties using a centralized model [93].

Using the Slock.it solution would allow current models of shared property use to

be operated without companies. Slock.it provides these intelligent locks that can be

used at various points of a SC, such as cars, bicycles, scooters, and gondolas. Cars,

for example, can be anywhere in the city until the next customer, located with a

phone app, can unlock their lock and use it. They also work in transport solutions to

provide charging infrastructure for electric vehicles and control the use and payment

of the service through Blockchain and Smart Contracts. This business model made

up of intelligent locks could threaten large shared businesses like Uber and Airbnb,

and Smart Contracts already have agreements between participants, making them

irrelevant.
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4.2 Smart Contract Scenarios

The junction of decentralized finance strategies and IoT devices brings new possi-

bilities of use and forms of remuneration for services using cryptocurrency [94]. The

application scenarios for sharing economy are potential users of Blockchain, Smart

Contract, and IoT, which guarantees the required security standards. In common,

they use Smart Contracts that implement the promises established between the

parties, guaranteeing the previously agreed financial and operational parameters.

Figure 4.1 shows scenarios of using Smart Contract and Blockchain for fuel pay-

ments at a gas station, Drones paying toll to fly in properties and houses with Smart

Locks.

Figure 4.1: IoT in a communication using Blockchain and Smart Contract

Without a central and autonomous control entity in private urban transport, a

payment system can become viable and safe. An agreement established by Smart

Contract makes it possible for a passenger’s smartphone to communicate with the

car and automatically make payment autonomously, offering transparency, security,

and confidence in using the service.

Another scenario of autonomous payment and financial movement without inter-

mediaries is the payment of fuel for a car at a gas station. In a traditional scenario,

the application stores the user’s credit card and exchanges information between card

machines and financial companies to release credit for purchasing fuel and payment

to the gas station. A centralized entity is not necessary for a scenario using only

Smart Contract applications.
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The vehicle runs an application that accesses the public Blockchain. It sends

cryptocurrencies to a Smart Contract that already agrees with values previously

established between the parties and releases the fuel at the bomb. The gas station

can directly interact with the Blockchain through its app to determine if a vehicle

has paid and record how much gas it has purchased.

In addition to gas payments, the decentralized application can monitor the vehi-

cle’s autonomous fuel quantity, anticipate refueling needs, and automatically propose

a convenient route to a gas station that contains better price adjustments, forecasts,

and notifying each transaction balances.

In another example of a standalone autonomous payment scenario., the appli-

cation receives a message informing that based on its daily shopping list and home

devices inventory. Was identified local retailers with the best prices according to

the agreed budget using the anticipated agreement of the Smart Contract among

the participants, bought what was missing, and arranged for its delivery at the right

time.

Smart Contracts may have to be parameterized by profile; an example of this

would be a vehicle where the car owner is allowed to pay for fuel or park in his office

when driving. However, his child is not, and the driver’s identification is required

before autonomous transactions.

Smart Contracts may have different agreements per user profile; an example of

this would be a vehicle where the car owner can pay for fuel or park in their office

while driving. However, the owner’s child does not, with the identification of the

car’s driver being required before autonomous transactions.

The project Aigang, for instance, has Smart Contracts on Ethereum to contract

and process insurance service requests such as Maintenance and Payment Notices

(MPN) automatically between IoT devices [95]. It uses AIX currency to trade

investment opportunities in its products, using Smart Contract to agree on different

levels of risk and reward. Aigang includes claims handling, fraud detection, renewal,

and payment in addition to accurate insurance pricing, reducing administration costs

and delays in service requests.

4.3 Blockchain Storage propositions

An important project that proposes to be a distributed object storage service is the

Interplanetary File System (IPFS) [96]. It serves files decentralized and is outside

the control of companies, governments, content tracking agencies. Each file receives

a unique fingerprint represented by a cryptographic hash, ensuring its uniqueness

and immutability. By relying on collaboration and node maintainers, a framework

using Smart Contract and Blockchain can create monetary incentives and rewards
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for keeping copies of files at the edge of the network.

An important feature when using IPFS is Inter-Planetary Name System (IPNS).

The IPNS is one of the proposals for naming using names for digital assets in IPFS.

In short, IPNS is a hash associated with a record containing information about the

IPFS hash to which it is linked.

Digital media industries benefit from IPFS resources, like books, music, photos,

movies, among others, when stored, cannot be duplicated on the network, and it is

even possible to trade them based on Smart Contract. An example of monetization

of these assets is the Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) that generate value to tangible

assets to trade and guarantee their authenticity and ownership, generating a new

way of trading and valuing assets.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we show some cases of relevant uses of IoT already found in the

literature and the industry, using the set of resources provided by Blockchain and

Smart Contract. Some of the projects are currently disruptive references in adopting

projects using a decentralized paradigm.
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Part III

Case Studies
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Chapter 5

The Low Power Network

In this chapter, we approach the scenarios SC IoT using Low Power Networks as

Lora and BLE in Fog Computing architect paradigm. This chapter has a significant

part of its content already published in the work [29].

5.1 SC IoT App Network

SC networks are a potential scenario for using IoT in network architectures using

Low Power technology. Urban environments are environments where we find users

and applications of different interests and requirements, each city having a different

capacity in basic infrastructure. The study [97] proposes a mix of Low Power, Zigbee

technologies for sensors and Wi-fi to access the backbone in order to provide vehicle

management and traffic monitoring in profile SC IoT App. The intelligence must

be achieved with a minor human intervention as an essential point of SC IoT App,

Machine-to-machine communication requires reliable networks, Low Power devices,

and minimal infrastructure structure before being considered ”smart.”

The [98] study of a review of wireless technologies in the SC shows a comparison

and lists the problems that difficult coexistence among them. The reason is that

most popular wireless technologies available today employ ISM frequencies. WiMax

is very popular in providing long-distance wireless communication, such as in rural

areas, saturating and increasing interference between 2.4 GHz ISM networks. (In-

dustrial, Scientific, and Medical). ISM frequency becomes a problem due to the

growth of technologies that use this range, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee.

Home automation, telemedicine, and healthcare applications already employ Wi-Fi

on a large scale.

An network infrastructure using Wi-Fi has high power consumption, making

some SC IoT scenarios unfeasible. The Wi-Fi stays restricted to situations SC with

wall power or easy battery charging. Often the proposes of SC IoT implementa-

tions use gateways connected to a fiber optic backhaul or high-throughput wireless
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connections, which act as intermediaries of the IoT network to the Cloud or local

infrastructure. However, when we do not have any available backhaul or the cost of

infrastructure and energy prohibitive.

Given all these problems and limitations of other technologies in these scenarios,

Low Power networks become a relevant option. The Low Power network options are

LPWAN [99] [13] and WPAN. The popular technologies of this networks are Long

Range (LoRa) and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), both using unlicensed frequency.

The LPWAN are networks formed by connecting battery-powered devices that

send payloads by a long range and using Low Power Consumption. They are asso-

ciated with networks of sensors and devices that communicate in environments of

relevant geographic distance in applications that transmit only little data with low

throughput. This throughput is sufficient to send small messages a few times a day

[100].

In a SC IoT App used to collect information on water supply and sewage collec-

tion networks can provide reliable information for management, making it possible

to predict critical situations such as; amount of infiltration, detection of blockages,

flood forecasting insights, and water pollution control. Flexible, low-cost monitor-

ing approaches are increasingly relevant and challenging, given the growing need for

management, control, and performance in this scenario.

Sewage monitoring networks have specific requirements to be deployed. Devices

must be resistant to unfavorable conditions and often subject to interferences and

aggressive nature effects coupled with sensing and data transmission with low power

consumption to use long battery cycles and reduce service maintenance in difficult-

to-access locations. Using gateways that depend on wall power in these scenarios is a

limitation. In addition to the hardware cost, this environment’s physical access and

management cost increase proportionally [101]. Sewage monitoring is an example of

SC IoT Applications SC IoT that send few and small loads during the day and that

are often installed in environments with restricted physical access can benefit from

the LPWAN features. Pipes, power sources, dumps, high towers, and mountains are

other examples. LPWAN has requirements that meet this IoT applications [8]. They

operate at ultra-low power, allowing a long battery life or even working without

using them, with clean energy. This is advantageous as there is little exchange.

Important in applications where economic restrictions on the adoption of thousands

of devices are relevant in addition to reducing environmental impact. As the devices

are low cost and widely accepted, there is no need for a SIM card or equivalent;

simple installation and minimal maintenance. The communication activities of the

devices vary from application to application. However, for networks in LPWAN

networks, the power consumption limit must demand that the object wakes up

the minimum necessary to send or receive data, rejecting synchronized mesh-type
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networks, making ALOHA the preferred non-cellular star network architecture. The

LPWAN technology LoRa [14] for example, promises in its specifications links of up

to 45 km, using rates between 0.3 and 50 kbps in unlicensed frequency.

Comparing the 5G networks with LPWAN, we can observe that 5G has the

technological requirements for most SC IoT Apps. Such as high bandwidth and

data traffic capacity, being prepared and designed for mass connection, wide area

coverage, and low latency [102]. 5G is considered one of the disruptive technologies

capable of revolutionizing SC, nevertheless, despite the characteristics capable of this

task, problems such as power supply to hudge quantity of devices and challenges such

as managing the wide distribution of devices, especially devices deployed in remote

or inaccessible areas and the high cost of building and maintaining the infrastructure

of these networks [103]. Avalanche control applications such as [104] in support of

radars could use the long-range features of LPWAN as communication technology

auxiliary of sensors and tools deployed in roads or places that are often difficult to

access in winter.

These challenges limit realizing 5G in SC, driving research like ours that develops

new approaches, methods, techniques, and tools. The performance of 5G communi-

cation depends on many variables, such as spectrum availability, bandwidth, and the

number of cells [105]. Despite this, the spectrum may not be sufficient to support

the explosion of devices and traffic to which the network will be subjected, leading

to communication problems in scenarios of areas with a high density of devices [106].

5G is not meeting some of the requirements of the simplicity of deployment and

infrastructure and cost required by the sewage applications, for example. Using LP-

WAN LoRa provide network infrastructures SC, can mitigate some of these problems

and limitations of 5G networks and can bring independence to some stakeholders in

this process, such as mobile operators.

The Edge devices in a SC IoT Apps can be equipped with a WPAN hardware

interface. WPAN is a Low Power network connecting devices near the user. BLE is

the most popular WPAN technology available for shipment, be able to link devices

in ranges of 10 m to 1.5 Km[107], using unlicensed frequency for communication.

Some SC applications may require business logic or decisions close to IoT devices

due to a low tolerance for communication delays with external servers or edge device

computing limitations.

A networking paradigm such as Fog Computing allows processes or services to be

managed and run close to the edge of the network, as the internet gateway, reducing

the amount of data transmitted to the Cloud and improving application efficiency.

Networks with low rates, such as LoRa links, can benefit from architectures such as

Fog Computing [108],[15]. Fog Computing can be utilized as an efficient architecture

to reduce delays and enhance the energy efficiency of the SC IoT Apps [109].
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We propose A merge of Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) LoRa and

Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) BLE networks as SC IoT network in-

frastructures SC , technologies that have long range access and device popularity

features, different from Wi-fi and Zigbee.

Propositions using LPWAN LoRa together with the popular WPAN BLE can

bring flexibility to SC IoT Apps that need to use the technological resources of

both networks, as well as in the initial proposition of this chapter on Wi-fi and

ZigBee composition. This network LoRa and BLE has, by definition, Low Power

characteristics and has attribute adherence in use cases where energy resources are

not available at the edges.

BLE was proposed to be agnostic, allowing connection between different devices

with a focus on low-power applications, with reduced hardware costs. acrshortble is

an independent standard of the ”classic” Bluetooth, and it has a communication and

data exposition structure called Generic Attribute (GATT) that manages and stores

information using services and their characteristics. Compared to other wireless

technologies, its protocol was designed for low consumption and mobility devices,

having an access standard, built-in security, and simplicity in data extraction.GATT

and its simplicity as a protocol was a decisive factor in choosing BLE for this research

over other radiofrequency technologies with a mobility profile. Bluetooth technology

is versatile and virtually ubiquitous in the mobile devices and sensors used in real-

world service applications. The work [110], uses Blockchain as a security gateway

for IoT BLE Devices.

5.2 Extending a Smart City LPWAN LoRa using

WPAN BLE

Extending an LPWAN using WPAN devices with currently more significant popu-

larity in the industry, we use the low-power network technologies LoRa and BLE,

this network maintains the characteristics of low energy consumption considering

the technological characteristics.

The figure 5.7 represents a network SC using our proposed architecture. LPWAN.

In it, we can see edge gateways that we call LoraEdge and their respective links LoRa

with the gateway of contact with the Cloud network, LoRaFog. The LoRa links are

long-distance in a star topology, with LoRaFog being the central point of contact

for edge devices in contact with LoRaEdge.

The WPAN in the edge network is formed by the LoRaEdge gateway and its BLE

links in a star topology. The essential function of the LoRaEdge device is to extract

data from the BLE devices. In Figure 5.7, we see some examples of applications,
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established links for health devices, and vehicle traffic control.

In LoraFog, we use a publish/subscribe protocol like Message Queuing Telemetry

Transport (MQTT), used globally for IoT applications, designed to be light on

message transport and useful for connections where we have small messages at low

baud rates.

For the LPWAN and WPAN integration, we propose two algorithms, to be used

in LoRaEdge and LoRaFog.

5.2.1 LoRaEdge algorithm

The algorithm proposed for LoRaEdge, Algorithm 2, describes the routine to extract

information from GATT from BLE devices and sends the extracted features to

LoRaFog using the LoRa interface.

The call to GetIoTApp, IoT Application (IoTApp) represents an app installed

by end users on LoraEdge, just as the IoT app store. The idea of IoTApp is to

receive the data extracted from the device and other LoRaFog, and aggregate, gen-

erate insights, perform Machine Learning algorithms, and filter or consolidate data.

This implementation satisfies the Fog Computing architecture that aims to have

information processing closer to the edge and before contact with the Cloud. For

example, in a hypothetical fire detection application, edge data such as temperature

and smoke could predict fire risk.

The LocalSense function reads data from sensors installed in LoRaEdge, and

this can be interesting because using local sensors in the gateways can bring data

outside the area of activity of the edge sensors. The LoraSocket function repre-

sents communication through the LoRa device interface, and the Received function

receives data from the LoRaFog device.

Bluetooth.Scan fetches devices BLE, Bluetooth.GetAdv fetches the properties

of a device. Bluetooth.Connect function to attempt a connection to the BLE device

found. Services retrieve the available GATT services from the device.

For each characteristic of a service GATT, the Universally Unique IDentifier

(UUID) char.Uuid is extracted, and its value is read by char.Read.

The data received from the LoraFog device, values from the local sensors, and the

extracted features are sent for processing by IoTApp in the iotapp.Process function.

The result of this processing is sent to the LoraFog device by the Send function.

Finally, BLE connections are interrupted by Bluetooth.Disconnect, waited for a

period, RandonSleep, and Bluetooth.Scan start again.
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5.2.2 LoRaFog gateway algorithm

The proposed algorithm for the LoRaFog gateway, Algorithm 1, receives data from

LoRaEdge via LoRa and publishes the results to a topic MQTT in the cloud.

The IoTApp abstracted by GetIoTApp in LoraFog represents the same abstrac-

tion found in LoRaEdge. However, in the execution context of a gateway, it can

aggregate data coming from the edges of various LoRaEdge.

LoraSocket represents the LoRa interface communication. Mqtt.Connection

is the initialization call to the Publish/Subscribe broker server using the MQTT

protocol. Subscribe is the function with subscribing to a topic, getting IoTApp by

GetTopicURL.

Data received from LoRaEdge devices by Received is processed by IoTApp using

Process and published to a topic MQTT by Publish.

CheckMessages() checks for new messages from the subscribed MQTT topic,

Put() sends messages to IoTApp and Send to LoRaEdge devices. The algorithm

ends with RandonSleep.

Algorithm 1: LoRaFoG algorithm

1 iotapp = GetIoTApp()
2 socket = LoRaSocket()
3 topic = iotapp.GetTopicURL()
4 mqtt = Mqtt.Connect(mqtthost, user, password)
5 subscribe = mqtt.Subscribe(topic)
6 while True do
7 edgedata = socket.Received
8 if edgedata then
9 fogdata=iotapp.Process(edgedata)

10 mqtt.Publish(mqttTopic,fogData)
11 msg=mqtt.CheckMessages()
12 if msg then
13 iotapp.Put(msg)
14 socket.Send(msg)

15 end
16 randonSleep()

17 end

18 end

5.3 The Testbed

For our experiments, we opted for the Pycon-Lopy4 kit. Lopy4 is an IoT devel-

opment board with Quad MicroPython support (LoRa, Sigfox, WiFi, Bluetooth),

equipped with ESP32 DualCore 8MB flash memory, 4MB RAM.
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Algorithm 2: LoRaEdge algorithm

1 iotapp = GetIoTApp();
2 localsenses = LocalSenses()
3 socket = LoRaSocket()
4 Bluetooth.Scan()
5 while True do
6 fogdata = socket.Received
7 adv = Bluetooth.GetAdv()
8 if adv then
9 connection=Bluetooth.Connect(adv.mac)

10 gattcs=connection.Services()
11 for gattcs in service do
12 chars = service.Characteristics()
13 for char in chars do
14 uuid=char.Uuid()
15 char=char.Read()
16 hw=localsenses.Get()
17 edgedata=iotapp.Process(fogdata,hw,uuid,char)
18 socket.Send(edgedata)

19 end

20 end
21 Bluetooth.Disconnect()
22 RandonSleep()
23 Bluetooth.Scan()

24 end

25 end
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Figure 5.1: A Line of sight 3.2 Km LoRa link in Belo Horizonte, Brazil

For the LoRaFog device, we use the Extension Board 3. For the LoRaEdge de-

vice, we use Pysense, which has an ambient light sensor, barometric pressure sensor,

humidity sensor, 3 accelerometer 12-bit axis, temperature, and USB connection.

Each board has a 900 Mhz antenna for LoRa communication. The code used can

be found in [111].

5.3.1 The range

In a first test-bed setup to understand the range limits of LoRa on a SC, we config-

ured the LoraFog device with the PyR Antenna Kit LoRa (868MHz / 915MHz ) at

a height of 20 meters.

Using varying distances, we set up the 1 km LoRa links in a line of sight and

shadow (underground and tunnels). We use the LoRaFog device for the base station

and, as the remote, the LoRaEdge device. These devices send and receive payloads

at a random time using Raw LoRa or LoRa-Mac.

In all these scenarios, the device running LoRaEdge succeeded in sending the

messages to LoraFog base.

We were able to send messages on LoRa links up to 3 km on the line of sight,

the remote shadow points communicated on links up to 1.5 km, and underground,

we were able to send messages with links up to 1 km.

Figure 5.1 shows a 2.3km line of sight link pos’sible with this communication

LoRa experiment in Belo Horizonte, Brazi

Considering the distances of LoRa links reached, we can observe that this tech-

nology has a potential adherence for use SC IoT Apps that need to communicate

over a long range. The distances reached using this development kit could, for
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Figure 5.2: The test-bed using LoRa and BLE

example, cover the diameter of several cities on the planet.

Based on this observation, we believe that devices and antennas with a advanced

setup could reach greater distances compatible with the profile of large metropolises.

5.3.2 Scanning the BLE devices

To validate and verify the feasibility of extending an LPWAN using WPAN, we

generate a testbed applying the routines of the LoRaFog and LoRaEdge algorithms,

using the network architecture of Figure5.7.

This experiment aims to send data extracted from the BLE device of the Lo-

RaEdge device to the LoRaFog device using the LoRa link.

We use the MI Band Xiamoi as BLE device and extract one of its GATT read

characteristics using the LoRaEdge.

Figure 5.2 represent the setup of this test-bed using LoRa and BLE, with Lo-

RaFog and LoRaEdge algorithms.

We have been able to extract messages from BLE devices and send this infor-

mation through LoRa Link.

Some side effects have appeared and need further investigation. During the scan

phase, messages from multiple BLE advisor devices were received in range, causing

delays and problems during the target characteristic extraction. To LoRaEdge re-

ceive payloads of LoRaFog is necessary, a window of receive implemented. In this

testbed, we use Raw LoRa links, and this implementation has no guarantee of mes-

saging or security. This communication and problems and security gap need to be

addressed in future studies. In this experiment, we did not implement any IoTApp

feature or its dependencies as localsenses , leaving this task for future work.

In a scenario using LPWAN and WPAN with Long Range Wide Area Network
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(LoRaWAN) and BLE, some components of the Raw LoRa scenario need to be

modified. The LoRaFog component is being replaced by the LoRaWan Gateway,

responsible for the primary connection with the edge LoRa devices. Figure 5.8

represents this architecture.

Unlike our first scenario, in order to be able to send a message using LoRaWAN,

it is necessary to compose the protocol backend, such as the network server LoRa

and the application server LoRa.

We uploaded a test-bed with LoRaWAN, using the network architecture of Fig-

ure5.8 as a reference, with only the LoRAEdge component being configured. As in

the test-bed with Raw LoRa, we implement no concept of IoTApp and its depen-

dencies, leaving this task for future investigations.

Different from the previous test-bed using LoRa Raw, the LoRaWAN protocol

has the guarantee of messaging or security implemented in its features.

In this experiment, we used the LoRa Server [112] project on containers installed

in a desktop Linux representing the Cloud Network of architecture. This project

proves the network servers, applications, and MQTT required for the LoRaWAN

protocol.

To LoRa Gateways installed in we LoPy4 in a Pycom Expansion Board 3 running

LoRaWAN Nano Gateway provide by Pycom [113].

For the LoRaEdge sensor device, we use the LoPy4 and Pysense, which has an

Ambient light sensor, Barometric pressure sensor, humidity sensor, 3 axis 12-bit

accelerometer, temperature sensor.

In this configuration, the security layer of LoraWan had to be set, requiring the

use of Activation by Personalization (ABP) in LoRaEdge, requiring the DevAddr

and session keys assigned during a procedure called activation.

We have been able to extract messages from BLE device and send the payloadn

using LoRa Link, but some side effects have appeared and are an object of a future

investigation.

The link from LoRaEdge to LoRa Gateway using AUS915 frequencies presented

significant packet losses. It was not yet possible to interpret the adequate cause of

this behavior, which varies according to the chosen data rate. The better results are

in the communication setup with the LoRaEdge using DR 5 e LoRa Gateway SF7

/ 125 kHz.

We do not integrate with MQTT and external API, and we only evaluate the

arrival of the payload by the management tools of the LoRa Server.
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5.4 Analyzing the scalability of a LoRa network

To evaluate the capacity of the LPWAN LoRa network, we simulate an SC IoT

network scenario of thousands of devices with simulator LoRaSim [114], sending

messages in different periods.

To evaluate the LoRa network scenario in an SC, we used LoRaSim using typical

values of SC IoT Apps. LoRaSim uses the environment for discrete event simulation

based on Python, the SimPy. We use it to simulate IoT communication in LoRa

networks and analyze their scalability. The points in the graphs are the results of

the averages of the values obtained in the simulation instances. The log files of

simulation instances used in this chapter can be found in [115].

Figure 5.4 represents this scenario where all IoT motes send messages once a day

and at the same gateway. For this simulation, LoRaSim received the parameters:

• number of nodes, representing the volume of IoT Motes

• number of gateways 1

• full collision detected, to be sensitive to collisions

• to create an Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) style communication, we used the

LoRaSim parameter that optimizes the setting per node, based on the distance

to the gateway.

• We use a range of 15 km

Scenarios were simulated with 100, 1500, 2000,3000,4000,5000,6000,7000,7500,8000

nodes, being collected 10 simulation instances using LoRaSim’s loraDir.py script to

each of these node volumes.

A simulation instance using one base communicating with 7500 nodes sending a

message on average every hour simulating a day would run:

l o r aD i r . py 7500 3600000 3 86400000 1

Scenarios were simulated with 5000,8000,10000,20000,30000 nodes, being col-

lected 10 simulation instances using LoRaSim’s loraDirMulBS.py script to each of

these node volumes. A simulation instance using 3 bases communicating with 20000

nodes sending a message on average every hour simulating a day would run:

loraDirMulBS . py 20000 3600000 4 86400000 3 1

We can observe that when nodes send messages at the same gateway interval,

we increase the number of collisions and decrease Data Extraction Rate (DER).

DER is a metric used by [54] to evaluate the simulation results of LoRa networks,

which describes the proportion of messages received and transmitted in a period,
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Figure 5.3: The Lora Motes sending messages to a gateway every 1 hour
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Figure 5.4: The Lora Motes sending messages once a day
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Figure 5.5: The LoRa motes sending messages every 1 hour in a multigateway
scenario using 2 bases
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Figure 5.6: The LoRa motes sending messages every 1 hour in a multigateway
scenario using 3 bases
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Figure 5.7: A hybrid LPWAN LoRa and WPAN BLE

according to the study, values below 0.95 means a saturation. Considering we can

see in our graph that LoRa networks using a single 1 gateway and sending messages

once have little communication loss, even for values above 8000 motes.

The Figure 5.3 is the result of simulation where all IoT nodes send messages to

1 gateway every 1 hour for 1 day. LoRaSim received the same parameters as the

first simulation scenario for this simulation.

We can see that sending messages to the same gateway every 1 hour, and we

have a significant increase in the number of collisions and a decrease in the DER

compared to the previous scenario. Also, we already have DER values below 0.95,

indicating a probability of saturation at values above 4000 nodes.

Figure 5.5, 5.6 are results of simulation using scenario multi-gateway, where all

IoT nodes send messages to gateways every 1 hour for 1 day. LoRaSim received the
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Figure 5.8: A hybrid LPWAN LoRaWAN and WPAN BLE
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same parameters as the first and second simulation scenarios for this simulation.

We simulated sending messages in a multi-gateway scenario using 2 and 3 bases,

receiving a message at most every 1 hour. We can observe in both scenarios that

it is possible to DER above 0.95. This simulation results show that using multiple

gateways sharing the load, it is possible to reach connection numbers of up to 20, 000

nodes for an application that sends a message within an hour, an adequate capacity

for applications that send the status of their conditions for management information

and monitoring, such as waste, water and sewage management.

One of the aspects that we can observe in communication scenarios with a base

is that the proportion of the number of collisions per the number of motes in the

network increases progressively. In the multi-base scenario, when adding more bases,

this proportion decreases significantly.

Observing the growth of collisions in these single-gateway and multi-gateway

simulation scenarios is relevant because, according to [116], an article that proposes

the CARA (Collision Avoidance Resource Allocation for LoRaWAN networks) to

improve network capacity by employing an intelligent algorithm for allocation of re-

sources. One of the main limitations of LoRaWAN is the reduction of communication

capacity and scalability due to collisions caused by the channel access mechanism

using ALOHA, which leads to a degradation of the overall network performance.

There are also capacity limitations due to duty cycles, which regulate the transmis-

sion times for each device and the number of collisions produced when using low

Data Rates (DR). Coordinating resources across ALOHA channels is challenging to

reach the maximum possible capacity.

Based on our observations, it is possible to perceive the potential of LoRa’s range

and scalability in environments with many devices communicating with SC. For it to

have scalability, a scenario with multiple gateways is necessary, which would allow

a reduction in the number of collisions and a reduction in message losses.

5.5 Conclusion

Regarding SC IoT App networks, we do not have a single technology or protocol that

will cover all scenarios and use cases, each having its advantages and disadvantages

in terms of range, cost, and energy consumption.

During our research, we could generate a potential in serving use cases that do

not need bandwidth and frequent messaging, and we showed potential characteristics

in this scenario.

In this chapter we show some challenges to be overcome when forming hybrid net-

works with LPWAN and WPAN, using low-power technologies LoRa and Bluetooth

in SC application scenarios. These networks combine long-range and short-range
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connectivity to maximize efficiency in a low-cost infrastructure compared to 5G

networks that rely on different and interdependent technologies often controlled by

stakeholders such as mobile network operators.

Recent propositions of this hybrid LoRa and BLE composition for IoT networks

are already seen in the industry [117]. The New IoT module has also been able

to leverage LoRa hardware to run the BLE physical layer, removing the need for

multiple transceivers and allowing a very integrated and low-cost module.

We do not have a detailed analysis of energy consumption. The BLE device

scanning phase of the LoRaEdge Algorithm, responsible for extracting information

from edge devices, can be a power bottleneck. A network scenario with an excessive

number of BLE edge devices and a high frequency of extracting messages from

GATT can consume much energy. It should be the next focus of investigation in

future works.

Using LoRa network simulation, we can see limits on the number of devices com-

municating at frequencies up to once an hour and up to once a day. In a future

scenario, possibly when LoRa reaches Wi-Fi popularity, we may experience prema-

ture saturation, provoking discussions around some strategy or rules for sharing this

network spectrum.

A potential scenario to be investigated is vehicular applications, which require

technologies that enable mobility and geolocation. In this new scenario, a GPS

integrated into LoRaEdge would allow the prototyping of these applications and

would use LoRa to send the vehicle telemetry information and driver data.

In a future study, we apply the implementation of semantic queries, making

LoRaFog devices a data query source for BLE devices via virtual sensors [118].
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Chapter 6

Smart City and IoT Scenaries

This chapter has part of its content published in the book Chapter [34], address-

ing discussions relevant to the adoption of Blockchain and SC, and presenting the

challenges of use in IoT and Fog Computing scenarios. We present in its closing the

testbed using Ethereum clients.

6.1 Why Blockchain for Smart Cities IoT Apps ?

The SC application classes that deal with sensitive data, are strong initial candidates

to use Blockchain as a technology to support their routines. In a public city envi-

ronment, many applications will transfer data from registrations and the personal

characteristics of citizens. They may even be responsible for paying fees, entrance

tickets, and transport vouchers. These applications for the use of the population

could benefit from security when doing transactions in a signed form. When we

bring this to the edge environment like IoT, the lack of standardization of devices

and ignorance of the environment where they are deployed, the Blockchain in pur-

poses like the one discussed in this authentication and authorization work become

potential solutions.

The Smart Contracts are Native features of some Blockchain, such as Ethereum,

which allow the automation of iteration routines by the pre-defined and immutable

IoT on the network without human intervention, combined with the traceability and

reliability of Blockchain. IoT devices can use Blockchain features such as security

background, information storage, and logs. The messages are stored in immutable

blocks, can be verified anywhere and anytime, and the transactions are auditable,

having built strong security based on cryptography and signature, making the pos-

sibility of alteration or falsification remote [119].

Blockchain has characteristics that make it a potential tool for Smart Cities (SC)

[36] Apps, and many of these Apps have scalability and security requirements, which

make it an indispensable prerequisite [60].
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• Decentralized infrastructure, in an SC Apps, the participants or devices of

an application are not known; one of the characteristics of the Blockchain is

that it has been designed for networks without the need for trust. Blockchain

is a decentralized, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) public lager in which transactions are

replicated and known among all nodes on the network. Blockchain allows the

existence of an untrusted network, and the network nodes do not need cen-

tral trusted intermediaries to exchange messages with each other. Consensus

algorithms are used to verify transactions.

• Resilient and scalable, due to its decentralized and P2P characteristics, Blockchain

because it is a P2P network, it is highly scalable and resilient to failures and in-

terruptions, as it does not have a central point of fragility. Being an immutable

and durable ledger, once the transactions are registered in the Blockchain, they

cannot be changed or deleted. This feature inhibits or eliminates unwanted

side effects of public policy applications, such as fraud and corruption.

• Auditable and secure, SC will often deal with node participants that are not

trusted. On Blockchain, transactions are created using a private key and strong

encryption until they are registered in the public lager, with transparency,

security, and auditing being essential.

• Standalone, each Internet of Things (IoT) device in use in an SC Apps, has a

Blockchain account to make autonomous transactions and interactions using

calls to Smart Contracts on the Blockchain; this enables interactions between

devices without needing a trusted third party [59].

Currently, most SC communication proposals use the centralized model, such

as cloud computing, to provide urban services on demand. In a centralized model,

there is always a need for a reliable intermediary; Blockchain does not need this

central point, with the business rules of the applications previously agreed through

Smart Contracts. Decentralization in SC Apps with Blockchain adds transparency,

security, and privacy to routines requiring automation [38].

6.2 Blokchain Smart Contracts in a SC IoT Apps

Current SC and IoT networks and Apps are commonly used to monitor urban condi-

tions, city traffic, and predictive maintenance. Such networks have specific automa-

tion requirements; For this, a proposal to increase these applications’ transparency,

security, and resilience is to use Blockchain and Smart Contracts [120].

Urban Services: Some potential urban services scenarios are candidates for

using Smart Contracts to automate and decentralize such applications. Some ex-
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amples are public transport, health clinics, disasters, tourist information, access to

public buildings, requests for services, and documents [6].

Public transport may have Smart Contracts that automate the use of public

passes by the population, according to consumption rules and transport credits, in

addition to validating their use and adding credits. Public health applications can

use identity validation rules and drug acquisition profiles, recording their use and the

use of public services, such as hospitals and exams. Monitoring and disaster sensors

can subject their measurements to contracts that can trigger emergency groups

following pre-established criteria and rules for care. Public buildings can release

access to rooms and auditoriums following the rules in the contract according to the

user’s profile. This rule would also be helpful for public events where the contacts

could coordinate credit and voucher access and consumption. Public services such

as garbage collection can use contracts to pre-establish days, limits, and requests

for garbage cans, all defined by limits already established in the contracts. Public

documents and personal identification can be validated and issued following the

rules of Smart contracts, facilitating their reissues and access using, for example,

decentralized storage without needing dedicated dispatch and validation centers.

Preventive Service, diagnostics and maintenance: Preventive actions can

be initiated after detecting any non-confirmation by asset monitoring or problems

with operational routines. Some triggers can be implemented in Smart Contracts

to provide intelligent diagnostics. An example is the exchange of assets and their

replacement by service providers. In this case, all participants have already been

agreed upon for terms and values by a Smart Contract [121].

Traceability:Smart Contracts can provide traceability and history of each phase

in a public service provision process in SC [122]. With insights from these histories,

it is possible to identify user patterns of use and behavior based on mobility to

adjust volume, identify places of critical service demands, and ensure the location of

assets. For example, in an SC IoT Apps, it would be possible to know who, where,

and how long used a service [123].

Authenticity: To be trusted, unknown IoT devices deployed in an SC need to

prove their authenticity. Information such as manufacturer name, installation loca-

tion, technical characteristics, manufacturer, date of manufacture, obsolescence, and

upcoming maintenance is potentially stored on Blockchain. When used by applica-

tions via Smart Contracts, these data enable an accurate inventory and allocation of

resources in the urban area, reducing and even eliminating certificates and physical

documents. The authenticity of a device increases the security and reliability of this

SC Apps, making it possible to mitigate fraud and tampering in public services.

[88].

Chained Requests: Interdependent and chained requests between more than
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one public service can use Blockchain and Smart Contracts for coordination. An

example of this is public parking lots and tolls, which can request ambulance and

medical assistance during accidents and check the availability of these services [124].

Quality and Reputation: The Smart Contract may have quality parameters

when contracting services or requesting new assets. Parameters such as delivery

time and ratings provided by service participants can create this basis in addition

to establishing an acceptable level of quality and Service Level Agreement (SLA) in

the delivery of these services [110]. An example would be an autonomous request

from a device that identified a failure and requests equipment maintenance based

on reputation and quality parameters among available suppliers.

Inventory Control: Characteristics of an IoT Device, such as models, manu-

facturing dates, and others, can be stored in Blockchain, allowing other SC Apps to

access this data via Smart Contract to audit quality, maintenance, and even request

purchases of new ones [121].

6.3 Why Use Blockchain for SC Communication

Security ?

Centralized structures are one of the natural candidates and focal points for attacks

and security breaches. Current applications in the operation of SC IoT platforms are

based on a centralized infrastructure, usually in cloud computing. Using Blockchain

and Smart Contract for history and automation of routines would overcome many

problems associated with a centralized approach. One of the main reasons is that a

Blockchain network is P2P and has no single point of failure or vulnerability[125].

The expected scalability for SC Apps and the heterogeneity of IoT devices lead

to the belief that infrastructures and applications based on traditional centralized

models will not produce desirable results, mainly for the following reasons [124]:

• A good part of IoT devices does not have the computational power necessary to

perform cryptographic operations or even perform calculations or algorithms

that require computational power;

• In an urban environment, in most SC IoT Apps scenarios, devices are physi-

cally exposed and can be attempted fraud and malicious users attacks;

• Supporting and remotely maintaining IoT devices on an SC is not always

possible as they may be in harsh environments or standby mode for energy

savings.

The challenges of using IoT in an SC network become more evident when con-

sidering that these devices can be used in applications that collect personal data.
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Moreover, control critical routines for the population such as water or energy distri-

bution activation of components used in public safety and controls and road flows.

A centralized network architecture used by IoT applications has some classic

security issues. The Denial of Service (DOS) attack is one of the most common

attacks. This type of attack, if successful and coordinated, could result in service

interruption by exploiting the weak central point of failure [126].

An SC infrastructure based on the traditional cloud or on-premises format creates

infrastructure hubs for data storage. These data are often sensitive to users, such

as health information, purchasing patterns, and behaviors. In these data storage

strategies, the user also does not have complete control of how their data is used

and by whom and is often managed by unreliable technical teams.

Despite the data legislation, centralized storage often does not give the trans-

parency of how governance occurs, levels of responsibility, or traceability of these

data. Some applications give data access to third parties with complete access to

this data. This access leads to risks such as deletion and tampering without the

user’s explicit authorization. Many strategies based on centralized servers are not

efficient enough to handle many communications from edge devices, typical of IoT

solutions. This centralized approach has security and scalability issues and can im-

pact the mass adoption of IoT solutions. Technologies such as Blockchain allow the

formation of decentralized P2P networks used without a trusted intermediary.

SC IoT Apps using Blockchain as a background can store their data with reliabil-

ity and scalability. In addition to static documents, transaction logs and historical

records can use Blockchain. Asset trading routines such as Non-Fungible Tokens

(NFT) can be used for trading and property transfer [127]. All encrypted and digi-

tally signed.

These technologies integrated into the Blockchain, such as Smart Contracts, al-

lowing the exploitation of automation features in IoT Apps using advanced security

and encryption features. Smart Contrat, deployed with routines and automation

of payments between applications and IoT devices, allows transactions and rou-

tines without human intervention or a centralized server, adding traceability, trans-

parency, and reliability to the information transacted and stored.

The transactions that record immutable data on the Blockchain can be iden-

tified and verified anywhere and anytime. This feature of writing in the stone of

decentralized ledgers such as Blockchain creates ground for the emergence of IoT

Apps that can guarantee traceability and auditing, with the possibility of remote

tampering with these transactions.

Immutable records mitigate fraud based on trusted information embedded by

IoT devices and energy companies. A classic example would be an SC IoT Apps

that provides power statistics based on users’ consumption. This consumption can
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be inspected and verified at any time.

By focusing on solving problems and proposing services to a city or government

policy, SC IoT Apps need to be mainly transparent, secure, and traceable to allow

citizens and public managers to verify costs, actions, and behavior of use of the

applications. Some IoT devices that have a Long Life feature, that is, have a life

expectancy above the standard obsolescence parameters. Many of these do not have

an update cycle and periodic support without exposing them to vulnerabilities.

[128]. This concern with vulnerabilities arising from lack of update is critical in

devices that exchange goods or services and need trust, involving cost transactions.

Blockchain requiring signature and advanced cryptography for each transaction can

mitigate the risks between obsolete devices [129].

6.3.1 Blockchain and IoT, adoption Challenges

Bitcoin was the motivating project for creating Blockchain and its most famous user,

being the most successful digital currency in the world. In short, it uses a distributed

ledger to maintain transaction history in a P2P fashion across the network.

One of the foundations of Blockchain network security is consensus protocols;

in this process, miners add blocks and fill them with transactions to ensure the

integrity and state of the network and are rewarded with cryptocurrency for doing

so. Bitcoin’s initial approaches and algorithm are Proof of Work (PoW).

Therefore, the PoW approach has been criticized, mainly due to its consumption

of energy necessary to generate a block [130]. Miners use the brute force search

strategy to mine a block using PoW algorithms. As the problematic adjustments of

this mining occur, more computing resources are needed for such resolution, which

is inefficient, slow, and high energy-consuming [131].

The vital issue in adopting a consensus algorithm type is balancing security

and efficiency. The most popular consensus algorithms currently seen in Blockchain

networks still have many technical gaps, mostly related to performance problems in

creating transactions [90].

In PoW, miners use much computational effort, and the Prove of Stake (PoS)

algorithm is a much-discussed energy-saving alternative. Instead of requiring users

to brute force find a nonce that satisfies the condition or challenge, PoS requires

network participants to prove stake ownership of a certain amount of currency. PoS

is based on the belief that this commitment of the participants inhibits sabotage of

the network, as the losses are more significant than the gains. In this consensus, the

creation of new Blocks and the writing of transactions are faster because they are

familiar and rewarded by the nodes that participate in the stake without extreme

computational effort [132].
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The PoS critics consider this selection based on the account balance quite un-

fair because it would give the accounts with more coin dominance of the network.

Compared to PoW, PoS has better energy efficiency. One of the recent cases is the

Ethereum roadmap that gradually plans the migration to PoS.

Another approach is the Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus algorithm [133]. In

Blockchain PoA networks, transactions and blocks are validated by previously au-

thorized accounts known as validators that create and record transactions in blocks

in an automated process. In the PoA, accounts based on reputation criteria merit

becoming validators and receive incentives to maintain the achieved position.

As the search for a reputation generates rewards for an account, validators are

encouraged to keep the transaction process intact and reputable, as they have losses

associated with a negative reputation. PoA is considered more robust than PoS, as

it only authorizes the creation of non-consecutive blocks by any validators, mitigat-

ing the risks of damage generated by a single authorizer. In the PoA model, the

authority in this algorithm is based on the agreement between the parties. If one

party is out of consensus, the other parties assume the assets and liabilities without

affecting the network.

Miners must participate in the rewards in the Proof of Capacity (PoC) consen-

sus algorithm. It is necessary to allocate ample hard disk space to mine a block

[134]. Bitcoin created the concept of cryptocurrency in Blockchain, and Ethereum

the Smart Contract. Smart Contracts allow the building of distributed applications

using Blockchain’s security and distribution features. The problems with running

these applications on networks such as Ethereum are the GAS values for transac-

tions. For these applications to become viable and famous, proposals for new and

different consensus algorithms with less computational costs must be proposed. The

work [135] presents a model for affordable transactions on the Blockchain.

Blockchain is a promising technology to solve some of the problems of an SC,

but some gaps need to be addressed for massive adoption.

The Smart Contract gives Blockchain great power to build a new generation of

decentralized applications and significantly impact how we consume and interact

without needing a company, government, or financial institution to have central

control of data and rules. Nevertheless, there are several technical challenges for

this to be effectively feasible. Its scalability and ability to handle the volume of

transactions are limited to the size and time of creating a new block. For example,

bitcoin block size limits 1 MB being created every ten minutes, with 7 transactions

per second. This feature would make it unfeasible, for example, to work as a data

repository for an application that needs to publish data in streaming and has a high

frequency of negotiations like some SC IoT Apps [89].

A solution to these limits would be to increase the size of the blocks, but this,
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on the other hand, represents for the Blockchain network more storage space and

more excellent propagation time in the network and an additional time for consensus

formation between nodes, a classic problem of networks P2P [136].

Consensus algorithms like PoW and PoS face criticism. PoW consumes much

energy, while PoS saves energy, centralizing decision-making power in the hands of a

few rich accounts. So a balance between block size and security is necessary, which

is the challenge.

Another critical problem for using Blockchain as a source of mass data storage is

its lock time. For a new block to be created, we have a blocking time. This time is

necessary for consensus and a new block to be inserted into the chain. This process

ensures distributed ledger consistency [137].

For example, we have an Ethereum block time of 17 seconds, and Bitcoin has

10 minutes in PoW. This time prevents many applications such as SC IoT from

being viable because there is no waiting tolerance in a transaction in some use

cases. However, the security and robustness of Blockchain networks using PoW

require this blocking time, and a shorter time would directly influence the decrease

in security.

This lock time is determined by each consensus algorithm and is determined by

the time it takes a node to confirm that the block is valid and insert it into the ledger.

Moreover, for consistency, all nodes synchronize new blocks and their transactions.

Systems that perform communication with real-time communication require-

ments, where latencies cannot vary from 10–100ms are not applicable for storing

data on Blockchain with consensus algorithms.

For instance, application execution calls using Ethereum Smart Contracts are

made by submitting transactions to particular addresses. Considering this transac-

tion’s summed mining and replication times, we have a resulting unacceptable time

for applications that rely on real-time. These times are not enough for Ethereum

networks to be used as transaction repositories for SC IoT Apps that need real-time

data from sensors [138].

Criticisms about the lack of regulation, the privacy of public transactions, and

awareness of the Blockchain’s limits affect the confidence of its adoption in other

sectors outside Fintechs, such as SC Apps, in addition to discussions of legal issues

and the actual applicability of Smart Contracts. Blockchain to become popular

outside the cryptocurrency world, some of these challenges need to be resolved

quickly.
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6.3.2 The Fog Computing Blockchain and Smart Contract

for IoT Scenarios

The business rules for IoT Apps using Blockchain are in the Smart Contract. The

front-ends of these applications are client libraries that make API calls on the

Blockchain [139].

Client API allows creating SC IoT Apps using new approaches. For instance,

have each IoT node a Blockchain account, a transaction requesting access keys can

be sent to a key manager informing the device account address. In possession of

this key, the device and the application can make transactions on the Blockchain.

In the second case, the IoT device does not have an individualized account. In

this case, the device acts as a verifier of the events created by Smart Contracts. It is

passive and works as a sniffer, allowing a sensor to perform simple actions (e.g., turn

on a relay) based on reading the values of variables (e.g., check relay variable values

on Blockchain). This strategy can work with simplified security systems without

storing or exposing critical private keys.

For these approaches to be a reality, some functionality and intelligence must be

implemented in the devices. GoEthereum (GEth) implements the functions of a full

node Ethereum Blockchain, with the entire protocol stack for managing blocks and

transactions, monitoring, managing accounts, and mining, write em Go Language.

Some Blockchain API provide functions for signing and transmitting transac-

tions for Blockchain, the javascript library for Ethereum, and web3.js [140]. Some

functions, such as the transaction(), submit JSON-RPC transactions to Ethererum,

and SignTransaction() signs.

In addition to creating transactions and interacting with the Blockchain, it is

necessary to protect accounts and keys and allow signatures. The API available

for accessing, for example, Ethereum, use JSON-RPC and one of the most popular

libraries is web3.js. A feature of the applications that use these libraries is integrating

Wallets. When taking these requirements to the world of Blockchain IoT Apps, it

is necessary to propose unprecedented strategies that allow accounts to be managed

by code without user interaction, and at the same time, guarantee security in this

process [141, 142]. The main challenge in SC IoT Apps is avoiding private keys. A

question still arises: What is the best way to keep the private key on IoT devices

deployed in SC.
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6.4 The Fog Computing Blockchain and Smart

Contract for IoT Scenario

6.4.1 A Fog computing Blockchain

We set up a testbed using a private Ethereum Blockchain to investigate the use

of Blockchain in a Fog Computing architecture. To evaluate Blockchain in Fog

Computing, using an embedded device to be a JSON-RPC over HTTP API endpoint

to receive the transactions that will be synchronized and mined on another server.

We use GEth, a Free Ethereum client implemented in Go Language. It has full

Ethereum features.

The main objective of this testbed was to understand the behavior and limits of

using a Blockchain and its decentralized components in embedded hardware being

used as a transaction gateway. This scenario is one of the possible architectures to be

used in an SC that has IoT devices in applications that submit value transactions in

private networks without direct contact with the outside world, Figure 6.1 describes

the components testbed principals. An example of this application could be a ticket

payment in public transport.

Figure 6.1: Testbed of a Ethereum Network in Fog Computing Scenario

We used as a payment gateway a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with Cortex-A53 (ARMv8)

64-bit 1.4GHz and 1GB LPDDR2 SDRAM, installed with Raspbian 9. Version:

1.9.6-unstable - installed via snap. We set it up with a synchronization Ethereum

node using GoEthereum (GEth) 1.9.6-unstable installed via snap, without the min-

ing function due to sufficient computational resource limits to run the Ethash Proof

of Work (PoW) consensus algorithm that we will use in the Blockchain network.

Representing the Ethereum cloud architecture, a mining instance was set up

on another GEth server on an Intel I3 CPU desktop with 8 Gb of memory. The

Listing 6.1 is used to start the private Ethereum network using PoW. The genesis
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block difficulty has been set very low, 0x00001 so that blocks are found quickly, a

reasonable setup for private blockchains.

Listing 6.1: genesis.json

{
” c on f i g ” : {

” cha inId ” : 12345 ,

”homesteadBlock” : 0 ,

” e ip150Block ” : 0 ,

” e ip155Block ” : 0 ,

” e ip158Block ” : 0 ,

”byzantiumBlock” : 0 ,

” cons tant inop l eB lock ” : 0 ,

” petersburgBlock ” : 0 ,

” i s tanbu lB lock ” : 0 ,

” be r l i nB lo ck ” : 0 ,

” ethash ” : {}
} ,
” d i f f i c u l t y ” : ”0x00001” ,

” gasLimit ” : ”8000000” ,

” a l l o c ” : {
”3590 aca93338b0721966a8d0c96ebf2c4c87c544 ” : {

” balance ” : ”0x200000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000”

} ,
”8 cc5a1a0802db41db826c2fcb72423744338dcb0” : {

” balance ” : ”0x200000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000”

}

}
}

To simulate IoT Ethereum transactions, we use a notebook with Ubuntu Linux

using GEth, and as Peernode Ethereum, the Raspberry represents a device gateway

in Fog Computing.

Raspberry, located in the Fog Computing area, acts as a payment gateway and

interacts with both local and cloud network segments using its Wi-Fi and Ethernet

interfaces. Private Ethereum allows users or devices on the local network to make

new Ether transfer transactions between accounts. For this, we use the Metamask

wallets to create these Ether transactions using notebooks connected to the WI-Fi

network calling the Ethereum node HTTP RPC-API using the Raspberry Wi-Fi

interface.

Below is the command to start the mining node and Raspberry node using GEth.

In this setup are used two Ethereum accounts as an example; they are initing with

ether in genesis.json and can be used as an ether base to receive mining rewards.

This test account should never be used for production.
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#Raspberry Pi Ethereum Node Fog Computing

geth i n i t g en e s i s . j a son

geth −−bootnodes ”enode :// $ (minerEnode}@${minerIp } :30303 ”
−−rpcap i ”eth , web3 , admin , persona l , net ”

−−rpccorsdomain ”∗” −−networkid 12345 −−rpc −−rpcaddr ${ ra spber ry Ip }
−−rpcport 8545 −−ve rbo s i t y 4

−−n e t r e s t r i c t ${ l o ca lNe t } −−ve rbo s i t y 3 −−cache 2048

#I n t e l i 3 Ethereum Miner Cloud Computing

geth i n i t g en e s i s . j s on

geth account import −−password pass . txt p r i va t e . txt

geth −−rpcap i ”eth , web3 , admin , persona l , net , miner” −−rpccorsdomain ”∗”
−−networkid 12345 −−rpc −−rpcaddr ${minerIp}
−−rpcport 8545 −−ve rbo s i t y 4 −−n e t r e s t r i c t

${ cloudNet} −−nod i s cover −−mine −−ga sp r i c e ”0”

−−e therbase ”0 x3590aca93338b0721966a8d0c96ebf2c4c87c544 ”

−−miner . threads=1

#Test Accounts setup

0x8cc5a1a0802db41db826c2fcb72423744338dcb0

p r i va t e . txt

df504d175ae63abf209bad9dda965310d99559620550e74521a6798a41215f46

pass . txt

pass

0 x3590aca93338b0721966a8d0c96ebf2c4c87c544

p r i va t e . txt

bc5b578e0dcb2dbf98dd6e5fe62cb5a28b84a55e15fc112d4ca88e1f62bd7c35

pass . txt

word

We made transactions by submitting Ether value inter-accounts using the Fog

Node Raspberry Pi. Two scenarios were made collecting the time of duration of 10

transactions each, a scenario with a Metamask client making a transaction and one

with two Metamask clients making the simultaneous transactions. In this scenario,

we consider the latency of sending transactions to the Fog irrelevant because we

are in a Wi-Fi network with high bandwidth capacity. The table 6.1 represents the

average and standard deviation of the transaction times in the two scenarios.

It was possible to observe that the transaction log time is due to the mining

time, consensus, and synchronization between the nodes. Even when generating

simultaneous transactions from two customers, the transaction times observed are
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One Client Two Clients

Avg 25 s 32 s
Sd 12 s 15 s

Table 6.1: Transaction Times

suitable for payment or validation applications, being very similar to the times of

credit card transactions, but not suitable for applications that require real-time, as

transactions were observed above 60s. The limits of this application are observed

concerning the storage capacity of the Raspberry Pi, which, by having to synchronize

the Blocks, can present problems as the number of blocks grows.

6.4.2 A Scenario using IoT and Smart Contract

SC IoT Apps that need a history of commands could use Blockchain as a point

of contact and send change of state using Smart Contract, providing command

history in a resilient, auditable, and immutable environment. Use cases where de-

vices consult status and change them, such as opening doors and valves in sync, or

traffic lights, for example, could record these actions in Blockchain through Smart

Contracts. To interact IoT devices in a Blockchain, we propose a gateway that

integrates with MQTT topics and Smart Contract deployed using Fog Computing

architecture. This architectural proposal has potential because it is already found in

the IoT industry with support for Publish-Subscribe (Pub-Sub). Pub/sub proposals

make it possible to efficiently make available and collect data from multiple points

simultaneously — using a message broker using the MQTT protocol.

This scenario follows the architecture Figure 6.2, composed of devices calling

Smart contract using a gateway Ethereum MQTT that publishes and subscribes

messages to topics and calls Smart Contracts. The IoT device, such as a Raspberry

Pi and desktop Linux uses MQTT protocol to send and receive messages.

We do experiments using this proposal architecture and develop FogEthMQTT,

a node.js daemon that publishes and subscribes to MQTT, invoking the Ethereum

Smart Contract using the web3.js library, the code of the testbed is in [143].

Like cloud computing to go up an Ethereum Blockchain network with a bootstrap

node and 2 miners using the Docker Compose script from the gethdev [144] on an I5

notebook and 8GB of RAM running Ubuntu 22 and Docker 20. The Smart Contract,

conceptProof.sol write in Solidity [145] was deployed on this server. As MQTT was

used, the open source Eclipse Mosquitto [146] was installed on the same server we

used, FogEthMQTT.

We modified the genesis.json of [144] to start a network with PoW. Listing 6.1

is the genesis.
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Figure 6.2: Fog Ethereum MQTT IoT network architecture

This scenario proposes a simple change of state of a device IoT, which can be use-

ful for applications IoT that need to synchronize, such as opening doors of an event

or opening and closing floodgates of waste. Devices send state change commands

and receive and change their internal values using publish-subscribe using MQTT

topics. The state change is done by FogEthMQTT, which receives commands from

devices via topics, changes the variable’s state using set state, and gets the state

by calling get state using the Smart Contract deployed in Ethereum. The Smart

Contract was written in Solidity, and its code is the conceptProof.sol listed above.

pragma s o l i d i t y ˆ 0 . 5 . 1 ;

cont rac t ConceptProof {
uint8 p r i va t e s t a t e ;

c on s t ruc to r ( ) pub l i c {
s t a t e =0;

}

event changeState ( u int timeChanged ) ;

f unc t i on se t mystate ( u int8 s t a t e ) pub l i c payable {
r e qu i r e ( s t a t e >= 0 && s t a t e <=2);

s t a t e = s t a t e ;

emit changeState (now ) ;
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}

f unc t i on get mystate ( ) pub l i c view re tu rn s ( u int8 ){
return s t a t e ;

}

f unc t i on ge t t ime ( ) pub l i c view re tu rn s ( u int ){
uint time = now ;

return time ;

}

}

This scenario is an example of device agnostic use IoT using a decentralized

infrastructure to store values and log history. This immutable schedule can be

generated by emit calls in the Smart Contract that store them in the Ethereum log.

The limits of this application are linked to the capacity of simultaneous trans-

actions sent by an Ethereum account from a single point, the FogEthMQTT. We

use a single Ethereum management account to generate transactions that change

states; for this, exposing your private key in the FogEthMQTT configuration was

necessary. Depending on the application, this approach can be relevant in terms of

security.

We experimented with up to 5 simultaneous client nodes running we node.js

script nodeClient/nodeMqtt.js to pub and sub, submitting transactions in a private

Ethereum with one and two miners. During the experiments, the nodes every 25s

exchange their internal values pseudorandomly between the numbers 0 to 2. If it

is a new value, it sends a command publishing in a topic MQTT. The averages of

times found after 10 instances can be found in [147].

Figure 6.3 shows the times in seconds that a successful transaction takes to occur,

considering the number of simultaneous nodes and the number of miners mining and

writing transactions in the blocks.

We can observe that the time variations are very close to the values obtained

in the experiment of the Session 6.4.1 seen in the table 6.1 since they use the same

consensus algorithm and have the same difficulty setting as the genesis block.

Figure 6.4 and 6.5 show the number of transactions per minute written trans-

action changing the value on the Ethereum blocks in one and two miner scenarios,

using simultaneous nodes.

Despite the pseudo-randomness of the value change requests, we can observe

that there is a limit of 2 successful transactions per minute, even in scenarios with

two miners.

A error occurs when a transaction is sent with a repeated nonce or out of order

before the completion of the last one. Ethereum, to avoid replay attacks, needs
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Figure 6.3: Time to Complete a Success Transaction

Figure 6.4: Transaction by Minute using on Miner

Figure 6.5: Transaction by Minute using Two Miner

respect to the transactions order control by the nonce. This limit on simultaneous

transactions observed in the experiment is because we use a single Ethereum account

to make transactions. Using more of an account to submit the transaction of a
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central FogEthMQTT should mitigate this problem, but it should be investigated

in future work.

This approach is an effective way of interacting with the Blockchain and using it

as a source of registration and data, especially considering that it is not necessary to

have any encryption, signature, or even processing of specific daemons on the Edge

nodes. Compared with existing iussing a database or centralized , we have the ad-

vantage of Blockchain, which already has native support for resilience, immutability,

and transaction history, avoiding, for example, fraud in altering historical data or

even losing them due to central infrastructure failures.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter discusses the scenarios and challenges of using Blockchain in SC and its

possibilities when using Smart Contracts. We approached the possible Front Ends of

an IoT solution with Blockchain and tested a scenario with Ethereum. It is possible

to evaluate some limitations of using Blockchain when looking at the transaction

times and information replication times between nodes. These observations follow

the characteristics discussed and the differences between the consensus algorithms.
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Chapter 7

Blockchain IoT Security In Smart

Cities Apps

In this chapter, we address our investigation of ways to ensure and guarantee that

messages from an Internet of Things (IoT) device come from reliable sources; this

discussion is relevant because, in Smart Cities (SC), do not always possible know the

details of what is used at the edges. This chapter has its content already published

in the work [32].

7.1 Trusting in the data sources

We currently live in an urgent need to develop new and disruptive security solutions

capable of supporting the long-awaited mass adoption of IoT devices promoted by

the arrival of 5G. This IoT device is already widely available for purchase, using

Application Programming Interface (API), protocols, and server infrastructure is

often proprietary. An absence of standard and consensus among manufacturers

leads to data exchange in an unstandardized network architecture.

IoT devices being set in urban areas as pipes, energy sources, sewage, waste bins,

temperature, and the high mountain makes physical access to devices challenging.

A simple battery change or firmware update in some places requires difficult op-

erational effort, sometimes being impossible or costly to complete quickly. Based

on this awaited scenario, it is impossible to use the security features provided by

default; new layers and security proposals to exchange messages from outdated IoT

devices and Apps are necessary. When extracting data from an urban area, the

most common scenario is to use IoT devices to receive data from the most diverse

sources and devices [6].

The SC is a fertile field for these applications. An urbanized space is used to

obtain information and prevent and manage urban problems, with IoT being an
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efficient way of data extraction [7]. An SC App had a significant percentage of data

being characterized as sensitive; this makes security a prerequisite. The SC App is a

strong candidate to be a pioneering use of mass IoT 5G connected, thus improving

an unsafety design’s costs and risks. This new IoT hardware is often unstandardized

and unreliable. Its low cost and simplicity of configuration make scale management

a challenge.

The security characteristics of the Blockchain allow for some of these challenges

to be minimized. Blockchain allows robust security to receive data from participants

that can often be unreliable. The possibility of writing a routine using Blockchain

entities by Smart Contracts allows for developing new applications, such as the IoT

devices, spread in an urban environment, like cities.

However, when evaluating IoT use cases, it is necessary to consider some of the

limits and possibilities, proposing new connectivity layouts, frameworks, and con-

sensus protocols. Blockchain has the properties and robust security characteristics

to help in this challenge. However, it has achieved hype in recent years and has only

been tested in applications restricted to financial markets, with cryptocurrencies

being its biggest highlight.

The Blockchain has distributed infrastructure, and this makes it scalable and

resilient to Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack[148]. SC Apps’ usual secu-

rity is centralized security architecture, which is inefficient for unpredictable growth

applications, focusing on attacks that are concentrated on a weak point, have low

scalability and are ineffective in receiving an increasing number of simultaneous

transactions.

The IoT security problems justify our research, and the possibilities for develop-

ing Blockchain-based applications SC are very promising. Countries like the United

Arab Emirates, the US, and the UK, already use these in government and the public

sector. For example, Dubai plans that all public services be Blockchain-based by

2020 [149].

A typical SC IoT App problem is registry devices for verifying the source of sen-

sible urban data. The Blockchain characteristics make it possible to receive signed

and identified payloads from unknown and untrustable IoT devices, often with out-

dated firmware. We hypothesize that using Fog computing strategies and Blockchain

is possible to provide a reliable, robust, and decentralized security environment. It

makes it possible to verify the origin and content of data from an IoT device.

In this work, we propose a model for identifying and registering an IoT device

inserted in an SC App. We develop an API Gateway to verify the identity and

authenticate sign messages received by IoT devices, using Blockchain and Smart

Contracts.

This proposition of security use network paradigms Edge and Fog Computing.
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These paradigms have potential in IoT implementations because they are efficient

and economical, even with low data transfer rates. They are suitable for demands

where the application’s intelligence is close to the information-producing devices.

The main idea is to send consolidated, signed, verified and identified messages to

the endpoint API located in cloud or management network layers.

This is discussed, as a SC IoT App can benefit from Blockchain facing the con-

ventional technologies. We have seen that by addressing a decentralized structure,

some applications already reduce operating costs, reduce risk, and increase trust.

We develop API gateways IoT Edge API Gateway and

Blockchain API Gateway. These API gateways run in Edge and Fog Computing,

and they sign and verify the IoT message’s authenticity, using Smart Contracts de-

ployed in an Ethereum Blockchain. We present a testbed using real devices running

the IoT Edge API Gateway to validate messages before sending them to a server

running the project IoT Framework Engine [31]. The objective of the testbed is to

represent a typical SC IoT App scenario of the message and device authentications.

For our API Gateways, we use client test libraries, Ethereum Solidity Smart Con-

tracts, and the IoT registration DApp from the IoT Device Management project

[68],[30] as a base.

This chapter summarizes the following contributions:

• A local daemon running on IoT device which receives sensor messages, prepares

and sends payloads that are used for future verification of authenticity;

• a API GAteway protects the application network, receiving payloads and ver-

ifying the sender’s authenticity.

• we present scenarios of Blockchain and Smart Contract in SC Apps; and,

• experiments using testbed with real devices to send validated IoT payloads to

a data management project as proof of concept of our API gateways.

7.2 Decentralized Management Security

Centralized security systems have a latent weakness in which we find user records,

passwords, user access keys, and other artifacts. Even with auditing and governance

rules, these centralized systems are not guaranteed to change data without the user’s

exclusive authorization.

Centralization exposes a single point of failure; the chance of an attack as DDOS

succeeds increases, making these systems vulnerable to familiar and routine cyber

attacks [126]. Centralized systems have unavoidable and unstable behavior when

receiving them, making these Apps undesirable and intolerable.
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Users’ accesses and data are centralized and controlled by managers, the tradi-

tional security and infamous systems. Despite its systems having audit logs, they

are not free from undesirable and unsolicited modifications or, many times, unau-

thorized by users. An A centralized security management system is often made by

the managers and modified by them at their leisure. There are risks to privacy, as

these centralized entities have no strict or guaranteed control over the use of private

data, which is often confidential. Health information, shopping preferences, and

behaviors stored on central servers are not guaranteed to have power over how user

data are used or even by whom [150].

There is no explicit guarantee of privacy in a traditional centralized infrastruc-

ture. It is unclear who has access to or who is responsible for the data, and it is

sometimes impossible to have reliable means to track the use of changes in the data.

It remains for users of centralized services to trust management entities and their

storage capacity and suitability. In some cases, third parties are responsible for

processing and storing data and may be deleted or tampered with without explicit

authorization [151].

Our proposal for a decentralized authentication and identification of payloads

coming from the Edge points of large-scale networks, such as SC Networks, would

allow added security during the receipt of payloads while using the decentralized

and cryptography resources of Blockchain.

Decentralized security management of IoT sensors with Blockchain ensures greater

credibility, more substantial transparency, and resilience to SC Apps’ security, given

the guarantee of a trust data source [152]. Thus, the Blockchain needs to be fed with

characteristics that identify the edge IoT device as metadata. A strategy for veri-

fying this previously registered metadata is to undertake a Merkle tree with them

and store it in a Blockchain. The proof of metadata presence in a Merkle Tree is

used for future verification of data validation.

We propose HTTP API Gateways in IoT Device, Edge Computing, Network

Gateway, Fog Computing. A local HTTP API running in an IoT device receives

the messages from an IoT device. The messages received in this local HTTP API

are signed, and they send payloads to an HTTP endpoint that works as an API

gateway. For verification and validation, the payload sent contains the sign message,

the IoT firmware, the SC API web service address endpoint, and other metadata of

interest that identify the data source’s origin reliability, and truthfulness of data. On

the delivery of the payload, the Blockchain API Gateway identifies the device,

validates the payload, its signature, metadata by Merkle Tree proof, and firmware

using Smart Contract on the Ethereum Blockchain. If the payload is validated and

the device identified, the message is sent to the SC API web service address endpoint

sent in the payload as metadata information.
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7.3 SC APP Scenarios

A centralized SC network security architecture to IoT has several security limita-

tions. An exposition to Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks is a typical example,

where a single point of attack on centralized servers results in operation system fail-

ure. Regarding privacy, data stored on centralized servers have private information

from users regarding health, purchasing preferences, and behaviors, as there is no

guarantee of control over how user data is used or even by whom. Data stored in

centralized infrastructure are often not explicitly responsible or traceable [123].

Third parties are often responsible for processing the data, deleting, modifying,

or tampering without explicit authorization from the user. The volume of data

watered by SC Apps doubts whether centralized security servers will be efficient

enough to handle the volume of end-to-end transactions, produced by example by

IoT devices [153].

Without a distributed and decentralized platform that guarantees security and

transparency and mainly traceability of transactions, such as Blockchain, an SC

App that uses data collected to generate revenue to cities through fees, can be

victims of fraud or manipulation. The exchange of goods and services needs to

trust and make transactions involving costs or using third-party financial resources,

requiring trust. These resources are mandatory for low risk and transparency to

transactions [154, 155].

A decentralized infrastructure does not rely on other nodes, nor does it need a

central authority or trusted intermediary to exchange messages. A blockchain is a

potential tool for secure and scalable communications in SC, and it can make them

quickly become a reality [36, 60]. It was created to use cases of cryptocurrencies

and has already been widely used in today’s Fintech structures. [129]. Resilient, the

Blockchain has an immutable and durable record; the transaction is only complete

after a node consensus, with an immense computational effacement to change or

delete it is necessary. Additionally, a P2P network is highly scalable. Together

Blockchain and Smart Contract have the requirements to create techniques that

minimize the risks inserted when producing data in an SC App.

In use cases where citizens’ IoT devices can collect data, a Blockchain solution

becomes essential [121]. It is an ideal solution for human rights issues, such as per-

sonal and data privacy, transparency of the Public Power, citizenship, and security.

SC IoT Apps can raise important data for sustainable urban development standards

when considering the current development and digital transformation occurring dur-

ing the COVID19 pandemic.

The IoT and 5G technology can accelerate the popularization of high transfer rate

GPS car sensors, allowing for city traffic data to predict future traffic and congestions
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Figure 7.1: SC , Blockchain and IoT use cases.

[156]. Environmental data, including air quality, temperature, and rainfall, can help

citizens or tourists avoid visiting a city point [157]. SC IoT devices, especially those

placed in hard access locations, are its long-term use. Our API Gateway can support

SC Apps that provide continuous and dynamic views of urban activities. We work

to provide a more reliable architecture to receive IoT data while using Blockchain

and Smart Contract for verification, even in scenarios where the IoT API is in

obsolescence or that have firmware vulnerabilities [128]. Figure 7.1 presents the

main IoT SC cases to use Blockchain and Smart Contracts.

The part of the actual SC App uses legacy HTTP API and centralized security

management and can help to improve its security with this research.

The set of API gateways that we propose in this work can help in the problems

that are described in SC Apps presented in Table 7.1.

Problems related to hardware and sensitive data are strong candidates to need

extra layers of security. The proposed Blockchain scheme in this paper may be one

of the alternatives. Its set of security features and decentralization features make it

a key technology for the solution.

Outdated firmware on a device can cause an IoT device to be subject to several

operational and security problems. Security weaknesses in these devices can cause

the leakage of sensitive data or even operational unavailability. Falsifying data from

these devices can cause credibility and financial damage to city administrations.

Our proposition using API gateways with Blockchain for SC Apps is relevant for
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Table 7.1: List of Smart Cities (SC) Apps.

SC App Problem Solution

City Trafficy Firmware update cycle depending on vehicle main-
tenance or depreciation date

Security layers that work independently of firmware
security features

Air Quality Physical access in high altitude places cause delays
in updated firmware and battery changes

LoW-power devices and a security layers that work
independently of firmware security features

Temperature Physical access in high altitude places cause delays
in updated firmware and battery changes

LoW-power devices and a security layers that work
independently of firmware security features

Analysis of Sewers Physical access in hard access places cause delays
in updated firmware and battery changes

Security layers that work independently of firmware
security features

Rain Fall Physical access in high altitude places cause delays
in updated firmware and battery changes

LoW-power devices and a security layers that work
independently of firmware security features

Tourism Dissemination of tourist information and the price
of false public attractions affecting the city’s repu-
tation, use of tourist data

Security layers that sign and verify the origin
of messages

Public Health False dissemination of citizen health data Sign and verify the origin of messages

Public Services False dissemination of citizen and service data Sign and verify the origin of messages

avoiding message spoofing.

We use the characteristics of IoT devices to validate the payload. Extract the

firmware and root hash from the Merkle tree created while using metadata for

identification. The messages that are transmitted in the device payload are signed

and validated in Ethereum by Smart Contract.

This strategy means that the previously registered characteristics are checked

even if a device has outdated firmware. This routine is independent of the API

and security features from the device. The falsification of messages is made more

difficult by the need for these validations before receiving the message.

7.4 Materials and Methods

In this section, we describe the software and projects used to prove the concept of

our work. We approach the details of the main functionalities of each project, tech-

nologies, and routines that are used to validate and identify the origin of messages

sent from the devices.

7.4.1 API Gateways

A gateway that communicates and isolates the production API is one of the ar-

chitectures currently considered best practices in designing a secure IoT network.

These products can be found as API Gateways, and they are responsible for isolated

environments and organized in separate internal and private business logic functions

currently known as Microservice.

A popular solution component used to manage Microservices is API gateways

management software, which completes tasks that allow developers to monitor,

transform, and create security layers when exposed to a unique endpoint in their
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internal production Microservices API.

We propose API gateways that identity, authentication, and the reputation of

messages coming from the IoT devices of an edge network. These gateways would

provide an additional security layer using Blockchain and Smart Contract. This set

of technologies has implicit features for developing security in untrustable environ-

ments, such as unknown IoT devices that are spread in a SC APP network.

Our proposition differs from the already popular authentication tokens as Jason

Web Token (JWT), adding Blockchain and Smart Contract in the background to

verify the authenticity of the API Gateway’s payloads before SC API receives them.

API management is a recommended resource, mainly when various devices produce

and consume data from different sources, due to SC characteristics and the diversity

of software and API involved. In the next Section, we will present our API Gateways

and the main interdependent components.

7.4.2 Components of Proposition

Our proposal of API Gateway to validate and identify the payloads that are received

from IoT devices is composed of a web frontend for device registration, called IoT

Device Management, an HTTP API on the IoT device, called IoT Edge API

Gateway, and an HTTP API located at the border of the Fog or Cloud Network

of an SC App, called Blockchain API Gateway.

IoT Device Management

IoT Device Management is the component responsible for registering devices in

Blockchain using Smart Contracts. This component is presented in work [30],

and the code is available online in [68]. The IoT Device Management was devel-

oped in NodeJs, React frontend ad, and the Smart Contracts are written in Solidity.

Contracts are responsible for registering IoT devices and associating them with their

owners called Entity. An Entity is an Ethereum account that is represented by its

public address.

The list of Contracts that make up the basis of IoT Device Management are:

• Entitybase provides base functionalities for entities and is responsible for all

entities and their public attributes.

• DeviceBase provides base functionalities for devices, responsible for associating

with an Entity and creating the devices and their properties. Owner, identifier,

metadataHash, and firmwareHash.

• DeviceHelper, provides extra functionalities for devices. The function isValid-

MetadataMember checks whether a provided item is a member of metadata
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Figure 7.2: User interacfion using IoT Device Manager.

contained in the Merkle tree. The function isValidFirmwareHash, which checks

whether a provided firmware hash is equal to the firmware hash device prop-

erty. isValidEthMessage validates a previously signed message by IoT Edge

API Gateway using an Ethereum private key.

• signatureBase is the base of functionalities for device signatures, creating and

revoking a signature for a device.

Figure 7.2 represents a user’s interaction with the IoT Device Manager to register

a device in Ethereum. In the diagram, we can observe the Metamask [158] Crypto

Wallet. It is an Ethereum account manager, and it is responsible for securing inter-

action with applications using web3.js [159] to call Smart Contracts.

During the device registration, the user must enter the following fields, the iden-

tifier, a set of metadata, and its firmware. The Firmware Hash and root hash of

a Merkle tree containing the device’s metadata are calculated and included in the

Ethereum registration transaction, as in Figure 2.2. Finally, the Smart Contract

that registers the new device is called. After its transaction is submitted and mined

on the Ethereum network, the new registered IoT device’s configuration file is down-

loaded, Figure 7.3. Figures 7.4–7.7 presents the sequence of a device registration in

the IoT Device Management Frontend.

IoT Edge API Gateway

Developed in NodeJs language, an HTTP Deamon runs locally on the IoT device to

receive messages extracted from local sensor data. The IoT Edge API Gateway

in Figure 7.8 is a daemon running on the IoT device, responsible for signing the
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Figure 7.3: Device Configuration File.

Figure 7.4: Identifier.
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Figure 7.5: Metadata.

Figure 7.6: Firmware.
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Figure 7.7: Blockchain Transaction.

message and composing the Payload with other attributes that prove the origin of

the message and destines it to the Blockchain API Gateway. The keys and

attributes of IoT Device Management device configuration are used to generate a

payload. This Payload contains the device identification, the message, the signed

message, the SC API HTTP address metadata, the Merkle proof, and the device’s

Firmware.

Blockchain API Gateway

The Blockchain API Gateway, as in Figure 7.8, is the component that is respon-

sible for validating and identifying the payloads that arrive from IoT Edge Network

devices. This typical component’s localization is the border of the SC App Network.

It is a NodeJs HTTP daemon that listens for payloads that arrive from the IoT Edge

network. If the message of the Payload is validating, then it sends the message to

the SC API. This API internal network address is the first metadata information

created when it is registered in Ethereum.

The same Smart Contracts used by IoT Device Management are used to validate

the IoT Edge API Gateway payloads. The Blockchain API Gateway uses the

message, its signature, the metadata (HTTP address of SC API), its Merkle proof,

and the Firmware received from Payload to validate. If validated, the message is

forwarded to SC API, and the address is used as metadata. The Blockchain API

Gateway and IoT Edge API Gateway are developed at node.js. The main

libraries used are:

• web3.js, the base library for developing applications that make calls to Ethereum;
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Figure 7.8: Blockchain API Gateway Diagram.
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Table 7.2: List of atributes and parameters used in Testbed.

API Gateway Type SO Hardware Parameters Network

Blockchain API
Gateway

Docker Con-
tainer, Pc

Linux Intel simultaneous transmiting nodes,
average Time To Transaction,
transactions Per Minute. average
time to validation, validations
per minute, CPU Average, Mem
Average, time To New payload

FogNet

IoT Edge API
Gateway

Docker Con-
tainer, Rasp-
berry, Ubuntu
Linux

Raspbian, Linux Intel,
ARM

average time to transaction, trans-
actions per minute, average time to
assign, signatures per minute

EdgeNet

none Docker Con-
tainer, Rasp-
berry, Ubuntu
Linux

Raspbian, Linux Intel,
ARM

average time to transaction, trans-
actions per minute

EdgeNet

and ethereumjs-util, acollection of utility functions for use with Ethereum

7.5 Experimental Testbed and Results

In order to see the feasibility and dynamics of the solution, we have implemented it as

an experiment. This testbed simulates a Fog/Edge Computing network architecture

using auxiliary components and a public Blockchain network.

7.5.1 Experimental Testbed

Our experiment uses a Docker Desktop on an Intel Pentium Silver N5000 1.10 GHz

with 8 GB of RAM for network and Docker containers. Additionally, for experi-

ments with a real IoT device, a Raspberry Pi 3 B +, with Broadcom BCM2837B0

Processor, Cortex-A53 ARMv8 64-bit SoC 1.4 GHz, 1 GB LPDDR2 SDRAM. Table

7.2 lists the attributes and parameters used in Testbed.

We use Docker and its resources for container management and virtual network

to simulate an IoT network environment in contact with its SC API, an Edge/Fog

Computing architecture. One of the tools available for the orchestration of con-

tainers and networks is Docker Compose. The DockerCompose file of the testbed

is responsible for deploying three network subnets. The subnets FogNet, EdgeNet,

and AppNet, have logical and network isolation.

The only container that has contact with IoT devices and SC API is the container

running on Blockchain API Gateway in FogNet. The containers were deployed

in the EdgeNet, with resources limited to 200 Mhz of CPU and 200 MB of RAM,

running IoT Edge API Gateway, representing the IoT devices. In AppNet, we

deploy SC API. As an SC API, we use the IoT-Framework Engine [160] application

from work [31] and its IoT-Framework-Gui [161] frontend.

We chose this project to represent an SC API because its components were

developed to scale. The core of its API is developed in Erlang, a platform that has
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Figure 7.9: IoT-Framework-Gui.

shown promise in products that need to meet a large number of requirements.

Figure 7.9 shows its web interface, with a graph resulting from data collected

from our testbed’s IoT devices. In detail, a graph of density information in public

sewage.

AppNet is an isolated network, and to contact it, EdgeNet always needs access

to FogNet, which has contact with the internet, EdgeNet, and AppNet.

As Blockchain, we use one of Ethereum’s public test networks, Ropsten. Rop-

sten’s Blockchain is publicly accessible via the internet and has the same resources

contained in Ethereum’s main network. These Ethereum test networks help us to

debug and test DApp and their Smart Contracts.

The DApp accesses Ropsten using the infura.io project [40]. Infura provides

instant, scalable API to Ethereum networks. The Smart Contracts of IoT Device

Management was deployed in Ropsten while using Truffle [162] to call Infura API.

Regarding the Web interface and registry of IoT devices, a version of the Web

frontend of DApp IoT Device Management developed in React was deployed in

Heroku. To registry and validate devices is called the Smart Contracts in Ropsten

using an endpoint in Infura API. The codes of the testbed is in [163], and the frontend

deployed of DApp IoT Device Management used in the testbed is in [164]. Figure

7.10 details the network components and Docker containers used for the testbed.

We use real Raspberry Pi 3 IoT devices, Docker containers, and Desktops for the

testbed and install on these devices the Iot Edge API Gateway. On Raspberry,

we use the Raspbian operating system. On Desktop and Containers, we use Ubuntu.
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Figure 7.10: The Testbed network diagram.
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(a) Transaction Time

(b) Transaction per Minute

Figure 7.11: Results without Blockchain API Gateway.

7.5.2 Results

We collected some experiments in scenarios using these devices for sending messages

to understand the impact of times on the components of our API Gateways, on its

layers, and the receipt of messages by the SC Apps in scenarios of multiple devices

generating payloads.

Figure 7.11a,b present the transaction times for sending the message and the

number of transactions per minute with no API Gateway.

Figure 7.12b shows the average time for a transaction on the IoT Edge API

Gateway when considering the shipping competition with other devices on the

network. Figure 7.12d shows the average transaction time on the IoT Edge API

Gateway by device type. Figure 7.12c shows the average time to IoT Edge API

Gateway sign messages by technology. Figure 7.12a shows the number of trans-

actions per minute achieved on devices using IoT Edge API Gateway to send
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payloads to the Blockchain API Gateway and receive a response from the SC

API.

Figure 7.13a–c show the average payload transfer and validation times on the

Blockchain API Gateway when considering the competition for sending with

other devices on the network with one, five, and ten devices running the IoT Edge

API Gateway. Figure 7.14a–c show the average of CPU use and Figure 7.15a–c

memory use, during transactions in the Blockchain API Gateway.

The comparison of the times using the Blockchain API Gateway shown in

Figure 7.12b, compared to the times without using the gateway shown in Figure

7.11a, illustrates the time to send the payload to SC API in the cloud. We observed

an increase in time of 5 seconds for each node doing the validation routines, reaching

almost a minute when we have 10 simultaneous nodes. These values are tolerable

for applications SC IoT Apps that send a few packages during the day, such as those

already discussed water pipes, energy sources, sewage, waste bins, temperature, and

the high mountain monitoring avalanche. We also see that the message signature

times are less relevant than the total time. The validation time as can be seen in

Figures 7.13a 7.13b and 7.13c remains constant even in scenarios of sending frequen-

cies every second. When many devices simultaneously use the Blockchain API

Gateway, it is necessary to scale horizontally, putting more distributed gateways in

load balancing and auto-scaling, thus increasing the capacity to leak these payloads

to the target SC App API. CPU and memory usage in Blockchain API Gateway

was not a limiting factor for the solution even for peak concurrent usage in our

experiments which was 15 concurrent nodes, keeping at 30% CPU usage of 18 % of

the total memory. The limiting values of Blockchain API Gateway are the num-

ber of concurrent transactions. The call times to validate payload using Ethereum

Smart Contracts are similar to common Web service transactions and were not re-

sponsible for response delays. An important detail to remember is why transactions

that require mining and writing of traces in the blocks have high response times,

different from the call time that does not require mining and is not subject to syn-

chronization session times. The devices we used for the IoT Edge API Gateway

experiments presented similar transaction times and limits. The greater relevance

of observing the behavior of nodes with computational power and Linux is one of

the limitations of our approach, the need to have an operating system on the IoT

device that supports node.js and web3.js.

Based on our observations of this work, it is possible to perceive the potential of

using Blockchains such as Ethereum as a decentralized security background, mainly

considering its native characteristics and the possibility of executing routines during

its transactions, the Smart Contracts. For example, it was possible to observe that

Ethreurm’s transaction times can be optimized when using options from other con-
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(a) Transaction per Minute

(b) Simultaneous Transaction

(c) Signature of a message

(d) Transaction by Node Type

Figure 7.12: Average Time using the IoT Edge API Gateway.
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(a) Each one second

(b) Each five second

(c) Each ten second

Figure 7.13: IoT nodes sending payloads.
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(a) IoT Nodes Sending payloads each one second

(b) IoT Nodes Sending payloads each five second

(c) IoT Nodes Sending payloads each ten second

Figure 7.14: CPU usage.
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(a) IoT Nodes Sending payloads each one second

(b) IoT Nodes Sending payloads each five second

(c) IoT Nodes Sending payloads each ten second

Figure 7.15: Memory usage.
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sensus algorithms. This exchange is already being done even in the main Ethereum

network that migrated to Prove of Stake (PoS) to be more energy efficient, increase

the speed of transactions and reduce the cost; in the process, they called ”The

Merge.” In our case study, for example, the routines of registering devices, and

writing data to Ethereum, for example, would have benefits. Now, to be scalable

in its decentralized phase represented by API Gateways, a scenario with multiple

gateways is necessary, dividing the load and allowing a greater number of devices to

be validated by the system.

7.6 Conclusion

Despite having SC Apps as a motivator, we can also apply our work to the vast

majority of IoT use cases in Industry 4.0 that require a data origin guarantee.

We do not stress the possibilities of attacks in our scenario and thoroughly inves-

tigate the possible security holes in the implementation and architecture. Our API

Gateways are an initial motivator for discussion to provide security and authenticity

at the data source from the network’s edge.

The routines for consulting the Blockchain have no significant interference in

the transactions that depend on it to verify metadata’s authenticity. Concluded

that applications could use Smart Contracts that do not generate writing to the

Blockchain without prejudice in performance.

The open-source Blockchain Ethereum is growing in popularity as a cryptocur-

rency platform for developing Smart Contracts. It has a good part of the attributes

needed to develop DApp and projects like Interplanetary File System (IPFS). These

projects aimed at decentralized development promise to change the paradigm of the

next generation of applications in Web3. The tools developed by the community for

Ethereum are continually changing. Furthermore, its integration with projects is

natural due to the immense adherence of open source developer communities to the

project. During our research, it was possible to use Ethereum’s development net-

works, like Ropsten, enabling the experience of using a public Blockchain network

for our implementation in the same molds of cryptocurrency applications.

Blockchain has not yet been extensively tested in non-crypto currency or finan-

cial scenarios. Use cases, like SC Apps, create a strong need for intense development

of new and disruptive IoT Apps. This phenomenon creates an urgent need to investi-

gate and extend many of the points covered in superficiality by this research. These

investigations’ importance becomes more relevant when there is a hypothesis that

IoT Apps will be globally implemented in the coming years because the COVID-19

crisis causes technological acceleration. SC tools implemented with security mod-

els discussed in our research may help in the next health crises, providing reliable
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information from institutions, validating data, and identifying their origins.

From our testbed’s transaction times, we can conclude that, although we cannot

carry out transactions in real-time, the solution has strong adherence in applications

where the times for sending payloads via IoT have a frequency of hours or days.

In some SC Apps, the government agencies may not donate the device the citizens

have acquired. A previous registration of this unknown device and the extraction of

the hash of its firmware for validation can help to minimize these risks. It improves

the risks for the use of devices with technical characteristics unknown and out of

standard. It demonstrates the relevance of our deep in our research.

This security strategy can help to identify and validate the origin outside the

IoT domain. For instance, the need to verify a news origin and identify the author

is a common problem in the fight against fake news in current society.

We will investigate strategies for load balancing and automatic scheduling in

future work, which would validate our proposal in a production environment.

One of our ideas for future works will be to investigate the possibility of integrat-

ing our solution with the API Gateway of the cloud industry, like Apigee, providing

modules and plugins utilizing Blockchain as background.
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Chapter 8

Extract Blockchain data using

Semantic Web

This chapter discusses the consumption, linking, and use of data from Blockchain

networks by external sources in a standardized way using Semantic Web and ontolo-

gies; the data is modeled with a graph allowing integration and linking with other

pre-existing Web datasets. This chapter has a significant part of its content already

published in the work [33].

8.1 Semantic Web and Ethereum Blockchain

The justifications for using Blockchain in the latest technological innovations are

already far beyond Hype for adoption [165]. Have a wholly disruptive capacity due

to being a platform known for strong data security, with the corruption of the data

stored and threaded next to the impossibility.

The characteristics of the Blockchain allow the development of decentralized

proposals for the domain of financial problems, the Internet of Money (IoM) Apps

[166]. These decentralized platforms use encryption and digital signature in their

transactions and use the security features provided by the network.

Initially proposed in the Bitcoin publication, the Blockchain has been used as a

distributed database in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architecture, structured as a chain of

blocks containing the transaction records and chained together using the previous

block’s hash as a reference. These transactions are created and signed by accounts

of a cryptographic pair of public and private keys [167].

An advanced feature of transaction automation in Blockchain called Smart Con-

tract allows the possibility to develop Decentralized Application (DApp) [36]. For

the Smart Contract platform, we have the Blockchain Ethereum, also called World

Computer, as it has recently become the preferred platform for DApp. The possibil-
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ity of executing programs in Smart Contract format makes it potential for managing

new cryptocurrencies or Tokens and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT). Much is specu-

lated even on the future overvaluation of Ether (ETH), its base currency, against

Bitcoin, due to Ethereum’s ability to be the platform for DApp that use Smart

Contracts to automate their transactions [37].

This mention of Ethereum as a platform for a new application paradigm assumes

that all components involved in the background are decentralized. But in reality,

when integrating Blockchain with current Web applications, we have a centralized,

decentralized hybrid architecture that justifies proposing techniques that allow the

integration of the Ethereum dataset with other datasets, allowing a better integra-

tion and joint understanding with data from external entities.

One proposal to standardize models and integrate data is the Semantic Web. It

proposes query data from the Web as a database, linking them with other ontologies

represented by ontologies. Semantic Web technics enable standard access, integra-

tion, and query, expanding the possibilities of insights between different application

domains.

Ontologies representing Ethereum give access to its Blockchain entities, such

as accounts, Blocks, transactions, receipts, contracts, Tokens, NFT. For example,

EthOn [168] is an ontology found in the literature to represent the main Ethereum

entities using Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Ontology Web Language

(OWL).

EthOn formalizes the concepts and terms of the Ethereum, Blockchain in OWL,

describing the Ethereum objects as classes in ontology. It covers the major Blockchain

and State Transition concepts as Blocks, Accounts, Transactions, Contract Mes-

sages, States, and State Transitions; and the network concepts, Blockchain, Node,

Protocol Variant, forking, and Network.

Therefore, the Ethereum data represented by the RDF graph can be accessed

using as a model the EthOn ontology. Moreover, it allows queries using tools like

SPARQL and links to other external RDF graph databases found on the Web,

allowing smart real-time insights.

This chapter presents our efforts in applying ontologies to the Ethereum network.

Semantic Web and Ethereum Blockchain techniques provide data access standard-

ization for new applications that use Ethereum and Smart Contracts as a tool. A

recent example is the popularization of the new Blockchain Oracle services, which

connect the Blockchain and external worlds. They are responsible for feeding Smart

Contracts with external information coming from other domains to generate pre-

defined actions in the Blockchain coordinated by Smart Contract. This alternative

can solve the integration needs between the pre-existing datasets on the Web and

the data in the Blockchain in production, allowing that new application that only
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needs to consult the basic information of Ethereum or even the Oracles that feed

Smart Contracts. These applications can use the data model in the RDF graph to

make integrated query writing, such as SPARQL sentences.

The main contributions are:

• The EthExtras ontology adds components to EthOn, proposing some auxiliary

classes that facilitate the understanding and relationship between Ethereum

entities.

• A Web application that uses EthOn and EthExtras ontologies extract data

from Ethereum in production and converts it into RDF, making these entities

available as Universal Resource Identifier (URI) for visualization and query.

8.2 Ethereum Ontology

Ontologies represent objects and classes the organisms that represent a problem

domain. In this research, we go deeper into the Ethereum platform, as it glob-

ally represents a Blockchain with Smart Contracts support, essential for the DApp

responsible for the current disruptive DeFi, Tokens, and NFT projects.

In this session, we will cover the main points of our approach to using and

extending the EthOn ontology with the EthExtras ontology. Figure 8.2 shows a

global vision of our proposition.

8.2.1 EthOn Ontology

EthOn [168] is an ontology to be a semantical model representing Ethereum Blockchain

and ecosystem. It has classes, objects, datatype properties, and annotation. Sup-

ports multiple inheritances; for instance, Block is a child class of State Transition

and Block.

The complete specification covering the concepts, hierarchy classes, and object

properties of EthOn can be found in [169]. EthOn taxonomy is constantly evolving,

and its potential has not been explored yet. New restrictions, classes, and subclasses

can contribute to new properties and links. To this task, we design a new ontology

called EthExtras, extending or simplifying the EthOn ontology with extras Class

and objects.

8.2.2 EthExtras Ontology

EthExtras is the name of our new ontology proposition to extend the EthOn ontol-

ogy. Its format is in OWL and published in [170].
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Figure 8.1: An endpoint in RDF of an Ethereum Receipt

EthExtras is an extension of EthOn, and the main idea is to cover the environ-

ment of Blockchain in Ethereum technologies, already proposing some links with

external classes and datasets, an example of an external link, and a relationship

with these. The Table 8.1 list the classes used in EthExtras.

For the design of the OWL format of EthExtras, we used Protégé [171], a project

to develop ontologies from Stanford University. The Table 8.2 give details about the

EthExtras class properties.

The representation of Blockchain Ethereum through these two ontologies makes

it possible to generate a helpful model for consuming and providing data and usage

in conjunction with other external data models exposing web endpoints. Figure 8.2

illustrates using the EthExtras and EthOn classes and properties. Figure 8.1 shows

an endpoint of an Ethereum receipt modeled as RDF and ready to query.

8.3 Consuming Ethereum Data Using Semantic

Web

Using the EthOn ontology and EthExtras, we built a middleware capable of gen-

erating soft real-time RDF graphs of Ethereum data. We base on the semantic

adapter code from the IoT-Framework Engine project [31]. To Development, was

used python with Flask [172], and the main libraries were RDFLib [173] for generat-

ing the graphs andWeb3.py [79] for communicating with Ethereum. Our middleware
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Classes used in EthExtras

Class Description Properties

PlatformNet A network of a Platform, Ropsten, for instance, is an
Ethereum devel Network

hasGenesisBlock. hasName, netName

Platform A Blockchain Platform, in this research is EThereum hasCurrency, hasExternalReference, has-
Name, hasNet

Abi The ABI of a Smart Contract
Blockchain The Blockchain hasExternalReference. hasPlatform
Currency The cryptocurrency of Platform in Ethereum is the

Ether
hasCurrencyName, hasCurrencyPrefix

dbpedia:Blockchain The dbpedia reference to Blockchain
dbpedia:Etehereum The dbpedia reference to Ethereum
ethon:Account An Ethereum Account balance, hasOwner
ethon:Block A Ehtereum Block miner, mixHash, receiptsRoot, stateRoot,

transactionsRoot
ethon:ContractAccount The External Ethereum Account used as a reference

to a Smart Contract calls
balance, hasABI

ethon:Tx A Ethereum transaction inBlock, belongstoBlock
ethon:TxReceipt The receipt of a ethereum transaction blockHash, contract, cumulativeGasUsed,

from, gasUsed, inBlock, logsBloom, type, to,
transactionHash, transactionIndex

ethon:Uncle The uncle block it happens when more with one child
block is created from a parent block

miner

foaf:Person A abstract representation of a user

* dbpedia: http://dbpedia.org/resource/ , ethon: https://ethon.consensys.net , foaf: http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/

Table 8.1: Classes

Classes Properties of EthExtras

Property Description

balance The property of classes ethon: Account and ethon: Contract , responsabile to represemnt
a quantity of Ether in a Ethereum external Account or Contract

belongsToBlock The number of block with belong the transaction ethon:Tx
blockHash The Block Hash of the Block containing the ethon:Tx that originate a Receipt

ethon:TxReceipt
contract The property with returns a ethon:Contract of a ethon:TxReceipt
cumulativeGasUsed The cumulative Gas used in transactions of a ethon:txReceipt
from The ethon:Account responsabile to invocate the transaction with originate a

ethon:txReceipt
gasUsed The Gas used in transaction of a ethon:txReceipt
hasABI The Abi of a contract ethon:ContractAccount
hasCurrency The Currency used in the Platform
hasCurrencyName The name of a Currency
hasCurrencyPrefix The prefix of a Currency
hasExternalReference The link with external dataset
hasName The name of a Platform or PlatformNet
hasGenesisBlock The Genesis block of a PlatformNet
hasNet The PlatformNet of Platform
hasOwner The name user of a ethon:Account
hasPlatform The Platform of Blockchain
inBlock The ethon:Block thatg belong a ethon:Tx or ethon:TxReceipt
logsBloom The logsbloom of a ethon:TxReceipt, allows to filter the hash of each element that is in

the ethon:Block
miner The ethon:Account miner of a ethon:Block or ethon:Uncle
mixHash The mixhash of a ethon:Block is a hash which, when combined with the nonce, proves

computation effort
netName The name of the platform network
receiptsRoot hash of the root of the state trie, is the hash of the array of transaction receipts of a

ethon:Block
stateRoot hash of the root of the state trie, is the hash of the array of transaction of a ethon:Block
to The ethon:Account destination of a ethon:txReceipt
transactionHash The hash of the transaction ethon:Tx that originated the receipt ethon:TxReceipt
transactionIndex The index of the transaction ethon:Tx that originated the receipt ethon:TxReceipt
transactionRoot The root of f the transaction ethon:Tx that originated the receipt ethon:TxReceipt
type Type of a ethon:TxReceipt

* ethon: https://ethon.consensys.net

Table 8.2: Classes Properties
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Figure 8.2: Ethon and EthonExtras Ontologies diagram of classes and using external
references
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Middleware Routes

Route attributes Description

GET / Its returns the index with examples
GET /ethNetwork ethNetwork is a name of Ethreum network

examples ropsten, mainnet
GET /ethNetwork/accounts/id id is a 42 character hexadecimal of an

Ethereum address
This route returns an RDF containing the
properties of an Ethereum Account

GET /ethNetwork/contracts/id id is a 42 character hexadecimal of an
Ethereum contract address

This route returns an RDF containing the
properties of an Ethereum Contract Account

GET /ethNetwork/blocks/id id is the number of a Ethereum Block This route returns an RDF containing the
properties of an Ethereum Block

GET /ethNetwork/blocks/id/uncles/uncleid id is the number of a Ethereum Block and
uncleid is the index of Uncle Block

This route returns an RDF containing the
properties of an Ethereum Uncle Block

GET /ethNetwork/transactions/id id is the Hash of a Ethereum Transaction This route returns an RDF containing the
properties of an Ethereum Transaction

GET /ethNetwork/receipts/transactionHash transactionHash is the Hash of a Ethereum
Transaction

This route returns an RDF containing the
properties of receipt of a Ethereum Transac-
tion

Table 8.3: Routes

code is found in [174]. A version to proof of concept using Infura [40] to communi-

cate with Ethereum Networks was deployed in the Heroku platform in address [175].

The Figure 8.3 resumes the componets interactions of we middleware.

The Middleware connects to Ethereum and extracts its data through Web3.py.

The extracted data is modeled in RDF graphs by RDFLib and using REST API

in Flask to create endpoints SPARQL in EXtensible Markup Language (XML),

JavaScript Object Notation for Linking Data (JSON-LD), N3, and Turtle formats.

The REST routes available in Middleware are in Table 8.3. The route returns an

RDF capable of being used for SPARQL queries linked to other available datasets.

Using for example URI https://ethon.herokuapp.com/mainnet/blocks/1?

format=xml and submitting the SPARQL query 8.1 , as a result have the the miner of

the Ethreum block number one URI a Ethreum account represented by URI https:

//ethon.herokuapp.com/mainnet/accounts/05a56E2D52c817161883f50c441c3228CFe54d9f.

Listing 8.1: genesis.json

PREFIX ethex t ra s : <https : // ethon . herokuapp . com/ e t h e x t r a s . owl#>

PREFIX ethon : <https : // ethon . consensys . net/>

SELECT ?miner

WHERE {
? block e thex t ra s : miner ?miner .

}

8.4 Blockchain and WebSemantic Scenaries

The most common scenarios for using Blockchain with Web Semantic are cryptocur-

rencies and Decentralized Finance (DeFi) due to the origin of Blockchain and its

most famous project, Bitcoin. Blockchain data queries, links, and external sources

that generate currency market quotes exemplify this scenario.

DeFi are DApp frequently deployed in Ethereum, based on smart contracts and
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Figure 8.3: Diagram of middleware interactions
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providing services and products associated with the traditional financial system, such

as mutual funds, loans, exchanges, insurance, and securities trading. Links based on

Semantic Web between Ethereum data and traditional web services would enable

rich data for DeFi ecosystem applications that need to do consolidated searches in

these databases, returning, for example, intelligent contracts and the DApp that

own them.

In the domain of problems and new Blockchain applications, we have NFT. NFT

are digital stamps on the Blockchain that prove ownership and reference tangible or

digital assets. Real assets have a location, size, weight, and physical characteristics,

and digital assets have a location in digital object storage. Some applications can use

Semantic Web tools like our middleware to consume information from Blockchain,

point to accounts, Smart Contracts, transaction history, and link with other infor-

mation such as the asset’s physical location and characteristics. This dependence on

information will not always be consolidated, and reference them using links between

datasets modeled in RDF graphs, has a potential use.

Still evaluating the Blockchain ecosystem, we have services called Oracles. They

are potential beneficiaries of a Semantic Web-based dataset integration. Their func-

tion is to provide guaranteed and secure Smart Contracts that communicate with the

outside world, querying, verifying, and authenticating external data sources. These

services’ external data could be temperature, product prices, credit information,

payment verification, energy consumption, and traffic. In other words, it serves as

a bridge between the Blockchain world and the External world, as Smart Contracts

cannot access data outside the network (off-chain), and this access in some routines

and necessary agreements in a DApp is highly relevant.

Ethereum Name Service (ENS) is a distributed name service coordinated by

smart contracts, created opposite Domain Name System (DNS) and Interplanetary

File System (IPFS), a distributed storage object proposition. Both make a DApp

independent of centralized services and domains of private institutions and govern-

ments. Using Semantic Web techniques to generate datasets that organize, point

out, and related data from these databases can bring unprecedented information

and insights linked to information from the centralized and decentralized world ad-

vocated by the Ethereum community.

Scenarios of Blockchain applications different from the Fintech domain has re-

cent spotlights. Blockchain’s security features and the power and simplicity of data

binding make the duo called Web3, Blockchain, and Semantic Web a potential so-

lution. Due to the current expected demand for IoT, we can place the management

of the expected high volume of data coming from these devices in Smart Cities (SC)

and Industry 4.0 (I4.0) Apps as possible challenges in the coming years.
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8.4.1 What can the new IoT Apps benefit from Semantic

Web ?

The emergence of millions of devices that will produce data and interact with urban

spaces in an increasingly intelligent and independent way is expected in the coming

years. However, integrating these new devices in a standardized way and can bene-

fit different scenarios simultaneously requires challenges regarding what we call the

Internet of Things (IoT). Despite the various challenges and standardization prob-

lems, the investment in solutions that depend on IoT devices is constantly increasing

every day due to its rapid adaptability, cost, and development [176]. A recent study

suggests that, by 2025, global investments in industrial IoT should reach around

trillions [177].

IoT devices that need to be used in hard-to-reach places or assets with cycles and

long life expectancy, such as cars, need an infrastructure and solutions that support

this feature while avoiding exposing them to vulnerabilities. New applications that

use these devices to exchange goods and services and deal with financial resources

or critical routines also need these devices to be reliable and reduce the risk, making

several possible cases of use. It is impossible to guarantee the veracity of the data

produced because the edge device is unknown. It is essential to address the possi-

bility of using Blockchain, as it has the resources that allow transactions without

necessarily knowing or trusting the originator. Taking this concept to IoT scenarios,

Blockchain becomes a potential tool to protect communication from the devices. By

allowing decentralized and reliable Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, communication be-

tween network nodes no longer need a reliable intermediary in exchanging messages

or even the presence of a central authority [178].

All network nodes need a reliable central intermediate node to exchange mes-

sages. Some works using classic network security measures, firewalls, encryption

techniques, and intrusion detection systems have already been proposed for IoT sce-

narios [179]. Such classic measures depend on trust in the central manager as they

are based on a network and centralized infrastructure, such as cloud computing. In

this context, we approach Blockchain in this work, proposing scalable and decen-

tralized solutions for scenarios that need this approach and can benefit from it, like

SC.

DApp make the duo of Blockchain and Smart Contract solutions stand out in

developing applications not only in financial sectors, such as Fintechs. We already

see in other sectors; Blockchain is being used as a data repository background to au-

tomate and allow the exchange of service messages between machines. Nevertheless,

the current demand expected in the coming years for the use of IoT devices may

make the management of their communication a challenge in the coming years, in
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addition to the high volume of data expected for these devices in SC [180]. Accord-

ing to [181], potential sectors for IoT such as industrial automation already consider

the volume and complex data management and already have big data problems and

challenges. All industry assets, robots, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), sensors, ac-

tuators, industrial computers, and industrial networks are the relevant data sources

for data analysis in Industry 4.0.

The intensive use of CPS and IoT devices leads to new frontiers and challenges

in industrial sectors. Industry 4.0 mainly comprises recent technologies such as Ar-

tificial Intelligence and Smart Systems. These Smart Technologies tend to generate

a flood of data, which we can no longer manipulate using classic tools and algo-

rithms. The world data volume in 2011 was 1.8 ZB, and there are predictions that

in the next few years, it should double every two years [182]. It is imminent that

part of this data will be produced and stored in Blockchain by Smart Contract and

distributed storages such as IPFS. In this challenging context, the motivation to

propose models that extract data from Blockchain networks such as the Semantic

Web gains relevance.

Using some Semantic Web concepts can solve issues related to the standard-

ization of access to IoT devices and data produced by them that we do not have

today due to the heterogeneity of interfaces and API. This data is consumed, iden-

tified, recorded, filtered, and discovered by a standard, and this makes IoT informa-

tion integrate more collaboratively with other datasets, creating a Web of Things

(WoT)[26]. WoT allows standardized services and solutions elaborated and com-

bined with other RDF datasets as the endpoints RDF of this work, the Ethereum

Web Semantic middleware, including filters and data aggregators.

A data model in RDF using Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [43] pro-

duced from IoT devices can be linked to endpoints that provide data modeled in

EthOn and EthExtras, enabling SPARQL queries to generate new soft-realtime in-

sights. SSN ontology describes actuators and sensors, covering their observations,

procedures, characteristics, and observed properties. Some propositions of data ex-

tract and model in SSN are found in the literature. One is OpenIoT using XGSN

[44], which implements a virtual sensor layer to give data visibility using SSN. The

virtual sensor annotates the data and its storage in a graph database, the Open

Virtuoso, allowing SPARQL queries.

8.4.2 Blockchain and Semantic Web in an Smart City IoT

App

The recent implementation of 5G networks will provoke revolutions in our daily

routines; one of the scenarios that should be significantly impacted is SC. The de-
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mand for IoT devices on the market is already notable, with traffic, temperature,

and climate sensors observed in urban environments in various traffic management,

maintenance, and disaster prevention applications. These current network applica-

tions in SC have centralized systems with security flaws, mainly due to the difficulty

in standardizing and trusting edge IoT devices. Urban environments should receive

solutions based on IoT devices on a massive and large scale. In this approach, it

is necessary to use tools that support transparency, scalability, and robust security,

implicit requirements of Blockchain networks that support Smart Contracts.

Blockchain is a distributed, widely used ledger for managing tokens and NFT;

applying it in SC Apps can bring positive inventory, reducing and eliminating the

need for citizens to have certificates and physical documents. This procedure enables

transparency, the agility of processes, and verification of authenticity in the use of

public resources, making it possible to mitigate fraud and tampering with data and

devices used by the services [88].

Security, especially reliability and immutability, are essential requirements for SC

applications. A reliable base of historical and immutable records inhibits corruption,

fraud, misuse, and waste practices. There are requirements to ensure public trans-

parency and enable auditing of use and collection fees for urban services, usually

controlled by IoT devices. Accurate data coming from reliable devices can prevent

defects and accidents caused by negligence. These data provide analytical tools for

analyzing asset obsolescence, scale adjustment, and adequacy to the volume of de-

mand requested by the neighborhood. It provides insights into an adjustment of

value by a socio-economic profile of users to adequation of the values to be charged

by public services.

When implementing services based on the Smart Contract and Blockchain, it is

possible to imagine hypothetical scenarios in which the public service user uses city

tokens to access urban services. These users can use DApp to acquire and control

the number of tokens that give access to services such as transportation, hospitals,

entertainment spots, tourist spots, and events.

These services have mobility features, and IoT devices are the natural, techno-

logical choice. The Semantic Web is a potential solution to interact with the other

databases and standardize the access and extraction of these data. The data in this

pattern can be linked by Oracles and DApp in order to make decisions that involve

predictive insights from various datasets to make decisions, such as natural disasters

and virus pandemics.

When dealing with SC problems, a critical area is sustainable computing, a

potential area to apply the Blockchain, DApp, IoT approaches mentioned in this

article. These applications would provide users with data to raise awareness of

natural resources, giving managers more accurate data and controls. Such reliable
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management of the device base would allow better management of critical resources

such as water and energy in urban areas. This information can help the aggregate

city, state, or country sustainability data. Moreover, it exemplifies how reliable data

management from IoT devices causes amplified social and ecological impacts.

Water distribution problems in Brazil exemplify a real scenario of a potential

problem to be addressed with sustainable computing. Despite its abundant water

resources, the population of Brazil is concentrated in areas with little water avail-

ability [183]. Recent climatic impacts have intensified the country’s water crisis,

and water managers are already seeking alternative solutions. An example is water

extraction by desalination, still received in Brazil. Its expansion and effectiveness

are dependent on technical, economic, and political issues still in progress.

An IoT hydrometer can be used using Blockchain and Smart Contract for sce-

narios where water management and intended use are needed. The decentralized

basis of the Blockchain, its immutability combined with the usage policy built into

Smart Contacts, would allow the analysis and even control of the daily consumption

of water in residence. AI can handle excessive water usage patterns and identify

leaks in the house. Valve opening and closing control triggers can be implemented

by Smart Contracts and sent as commands to the IoT hydrometer avoiding waste.

This intelligent management of IoT Hydrometers in an SC can generate relevant

savings for the final consumer in the water supply companies’ bills and generate

transparency and information on their consumption practice providing consumption

awareness. In the long term, using a Blockchain solution expects minor environmen-

tal impacts by avoiding water crises, adding analytical intelligence with data from

decentralized, immutable, traceable, auditable systems, and still being transparent

and objective with the solution participants.

Therefore, the Blockchain Smart Contract approach presented is an instrument

that can assist in governance processes as managers gain information on user be-

havior and the use of public resources, reducing administrative costs. Blockchain

infrastructure setup uses P2P in cloud computing infrastructures, so some appli-

cations require low response latency, [184–186], requiring approaches that seek to

reduce the high latency of the network by implementing Blockchain directly on IoT

devices boarded.

8.5 Conclusion

This research contributes to some problems still open in the literature, mainly when

considering the few works combining Blockchain and Web semantics. We propose

the EthExtras ontology extension, complete the EthOn and create a model that can

be used as a base to consume data of Ethereum simply. It is motivated to propose
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integrating data from a Blockchain like Ethereum with external world applications

in a standardized way. Our middleware using this combination allows Ethereum

data in soft-realtime. This middleware and its endpoints RDF representing the

objects of Ethereum can be used to use and link with external datasets, giving

power and flexibility to developers to create o queries in an option of traditional

API as Etherscan [187]. In future works, we are adding the NFT, Tokens, ENS,

IPFS and some famous Oracle Services to EthExtras and implement this in the

middleware as proof of concept.
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Part IV

Final considerations
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Chapter 9

Evolutions of our work

This chapter approaches some evolutions of our work, showing the results that ref-

erence us and the use of our contribution.

9.1 Low Power Smart Cities IoT network

Our conference paper [29] ”Low-Energy Smart Cities Network with LoRa and Blue-

tooth” discussed in Chapter 5, is used as a reference in Low Power, Smart Cities

(SC), and Internet of Things (IoT) networking works.

The work [188] proposes a flexible Fog Computing architecture that allows se-

lecting between two different communication links (WiFi and Long Range (LoRa))

in real-time. According to the authors, the proposed Fog Computing architecture

is formed by sensor nodes and an IoT gateway with LoRaWAN services, avoiding

sending data workloads to the cloud by processing them in the perimeters of the Fog

network. LoRa communications are used when the distance between the gateway

and the IoT nodes is kilometers. This approach seeks to offer a solution with a low

energy consumption profile. The work also applies a methodology that measures

the energy consumption of the sensor node to compare and choose between the two

different technology links (LoRa and WiFi), considering duty cycle, Payload size,

and Scatter Factor (SF). In addition, the text cites our contribution as generic ar-

chitectures that integrate Fog Computing in IoT-based applications, addressing the

fact that we present results in a testbed and simulation to evaluate the feasibility of

the proposal.

The paper [189] presents a network architecture that combines Long Range Wide

Area Network (LoRaWAN) and Narrow Band Internet of Things (NB-IoT) for com-

munication between sensor nodes, multi-protocol gateways, and cloud computing

instances. Sensor nodes can be either LoRaWAN or NB-IoT and communicate with

multi-protocol gateways that receive LoRaWAN packets and upload them to the

cloud using Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) over NB-IoT. This ap-
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proach contributes to developing research on flexible infrastructures for complex IoT

networks. The work references us because of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), which

was used to configure local data transmission to the nodes that were integrated with

LoRa clusters, with BLE connectivity being seen as an extension of the local area

of a LoRa network.

The research [190] explores through a literature review and online consultation

the feasibility of using Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) in transport sys-

tems. This work cites our work because we approach LPWAN. The work carried out

experiments with LoRa in a university campus area and a rural area. It concludes

that the device mounting heights, the distance between the gateway and the sensor

nodes, and the device brands affect the performance of an LPWAN infrastructure.

As a result, it was possible to see that the application LPWAN in the USA is still

at an early stage. Many agencies were not familiar with LPWAN technology due to

the lack of ready-to-use LPWAN products available for transportation systems.

The chapter [191] cites our research effort to obtain low consumption and energy

efficiency proposals for SC. In his work, he addresses intelligent methodologies that

minimize transmission overhead by dynamically selecting optimal nodes for data

transmission in Smart Parks. Smart Park in a SC is an integral part. These spaces

allow people of different age groups, sedentary or active, to walk and moderate

jogging/running. These activities are often monitored through individual smart

devices connected to a smart health network. This data generated by multiple

individuals is essential and can be further processed for additional clinical insights.

Works that discuss LPWAN in mesh topology as [192] to demonstrate mobility

and the dynamics in the implementation of this nature of the network. They use our

work as a reference for our work due to our discussion around using these networks

in SC proposals and our experiments and simulation using LoRa networks.

9.2 Decentralized Applications

The book chapter ”Blockchain for Machine to Machine Interaction in Industry 4.0”

[34] e deeply discussed in Chapter 6, served as the basis for our first investigations

in the field of decentralized applications. We discussed some possible and concrete

possibilities of applications and projects applying Smart Contract and Blockchain

in SC and Industry 4.0 (I4.0).

The systematic review [193] explores the relationship between Artificial Intelli-

gence (AI) and the workplace, referring to research on human-machine interaction

and I4.0.

The survey [194] discusses the potential of Blockchain in I4.0, listing drivers,

facilitators, and resources associated with technology for insights, as well as relevant
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applications for the topic. The survey emphasizes the importance of understanding

the new opportunities created by using Blockchain and its ability to contribute to

the processes inherent to I4.0. This work cites our research as a reference in the

literature on data search by sensors.

The article [155] discusses consumer perceptions of cryptocurrencies. and cites

our work for our discussion of disrupting traditional ways with Machine-to-Machine

(M2M) payments, the IoT, and sharing economy, and [195] reference us as I4.0 and

Blockchain research.

The research [196] on Internet of Healthcare Things (IoHT), or Internet of Things

(IoT) lists IoT research in the field of healthcare that seeks to increase the quality

of life with work that creates intelligent environments and increases the efficiency

and intelligence of the services provided. The article addresses open challenges in

IoHT device authentication mechanisms and Blockchain-based techniques. This ar-

ticle cites our chapter about detailing Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) Ethereum,

which is used to run Smart Contracts.

9.3 IoT authenticating and authorization

The discussion around secure proposals for IoT and SC Apps have been motivated

mainly by security weaknesses that can cause confidential data leakage and opera-

tional downtime in these applications. In these scenarios, any data falsification that

IoT devices may present is critical and sensitive and can cause immediate discredit.

Our article ”IoT Registration and Authentication in Smart City Applications

with Blockchain” [32] discussed in Chapter 7, proposes to use API gateways that,

in the background, validate messages from these devices by Blockchain, and we

use Smart Contracts to identify and validate IoT devices on Ethereum, the most

frequent platform for deploying this infrastructure as it mitigates message forgery.

Some research already cites our approaches and scenarios proposed in this article

and shows that our study contributes to works that present new authentication

techniques and authorization of messages.

The article [197] presents a model of remote computing, where three layers of

computing nodes are implemented to optimize computing tasks and traffic routing.

This work references our approach in massively IoT deployments as the SC scenarios

awaited the introduction of 5G cellular communications and new opportunities for

IoT Apps.

In [198], Blockchain is used to register nodes of an Internet of Sensor Things

(IoST) network and store data packet transactions in a secure routing model us-

ing Blockchain in the Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus model. During packet

routing, Genetic Algorithm-based Support Vector Machine (GA-SVM) and Genetic
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Algorithm-based Decision Tree (GA-DT) models are used in detecting malicious

nodes, with the Dijkstra algorithm being used to find the ideal route. The option to

use PoA in a change of the traditional Proof of Work (PoW) comes from the need for

mechanisms with less time impact and processing overhead. The article references

us for proposing a decentralized authentication model based on Blockchain, which

provides the best fault tolerance for the network, emphasizing our ability in SC to

extract data from outdated devices in unattended environments.

The research [199] is proposing a new model for managing IoT communication

logs using Blockchain storage to ensure data privacy and research efficiency. The

work designs a secure research scheme on Blockchain, using Asymmetric Scalar

Product Preservation (ASPE) cryptography approach. This work cites our adoption

of blockchain authentication to improve IoT security in SC Apps.

Networks of IoT devices, such as power grids or water supply systems, have

emerged with priority, and several studies address IoT security. This. Existing

authorization and authentication schemes are insufficient to deal with security due

to the anticipated scale of IoT networks and the limited resources nature of devices.

In this context, the article [200] addresses the interest in using machine learning

techniques to assist in the authentication and authorization process of IoT devices.

In this work, new advances and proposals for authentication and authorization for

IoT networks are reviewed, including our work referenced by our research on IoT

node registration.

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) combine physical objects with computing re-

sources and storage during a data exchange over a network. Blockchain is a promis-

ing solution for CPS Apps such as Industrial IoT (IIoT) as it is fault-tolerant,

reliable, and secure. Blockchain in CPS/IoT ensure secure message exchange in in-

dustrial applications. The [201] work references our work and presents applications,

opportunities, and challenges combining CPS, IoT, and Blockchain.

Although IoT is one of the superior technologies of I4.0, data storage, com-

puting, and communication-based on centralized clouds have several gaps, such as

transmission delay, Single Point of Failure (SPOF), and privacy. Centralized access

control in IoT Apps also restricts their availability and scalability. In this decen-

tralized, tamper-proof, reliable, transparent, and immutable nature Blockchain sce-

nario brings opportunities for new robust distributed and decentralized applications,

Smart Health, Smart Finance, Smart Supply Chain, Smart Cities, Smart Manufac-

turing, Smart Government, Smart Agriculture, Smart Transportation, Smart Ed-

ucation, Smart e-commerce, and the Smart Grid. The article [202] references us

and addresses all these opportunities consolidated with the advent of 5G and the

popularization of the use of Artificial Intelligence.

The chapter [203] covers the medical resource allocation in SC, using big data
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for projections and management decisions. These systems use IoT to collect massive

data from medical resources and generate insights. The quality of the data collected

allows for the optimal classification and allocation of medical resources in cities. Our

article for addressing the topic of SC IoT Apps is referenced in this work.

In [204], the security management of devices in the IoT network, their mainte-

nance, and accessibility are addressed. The article cites our work on IoT security

in SC using Blockchain. It addresses issues such as leakage, data alteration/mod-

ification, and loss of privacy. This work reviews the various ways to improve the

IoT system, such as algorithms and consensus techniques, covering the security and

confidentiality of data in Smart Homes and Smart Cities using Blockchain.

The article [205] covers the main challenges and possible security issues in IoT

Apps. It points out that IoT is already widely used in domestic, healthcare, telecom-

munications, environment, industry, construction, water, and energy management

applications. Unlike computers, laptops, and mobile devices, personal data is gen-

erated by sensors, making it possible to combine real and virtual worlds. In this

scenario, the article shows the crucial importance of investigating new security tech-

niques, such as the need for light encryption, due to the limitation of computing

resources of the devices. The work refers to us as IoT and Security research, whose

objective is to provide a path in search of a secure IoT service.

The article [206] reviews studies that address Blockchain Apps and Smart Con-

tracts related to chemical industries. The work highlights us for developing an API

Gateway for IoT devices to sign, identify and authorize messages, using keys and

essential characteristics of devices registered in Blockchain. Literature is classified,

and our work is included in SC.

9.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we address some works that cite our work and how they approach

our results in the field of Fog Computing paradigm, SC, IoT, and Blockchain.
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Chapter 10

Putting the case studies together

In this chapter, we will address scenarios that unite the propositions presented in our

use cases; the idea is to give a general idea of bringing together the main technologies

and contributions in an Smart Cities (SC) Internet of Things (IoT) scenario.

Our research addresses some possible scenarios to be used considering the chal-

lenge of proposing viable solutions to be implemented in SC applications with an

IoT profile. The use cases covered during the chapters navigate to solutions that

meet the need for infrastructure, availability, performance, security, and standard-

ization attributes. Using the union of IoT technology attributes in a hypothetic

SC scenario, we can illustrate all future potential of this meeting of technologies

and propositions. We search for affordable solutions and a simplified setup with a

security background and data management consistent with the requirements of such

an extensive scenario of options and challenges in terms of volume of transactions

and accesses.

The object of discussion in this chapter is the idea of seeking a single scenario

that unites the technologies and architectures proposed by our case studies. Figure

10.1 and 10.2 represent these hypothetical scenarios considering Long Range (LoRa)

as Edge communications, these architectures have not been tested, and it is just a

provocation that presents the set of use of our propositions in this work.

When we consider IoT applications that need Long Range communication, we

show the advantages of architecture such as Fog Computing as a point of intervention

between these devices and their management infrastructure.

Architectures already established as an Low Power Wide Area Network (LP-

WAN) solutions, such as Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) networks,

already have the tools to receive the payload from distant devices with acceptable

security standards discussed by the community. Data coming from devices can

come from unknown or even fake hardware. A common point with Blockchain can

therefore be found.
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10.1 LoRaWan

The default security Activation by Personalization (ABP) and Over The Air Acti-

vation (OTAA) provides LoRaWAN security provides endpoint activations. ABP’s

setup uses fixed-end devices address, security sessions, and network parameters. The

device address and the session keys change when a new session is established. The

OTAA, the endpoint joined to the network using a dynamic device address, is the

root key for deriving the session keys. However, these endpoint security methods

do not guarantee the authenticity of the endpoint firmware or the message gener-

ated on the device. Therefore, a scenario using API gateways that authenticate

and authorize the devices discussed in Chapter 7 could be complementary and bring

additional security to the LoRaWAN activation protocol.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) devices provide data on their characteristics ex-

tracted by LoRaEdge, which runs the IoT Edge API Gateway. After extracting the

BLE feature, the data is sent to the IoT Edge API Gateway that signs the message,

extracts the firmware from the LoRaEdge Device, and adds its metadata creating

the payload to be sent. The LoraEdge payload is sent by LoRaWAN Servers using

LoRaWAN Gateway. LoRaWAN Application Server sends data to the Blockchain

API Gateway using Webhooks that validate the LoRaEdge device and its firmware

and validate the message signature and the metadata containing the SC Application

endpoint API address. For applications that want to interact with Smart Contracts

on Ethereum, as discussed in Section 6.4.2, one way can be to use the pub/sub inte-

gration of the LoRaWAN Application Server. Ethereum data can be queried using

Semantic Web tools. Our Middleware discussed in Chapter 8 exposes an Resource

Description Framework (RDF) endpoint of Ethereum entity objects using EthOn

and EthExtras vocabulary. SPARQL is used to generate queries to these endpoints

and even link them to external databases.

10.1.1 Limitations

Some limits of this architecture can be observed. BLE devices are not authorized and

authenticated; only the device that extracts the data, LoRaEdge, has its integrity

checked by the security routine. The LoRaWAN network has data reception windows

limited to a short space after receiving the data, so actuation routines cannot be

intense in sending commands to the device. The integration with external API

and MQTT is done by LoRaWAN servers, responsible for the security cycle of the

network layers and application integration of data of the devices. It is possible to act

with more freedom, tools, and Middleware before capturing the data by the device

and after its integration into the LoRaWAN Application Server.
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Figure 10.1: SC IoT with LoRaWan

10.2 Raw LoRa

Therefore, a scenario using Raw LoRa and API gateways that authenticate and

authorize the devices discussed in Chapter 7 can also be complementary and bring

added security. In a Raw LoRa link, there is no security and network control, and

for these features to be used, they must be implemented from scratch, as discussed

in Chapter 5.

Architectures using API gateways that authenticate and authorize the devices

discussed in Chapter 7 can bring some security of origin and authenticity to the

messages produced by the LoRaEdge device.

BLE devices provide data on their characteristics extracted by LoRaEdge, which

runs the IoT Edge API Gateway. After extracting the BLE feature, the data is sent

to the IoT Edge API Gateway that signs the message, extracts the firmware from

the LoRaEdge Device, and adds its metadata creating the payload to be sent.

The LoraEdge payload is sent to LoRaFog. LoRaFog using Blockchain API

Gateway validates the LoRaEdge device and its firmware and message signature and

metadata containing the API address of the SC application endpoint that receive the

payload if validated. For applications that want to interact with Smart Contracts

on Ethereum, as discussed in Section 6.4.2, FogEthMQTT can be integrated into
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Figure 10.2: SC IoT with Raw LoRa

LoRAFog.

Ethereum data can be queried using Semantic Web tools. Our Middleware dis-

cussed in Chapter 8 exposes an RDF endpoint of Ethereum entity objects using

EthOn and EthExtras vocabulary. SPARQL is used to generate queries to these

endpoints and even link them to external databases.

10.2.1 Limitations

Some limits of this architecture can be observed. The downstream window in Raw

LoRa and network and data security need to be implemented from scratch. As in

the scenario with LoRaWAN, BLE devices are not authorized and authenticated;

only the device that extracts the data, LoRaEdge, has its integrity checked by the

security routine. LoRaFog is a centralized component and must have redundancy

and load-balancing strategy.

10.3 General Aspects

The scenario discussed in 10.2 presents the Edge connection by LoRa, but it serves

and can be thought of in use cases that need to use other wireless network technolo-
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gies in Long Range, such as 5G and Wi-Fi, among others. The applications these

architectures cover are presented in 5 the SC LPWAN applications. We highlight

those with hard-reach locations where LoRa and its ability and resilience to com-

municate efficiently without sight and underground. However, suppose we remove

the Long Range component from the requirements. In that case, it is possible to

have TCP/IP links between the devices and Gateway Fog Computing, serving a

vast mass of applications that need the means to validate their payloads and use

Ethereum as a repository of historical logs. An IoTApp concept also introduced in

5, responsible for abstracting an application made to run on IoT devices in the style

of the mobile App Store, can use validation and security routines as well as inter-

action with Smart Contract in a special way called IoTDApp (Internet of Things

Decentralized Applications).

10.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present architectures that satisfy the central idea of each of our

use cases. Although hypothetical, it illustrates some of the points to be work in

future studies and the limits of our proposition.
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Chapter 11

Discussion

This chapter discusses this research’s significant advances and challenges, consid-

ering the Smart Cities (SC) scenarios. SC is ideal for new and disruptive Internet

of Things (IoT) Apps, using urban space to propose solutions and benefits for a

population.

11.1 Low Power SC Network Discussions

Environmental information, such as air quality, temperature, and precipitation, help

managers to predict disasters or even inform residents or tourists about the condi-

tions of the city’s points [157]. The data extracted from an SC has a significant

percentage of data characterized as sensitive, which makes security a prerequisite.

These IoT devices are not standardized due to the substantial variability of available

brands and the absence of a communication standard. An urban environment that

is deployed is often unknown or is not sure of the suitability of the installer and the

user and cannot be trusted. Its low cost of ownership and simplicity of configuration

make managing scale a challenge.

Updating IoT devices installed in places of difficult physical access is a security

challenge. Examples are underground pipes, power sources, sewage, dumps, con-

stant low or high-temperature sites, and high mountains. In these cases, a simple

battery change or firmware update leads to operational risk and is often economically

unfeasible.

This scenario reflects on the security features provided by default in these IoT

devices; New layers and security proposals are needed to exchange messages from

IoT devices and applications that cannot rely on a proper firmware update cycle. A

similar scenario would be that of IoT car devices, which have longer update cycles,

as they depend on the dates and availability of their users to schedule revisions and

recalls.
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Problems of infrastructure available to SC IoT Apps are expected. The contri-

butions of our research present scenarios of IoT Low Power networks using LPWAN

technologies for communication in inhospitable places without, where frequent re-

placement of batteries is hard approached in Chapter 5. This proposition could

minimize access to these locations and lessen the risk of having an out-of-date de-

vice sending data. The validation of a message sent by a legacy IoT device with

outdated firmware has a proposed solution in Chapter 7.

11.1.1 IoT a SC solution

Extracting data from this IoT devices provides relevant insights such as disaster

prevention, transportation management, and area occupancy. These data used in

predictive models can even help public managers to make informed decisions about

their actions [7].

Technology such as 5G can accelerate the popularization of high-throughput

automobile IoT devices, allowing city traffic data to predict future traffic and con-

gestion [156]. The SC is a candidate to be a pioneering use of mass connected 5G

IoT, justifying our arguments of IoT mass adoption and improving the costs and

risks of an insecure project. When extracting data from an urban area, the most

common scenario is to use IoT devices to receive data from the most diverse sources

and devices [6]. Therefore, some places have unique characteristics.

All these mass adoption issues of IoT devices justify our research, seeing the

possibilities of new Blockchain-based applications deployed widely in an SC immi-

nent. Countries like the United Arab Emirates, the USA, and the UK already use

Blockchain in the public sector. Dubai plans that all public services be Blockchain-

based by 2020 [149].

11.1.2 LowPower Network and Blockchain in a SC IOT So-

lution

Projects such as Helium use LoRaWAN services to send and receive LoRa packets

from nodes, using low-cost, low-power wireless networks and blockchain. Its cryp-

tocurrency HNT is used to incentivize the participants to create public gateways.

Hotspots form miles of wireless network coverage with miner devices using innovative

PoW or Proof of Capacity (PoC), and Low Power networks like LoRa [81].

An edge computing strategy that addresses cooperation and collaboration is

addressed in [64], where an incentive-based mechanism is adopted to share resources

and deliver services, offering a reward to Blockchain participants. An Artificial

Intelligence PnP model in the Edge Computing paradigm in SC is approached in

[66].
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11.2 Security Discussions

Our investigation of propositions using Blockchain in SC has been highlighted when

we list centralized and cloud models’ limitations and risks characteristics. In a

centralized network paradigm, auditing or controlling users’ actions is based on the

trust of the company or organization that manages the infrastructure.

The Centralized security systems, where we find user records, passwords, user

access keys, and other artifacts, have a latent weakness. Even with auditing and gov-

ernance rules, these centralized systems are not guaranteed to change data without

the user’s exclusive authorization.

Infrastructure centralized have scalability costly and restricted, and the risk of

a single point of failure to be used in a cyberattack as Distributed Denial of Service

(DDoS) increases [126].

One SC App has usual security centralized architecture, sometimes inefficient

for unpredictable growth applications. In attacks concentrated on a weak point, low

scalability and centralized network architecture could be ineffective in receiving an

increasing number of simultaneous transactions.

These Blockchain characteristics allowed us to use it as a basis for our inves-

tigations and propositions. Still, as presented to us, the possibility of developing

applications with Smart Contracts Chapter 4 allows us to use other potential sce-

narios for its use besides Fintechs.

11.2.1 Blockchain in focus

The justifications for using Blockchain in the latest technological innovations are

already far beyond Hype for adoption. Have a wholly disruptive capacity due to

being a platform known for strong data security, with the corruption of the stored

and threaded next to the impossibility.

Blockchain is already advancing in journeys beyond cryptocurrency applications.

Blockchain is widely used in new financial decentralized services called Decentralized

Finance (DeFi) that uses cryptocurrencies as the primary tool, Figure 11.2. But the

strong cryptography, scalability, and resilience of Blockchain potential and disruptive

technology can be applied in various application domains and sectors of our society,

covering almost all aspects of business, industry, finance, and governance. Surveys

as [57] address Blockchain apps and their security aspects, and study [58] approach

challenges and opportunities of using Blockchain as background for IoT Apps.

The most common use of Blockchain is at Fintechs in trading and managing

digital assets, the Internet of Money (IoM) [166]. However, the decentralized and

security characteristics of the Blockchain allow the development of proposals far

from the financial applications domain, Figure 11.1.
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Figure 11.1: The Gartner Blockchain Spectrum [1]

Figure 11.2: Hype Cycle for Blockchain 2021; More Action than Hype [2]
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For example, The Blockchain network is scalability and resilient and is effective

against Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack [148] because of its decentral-

ized architecture.

Blockchain is used in data security out of SC, the revocation in industrial en-

vironments is presented in [65]; this work focuses on data access and revocation

in Smart Factories using IoT. The security management implemented blocks and

revokes the access of malicious users responsible for identity authentication, public

keys, registration of user attributes, and revocation lists. The work proposed an

access control scheme and protocol using the characteristics of an intelligent factory.

An advanced feature of transaction automation in Blockchain is called Smart

Contract, which allows developing the multi propose Decentralized Application

(DApp) [36], using the robust security cryptography in the resilient P2P network.

It is already possible to see new economic models based on Blockchain to enable

basic communication infrastructures, and cryptocurrency rewards for participants

begin to be seen in several projects. There are scenarios where the leading com-

puter network is expensive for users or controlled by central institutions, such as

governments and private companies. One of the options is to form spontaneous

communication networks that monetize the participants with cryptocurrencies, in-

creasing the chance of encouraging area coverage.

Edge computing using cooperation and collaboration is proposed in [64] To share

resources and deliver services. In this research, an incentive-based mechanism is

adopted to offer a reward to the participant using Blockchain.

The DApp Paradigm

For a DApp to be completely decentralized is necessary a new paradigm of devel,

which assumes that all its components are decentralized without dependencies on

traditional internet standards or any centralized service. An example of this in-

dependence is Ethereum Name Service (ENS), which is responsible for a resolution

name of a DApp using a Smart Contract without internet name resolution standards

such as Domain Name System (DNS). The disruptive decentralized storage services,

IPFS, show relevance in this scenario, are responsible for providing decentralized

storage resources, and Whisper is used in a decentralized message system. This set

of tools possible the DApp developer independence of cloud computing services or

thirty part message Application Programming Interface (API) to deploy a secure,

decentralized, and resilient application triggered by a Smart Contract and running

in an Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

These development tools for the decentralized paradigm are already widely avail-

able in code published by the community for Ethereum. Due to its disruptive char-

acteristics, this software is constantly changing. Their effective integration with
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existing Web projects such as Javascript has been widely observed due to the im-

mense adhesion of the open-source developer communities to the project.

One notable tendency coming from a decentralized ecosystem as Ethereum DApp

has high relevance to the big technology companies and its necessary great attention.

To access real-world services and applications outside the decentralized Blockchain

ecosystem, the DApp community proposes a new concept to access an external

service by Smart Contracts called the Oracles. This concept and paradigm can be

applied and integrated with the current Facebook development strategy, allowing the

new Oracles, DApp, and DeFi to be integrated with current application services.

11.2.2 Why Ethereum

Mainly a Blockchain Smart Contract platform has obtained standout on stage,

Ethereum. It is already also called World Computer, become in recent years the

preferred platform for DApp. Ethereum is a preferred platform for managing new

cryptocurrencies, Tokens, digital assets, or Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT). Much is

speculated even on the future overvaluation of Ether (ETH), its base currency,

against Bitcoin, due to Ethereum’s ability to be the platform for DApp that use

Smart Contracts to automate their transactions [37].

The open-source Ethereum Blockchain is growing in popularity as a cryptocur-

rency platform for developing smart contracts. It has most of the attributes needed

to create DApp. Today’s communities of developers of DApp already have an ecosys-

tem of decentralized and usually open-source tools that allow them to expand fea-

tures and resources not yet natively provided by Ethereum or other Blockchains

support Smart Contract. One of these examples is Decentralized Storage. Projects

with Swarm and Interplanetary File System (IPFS) fulfill this task, providing DApp

developers with a decentralized platform to store their files with immutability avail-

ability.

These decentralized projects promise to change the next generation of applica-

tions by forming a new development paradigm for Web3.

Community-developed tools for Ethereum follow a continuous and accelerated

pace of change, seeking to provide increasingly integrated and simplified means for

integration and relying on spontaneous support from open-source developer com-

munities.

Ethereum Networks

During our research, we use Ethereum development networks such as Ropsten, which

enables the experience of using a public Blockchain network in our experiments in

the same way found in existing applications that focus on cryptocurrencies and
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digital asset trading NFTs.

A more practical way to access the API of public Ethereum networks, Main-

Net, its leading network, and test networks such as Ropsten can be accessed using

projects such as Infura. It allows prototype routines on Ethereum, such as creating

Smart Contracts and calling them without privately deploying the infrastructure of

Ethereum nodes.

The Ropsten Blockchain has the same characteristics as the leading Ethereum

network, making it possible to debug and test DApp and their Smart Contracts

without MainNet’s Ether consumption. There are several ways to get ETH on

Ethereum test networks; one of the ways is the so-called Faucets, widely found on

the internet.

During the development of our research, Ethereum became the second most

traded currency and the leading platform for developing DApps. The long-awaited

Ethereum 2.0 version, which should change transaction times and costs, should

further accelerate the platform’s adoption for other cases besides Fintechs, such as

SC and I4.0, as presented in this work. We use Ethereum as a Blockchain base and

present validation models for IoT devices 7 and a standardized consumption model

that can be integrated with other bases in 8.

11.2.3 Identification and autorizarion IoT

We propose identifying, registering, and verifying an IoT device inserted in an SC

App. One of the pieces of our architecture uses an API Gateway to verify iden-

tity and authenticate sign messages incoming of Edge IoT devices, using Ethereum

Blockchain and Smart Contracts.

IoT devices installed in hard-to-reach areas typically have long-term use charac-

teristics. Data from reliable IoT devices, such as our authorization and authentica-

tion proposal Blockchain API Gateway, can give transparency and certainty to

SC Apps that provide visualizations and insights into urban activities.

A typical SC IoT App problem is registry devices to verify the source of sen-

sible urban data. A reliable architecture to transmit and receive IoT data using

Blockchain and Smart Contract for authentication and verification, even the obso-

lescence of firmware or device vulnerabilities are no longer obstacles.[128].

Validating and identifing a Device in a SC

IoT devices that have a long life and are subject to their firmware without updating

and support make them vulnerable. Any falsification of data from these devices

can cause discredit. Security weaknesses can cause confidential data leakage and

operational downtime. The proposition of using API gateways and Blockchain to
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validate messages from these devices becomes relevant as it would, for example,

avoid message forgery. Scenarios like this are potential candidates for researching

and proposing new techniques for authenticating and authorizing messages.

We propose Blockchain and Smart Contracts to identify and validate IoT devices

in Ethereum, the most frequent platform for deploying this infrastructure. In later

identification, the Merkle Tree data model is used to validate metadata identifying

an IoT device. A Merkle root hash is generated based on this metadata and stored

by Smart Contract on the Blockchain for future validations of the device [207].

By using the characteristics of IoT devices to validate the payloads of an IoT

device, we achieve an additional level of confidence. This payload is accompanied

by elements and attributes that identify the IoT device and verify if it matches

the same device previously registered. These characteristics are, for example, the

firmware hash and the root hash of a Merkle Tree originating from metadata that

identifies, for example, the device’s name, location, the owner, and others. These

messages containing the payload and these attributes are signed at transmission to

be later validated on Ethereum through a Smart Contract. We use an API gateway

that bridges the gap between the IoT data management servers and the device world,

making it possible for the message to be delivered to the server’s zone only after

effective validation and identification.

The previously registered characteristics are verified, regardless of the Device’s

default API and security features, and message forgery is made difficult because of

an extra layer of validations. This routine, for example, allows that even if a device

has outdated firmware. It is subject to exploiting security flaws; it can receive an

extra layer of validation if its messages are delivered before effective delivery to IoT

data management servers.

In our work, we compose an architecture for validation and authentication of

messages coming from API devices in the Fog Computing paradigm, using SC Apps

as a motivator. Despite having SC Apps as a motivator, we can also apply our

work to the vast majority of IoT use cases in Industry 4.0 that require a data origin

guarantee.

We develop daemons that act as API Gateway. We use the project IoT Device

Management [30] as a basis; we use its Fron End to register a device and its metadata

on the Blockchain, in addition to Smart Contracts that validate messages and the

presence of metadata using the Merkle tree. Two Gateways are developed in the

same paradigm, the Fog Computing IoT Edge API Gateway and Blockchain

API Gateway.

The IoT Edge API Gateway is the daemon responsible for receiving the mes-

sages from the local sensors and preparing a payload containing the device identifier,

the IoT message, and its signature, the address of the destination API, and the proof
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of Merkle, used for further validation of this metadata in the Merkle tree.

The Blockchain API Gateway is the daemon located in the Fog network and

has contact with the application network. The daemon receives the payloads from

the IoT devices. It is responsible for authenticating the Device and its message by

verifying the signature owner and its authenticity using Smart Contract calls to the

Blockchain. The payload has metadata with the address of the API destination of

the message; this metadata is verified by Merkle proof by Smart Contract in the

Blockchain to be authorized for its sending.

When approaching the issue of authenticating an IoT Device and validating its

transmitted data, we use the new decentralized paradigm of DApp to merge with

the centralized world, the reality of most applications. In our prototype network ar-

chitecture, we seek to isolate the AppNet application network from the IoT EdgeNet

devices network. We use a container as the only point of contact between networks

running we Blockchain API Gateway in a Fog Computing paradigm on FogNet.

This container is responsible for validating and authenticating messages arriving

from EdgeNet IoT devices using Blockchain and Smart Contract and sending the

messages to some SC management application API on AppNet.

To test, we deployed containers with limited resources representing a specific IoT

Device in the Edge Network. Edge Network participants represent IoT devices by

signing and sending their payloads to Blockchain API Gateway on FogNet. The

endpoint address is sent as metadata to know which endpoint delivers the payload

message.

During the device registration on the Blockchain, the Firmware Hash and Merkle

Root generated by its metadata are registered, one of these metadata being the

endpoint API address of the message. For testing, we use a well-known SC API

from the literature, the IoT-Framework Engine [160][31], and its web frontend, the

IoT-Framework-Gui [161].

We chose this project to represent an SC API because of its architecture and

components developed in Erlang, a platform that has shown promise in products

that need to meet a large number of requirements and allow large scale.

The technologies and Web3 tools used in the API Gateway helps to understand

and generate metrics for a possible SC IoT App. It is essential because most use cases

of Blockchain and Smart Contract are used for NFT or Cryptocurrencies projects.

Our experiments can show in detail the main features, strengths, and weaknesses of

each Web3 technology and propose an IoT validation routine to identify the origin

of messages sent from the devices.
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11.2.4 Using Blockchain Ethereum as a tool

Our proofs of concept use widely available, free software tools. We use containers

and Docker orchestration as a tool for testing at scale, commonly known as an

application modernization strategy. Containers allow us to instantiate services in

a standardized and simplified way. For testing a real IoT, we used Raspberry Pi

and Pycom, also available and compatible with free operating systems and widely

known languages such as Python.

To automate the deployment and orchestration of the network and container

environment, we use Docker Compose. It was responsible for deploying the Fog,

Edge, and SC App Servers subnets, enabling logical and network isolation.

For our tests, we deployed the Smart Contracts on Ropsten accessing via Infura.

Smart Contracts called by the IoT device registration DApp and Blockchain API

Gateway calls access Ropsten using the endpoints provided by the infura.io project.

Infura provides instant and scalable API for Ethereum networks. Smart Con-

tracts of IoT Device Management was deployed on Ropsten using the Truffle tool

using the API endpoints offered by Infura.

The IoT Device Management web interface and IoT device registry, a version of

the DApp IoT Device Management web frontend developed in React, was deployed

on a PaaS (Platform as a Service) cloud service Heroku.

11.3 Web Semantic Discussions

Our proofs of concept use widely available, free software tools. We use containers

and Docker orchestration as a tool for testing at scale, commonly known as an

application modernization strategy. Containers allow us to instantiate services in

a standardized and simplified way. For testing a real IoT, we used Raspberry Pi

and Pycom, also available and compatible with free operating systems and widely

known languages such as Python.

To automate the deployment and orchestration of the network and container

environment, we use Docker Compose. It was responsible for deploying the Fog,

Edge, and SC App Servers subnets, enabling logical and network isolation.

For our tests, we deployed the Smart Contracts on Ropsten accessing via Infura.

Smart Contracts called by the IoT device registration DApp and Blockchain API

Gateway calls access Ropsten using the endpoints provided by the infura.io project.

The current Web API, Mobile, and IoT Apps need to consume Ethereum data and

receive the call of DApp. The Ethereum Blockchain has relevant information in

entities, such as accounts, Blocks, transactions, receipts, contracts, Tokens, NFT.

Our research aims to address scenarios that can integrate and consume data from
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this new ecosystem of DApp. Using data of the traditional datasets and applications

of the current Internet, already foreseeing its use with the expressive increase of IoT

devices expected with the popularization of 5G, using Semantic Web.

In literature, many propositions exist to standardize models and integrate data

from different sources. However, one of these is the Semantic Web, which proposes

linking Web distinct Resource Description Framework (RDF) dataset sources, al-

lowing query data from the Web similar to a database, using as schema Ontology

Web Language (OWL). Using Semantic Web technics enables standard access and

integration, expanding the possibilities of obtaining insights by queries provided

between different application domains.

Our research is the efforts to apply Semantic Web technics, extracting and linking

data of an Ethereum network. It provides data access standardization to DApp,

Oracles, IoT Devices, and new applications that use Ethereum and Smart Contracts

as developments tool.

EthOn [168] is an ontology found in the literature to represent the main Ethereum

entities using RDF and OWL. It describes the Ethereum objects as classes in on-

tology covering the major Blockchain and State Transition concepts as Blocks, Ac-

counts, Transactions, Contract Messages, States, Nodes, Protocol variants, forkings,

and network properties.

The EthExtras ontology adds components to EthOn, proposing some auxiliary

classes that facilitate the understanding and relationship between Ethereum enti-

ties. A middleware web that uses EthOn and EthExtras ontologies extract data

in soft real-time of Ethereum producing endpoints RDF, making Ethereum entities

available as Universal Resource Identifier (URI) for visualization, link, and query

with other datasets.

This research contributes to some problems still open in the literature, mainly

considering the few works combining Blockchain and Semantic Web. Explore new

App integrations with Ethereum in social platforms as Facebook would enable What-

sApp using DApp data or other Blockchain details as Token information. Instagram

could monetize digital assets as a Photo using NFT registered in Ethereum and ac-

cessed by API.

We proposition the EthExtras ontology extension to improve the EthOn and

create a simplified schema to consume the Ethereum Blockchain ecosystem data. We

prove that the middleware Web allows the access of Ethereum data in soft-realtime,

show, and a Semantic Web model of Ethereum possible to use by applications in a

standardized way.

The middleware endpoints are presented in RDF and represent the objects of

Ethereum to be used to link with external datasets, giving power and flexibility to

developers to create queries in an option of existing Ethereum visualizations API as
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Etherscan [187].

11.4 Case studies, limits and weights

11.4.1 Low Power SC IoT Network

LoRa and BLE networks have low transmission rates compared to 4G, 5G, and Wi-

fi networks; these limits are improved using gateways in architectures such as Fog

Computing, allowing processes or services to be managed closer to the network’s

edge. Fog computing saves up the IoT device’s computing and bandwidth capacity.

One example of a limit that restricts LoRa use is in streaming applications. In

our case study, mixing Low Power Technologies such as LoRa and BLE, this low

bandwidth capacity is supplied with Fog Computing, responsible for filtering and

processing data before uploading to the cloud using an IoTApp.

LoRa has limited ranges promised in its 45 km specification, using rates between

0.3 and 50 kbps on unlicensed frequency. LPWAN LoRa, have a limit of energy con-

sumption, and the idea is that the device wakes up the minimum necessary to send

or receive data. Its type of network technology is unsuitable for synchronized mesh

networks, be the ALOHA the architecture preferred to non-cellular star network.,

using the transmission medium only when needed to send a frame over the network.

In a network infrastructure, using Wi-Fi has high power consumption; some IoT

scenarios are unfeasible; stay restricted to situations SC with wall power with gate-

ways connected to a fiber optic backhaul or high-throughput wireless connections.

However, when we do not have any available backhaul or the cost of infrastructure

and energy is prohibitive, these problems and limitations do Low Power networks

become a relevant option.

We don’t have a detailed analysis of the testbed power consumption and the

crshortlora network simulations of the 5 case study. An example of a phase that

can be an energy bottleneck is the BLE device scan of the LoRaEdge Algorithm,

responsible for extracting information from edge devices. In this case, a network with

an excessive number of IoT devices BLE at the edge and an excessive frequency of

extraction of characteristics using GATT can consume a lot of energy.

11.5 SC IoT Security

The centralized network security architecture discussed in depth in Chapter 7 has

several security limitations, DDoS attacks being a typical example, where a concen-

tration attack on centralized servers could result in failures. Privacy is another risk

point to be considered in centralized servers that can have sensitive data from the
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citizens of the cities, such as health information, purchase preferences, and behavior

of visiting places and spaces. In this case, there is no guarantee of control over

how the user’s data is used in its management environment or even by whom, as

data stored in a centralized infrastructure generally does not necessarily have an

obligation to identify those responsible, audit access, and modify data.

However, when we seek a decentralized architecture using background tools such

as Blockchain networks. We are faced with the need to initially consider the limi-

tations of transaction times and cost and storage limits of the solution. Consensus

algorithms such as Prove of Stake (PoS) are new proposals that aim to solve some of

the transaction times and energy costs of mining a block. However, we have not yet

tested them, being a potential scenario for future work. In a Blockchain network, we

have the consensus algorithms as a limiter of the transaction times, as we analyzed

in Section 6.4.1, where PoW did not manage to provide us with satisfactory times,

but for a payment gateway or low-volume writing applications during the day, could

these times be tolerated.

Our API Gateways proposition uses a hybrid model that merges the conven-

tional infrastructure with the security background of Ethereum Blockchain, Web

DApps, and Validation Smart Contract. The limits of these propositions are found

in the technologies involved and centralized and decentralized architectures. The

Blockchain API Gateway, being the central point of validation of the payloads, is

exposed, for example, to DDoS as well as the API SC; this happens because it

represents the hybrid contact part between Cloud Computing and Fog Computing.

Conventional security rules and strategies such as firewalls, DMZ, and API call lim-

its become necessary in a possible production deployment. We did not use HTTPS

in any experiments, but this protocol is highly recommended in production environ-

ments exposed mainly to the internet. Load balancing and auto-scaling should be

welcomed in the solution to increasing the resiliency of the Fog Computing Gateway.

The devices running the IoT Edge API Gateway have some limitations related to

the accessible nature of these devices. To run the IoT Edge API Gateway daemon,

this must have a Linux operating system and be able to run node.js and web3.js.

For it to be effectively secure, it is necessary to mitigate the exposure of private keys

necessary for the signature of messages; in this limitation, tamper-proofing devices,

for example, could be used.

Our solution does not deal with problems and hardware arising from reading, for

example, a sensor, an example of this error is a collection of a wrong temperature

and recording on the network. The idea of device validation with Blockchain API

Gateway is to prevent data from being generated by hardware with unknown or

altered firmware; if this data is generated wrong by reading it, the data will be

sent wrong. The idea of using Blockchain to aid in verifying IoT messages is to
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have confidence that even if it is wrong, it is registered in its destination API after

authentication and authorization. Suppose the data is written in a Smart Contract

in future works. In that case, it still has the immutability of a decentralized base

as a guarantee. Data written in Blockchain is immutable, auditable, and reliable,

making its modification or fraud by managers or other stakeholders impossible.

11.6 Semantic Web Ethreum Middleware

Our Middleware consumes data using the EthOn ontologies, and our proposed

EthExtras extension was built for the Ethereum Blockchain. Although the con-

cepts and attributes involved are common to all Blockchains, it is specific.

Middleware was developed using the web3.py library and therefore limited to

its resources. The idea of using SPARQL to generate queries to Ethereum and

being able to link them to other databases is the main motivator of our work by

presenting the case study in Chapter 8. But when using more elaborate queries that

require calls to several URI endpoints of entities with a sequence, such as Ethereum

blocks, in search of aggregating information, the response time of this query can be

prohibitive.

The Middleware was developed as a web service and has centralized features,

requiring network firewall protection, load balancing, and auto-scaling to have re-

silience and security.

11.7 Conclusion

This chapter discusses the main topics and results of our research, and we show

some significant advances and challenges of this research in addition to delving into

some relevant themes that we addressed during the presentation of the case studies.

We tried to address some of the main questions we received while reviewing articles

and presentations.
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Chapter 12

Conclusion and Future Works

12.1 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we show the conclusion regarding our research problems and hy-

potheses, and we discuss some future works that could follow and deepen our inves-

tigation presented in this work.

12.1.1 Low Power networks and Fog Computing

In Chapter 5, we approach networks with Low Power architecture to communicate

Smart Cities applications that send few data in low daily frequencies using unlicensed

frequencies and independence of external stakeholders such as mobile network op-

erators. In our hypothesis, when using Fog Computing, some limits imposed by the

low bandwidth capacity of LPWAN technologies such as LoRa and processing limits

of IoT devices can be circumvented.

When mixing technologies with BLE and LoRa, we could see that they have

the requirements of low power networks and simplicity of setup and deployment in

urban environments, already found in several market solutions.

In our experiments, we did not use the write attributes, only the read attributes.

In implementing applications that need to act on BLE devices, it will be necessary

to investigate the behavior, prerequisites, and difference of pairing routines.

The freedom of implementation provided by Raw LoRa has its dangerous side.

Implementing its gateway for production, like LoRaFog, is challenging beyond sim-

ply receiving a payload. Although we do not need to follow the protocol rules im-

posed by protocols such as LoRaWan, it is necessary to implement the entire security

layer and communication routines such as data reception windows. Due to band-

width limitations and being an intermediary architecture organism before contact

with large capacity networks and the cloud, Fog computing is a paradigm to always

be considered when processing and bandwidth limitations are at the edges. In our
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experiments, we can verify the Long Range capacity of long-range LoRa networks

setup links up to 3 km. In the simulation, we could perceive the technology’s poten-

tial to meet a volume of devices deployed in an urban area, often without a direct

target with the gateway. This technical feature of LoRa makes its signal resilient

in places that need penetration, vegetation, and underground and that move the

IoT device at speed without impacting the doppler effect [208]. These attributes are

potential in the context of Smart Cities applications, especially those that transmit

short payloads and with some frequency during the day. In LoRa network sim-

ulations, we saw limits on the number of simulated nodes, such as the 4, 000 for

applications sending payloads every 1 hour to a single gateway and numbers above

20, 000 for multi-gateway scenarios. We conclude that LPWAN technologies such

as LoRA have requirements for applications in urban environments. Adding BLE

at the edges expands the range of devices available. They also have the potential

to compose a network that meets the gateway to the edge with Low Power feature

technologies.

12.1.2 Using Blockchain for IoT Security

The COVID-19 pandemic created a need for humanity’s survival, in which the sci-

entific csubommunity needed to quickly and effectively seek solutions that would

avoid contamination by the virus. This health crisis leads us to a technological ac-

celeration being Blockchain is a disruptive technology that guarantees privacy and

security to this new reality.

With the recent conflicts and humanitarian crises experienced, there was a more

significant discussion around the dependency on the internet, clean energy sources,

use of cryptocurrency to secure wealth. When considering severe pa communica-

tion problems in environments such as a city without energy and internet due to

the actions of a conflict, these themes lead to some discussions of information and

currency control by governments. Even the use of sanctions on some governments

to exchange bodies between countries needs to consider that there are already DeFi

projects that deal with this problem by smart contract and cryptocurrency. Some

refugees from conflict areas are often saved from total loss of heritage by owning

crypto asset portfolios.

The IoT and Edge computing are expanded with the emergence and popular-

ization of 5G networks and the perception that centralized models are fragile and

often ineffective in extreme environments, such as moments of conflict or war.

In this environment without the internet, the formation of ad-hoc PtoP spon-

taneous networks can supply the lack of existing internet infrastructure. More use

is expected for this independent network and consumption and payment via cryp-
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tocurrencies.

SC has created challenges that lead to propositions and a strong need for rapid

and intense development of new disruptive application propositions using IoT and

Blockchain.

We research approach the SC and IoT scenarios in deep. The core of the dis-

cussion is to provide new ways of communicating using networks independent of

mobile companies and using city resources with privacy and reliability provided by

Blockchain. IoT validation tools in an SC such as the one discussed in our research

can be helpful in the subsequent health crises, providing reliable information to the

edges for institutions, which can use reliable data with origin identification.

In some SC Apps, government agencies do not provide the device, leaving it

to the citizens to acquire. Its behavior has risks, mainly when using devices with

unknown technical characteristics and often out of the minimum quality standard

for data collection. It motivates to have a previous record of these unknown devices

by extracting the hash of their firmware. The hash of firmware during validation

can help minimize risks and fraud and show the relevance of delving further into

further research using this technique.

Using Blockchain as a security background can help identify and validate data

sources outside the SC IoT Apps domain; an example of this would be a certification

of the origin of a news item by identifying the author. It is a typical use case that

could somewhat mitigate the presence of fake news, which is harmful to our society

and generates misinformation.

Blockchain has not yet been widely tested in scenarios outside of cryptocurrencies

and financial startups, use cases that involve security and reliability of the origin

and integrity of data, make it stand out and be evaluated as a potential solution.

As already discussed in Chapter 7, an investigation and background proposition

composing load balancers and clusters for our API gateway can give robustness to

the Fog computing perimeter. A gateway in the Fog perimeter using Blockchain

for validation is responsible for communication with a decentralized and centralized

world. One of the future works in the evolution of our research may be to propose

new load balancing and redundancy strategies that would validate our proposal in a

large-scale production environment. One of these possibilities would be to integrate

our Blockchain API Gateway in API Gateways of the cloud industry, such as

Apigee, to provide modules and plugins using Smart Contract calls as a background

to identify and validate IoT payloads.

An out-of-date firmware on a device opens the door for an IoT device to be sub-

ject to confidential data leakage or operational unavailability, a problem in critical

environments. False information from these devices can cause credibility crises and

financial losses. Our proposal to use API gateways with Blockchain for SC Apps
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seeks to mitigate message forgery.

Cyber attacks using legacy or outdated firmware security vulnerabilities likely

occupy a good part of the work plan related to IoT security. These vulnerabilities

of IoT devices cannot be remedied promptly, partly due to the longer expected life

cycle or even because, in some use cases, the environment is so inhospitable that it

is impossible to replace or update them quickly.

As proposed by our work, the proposition of device verification using decentral-

ized Blockchain background can be one of the alternatives to be adopted to mitigate

this risk. Our set of API that apply an additional layer of security makes our

proposition a critical piece to investigate as a solution.

These challenging scenarios foreseen for the coming years justify the relevance

of our research and continue to investigate the points open and covered by us with

superficiality.

Blockchains like Ethereum have transaction times that still do not allow IoT

applications that need streaming data due to the consensus process, especially when

evaluating PoW. The decentralized paradigm, as applied by Blockchain, still has a

long way to go for popularization beyond DeFi. However, it can currently be used

to find applications that want independence from organizations and resilience of

infrastructures, such as SC IoT. Blockchain tends to be the disruptive technology

with the greatest impact on change in the coming technological cycles due to its

security and resilience characteristics.

After our experiments, we conclude with our proposition using API Gateways

to validate and authenticate IoT devices. Cryptocurrency technologies such as

Ethereum Blockchain can be used for the security and identity of these IoT de-

vices in an SC Using Fog Computing, even when we have scenarios of the use of

Consensus in PoW. We came to this conclusion because of the times verified in the

transactions when the Blockchain API Gateway meets the requirements required in

an IoT SC application environment that sends few payloads during the day and re-

quires accurate identification of the device, its firmware, and destination Web service

API.

Although we do not stress the possibilities of attacks in our scenario and thor-

oughly investigate possible security holes in the implementation and architecture.

Our API Gateways is an initial motivator for discussion to provide security and

authenticity at the data source from the network’s Edge.

12.1.3 Extracting Blockchain Data

Making Ethereum frameworks usable as an integrated web database. In the Chapter

8, we investigate and propose using Semantic Web tools to extract data from a
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Blockchain in production. We can conclude that our vocabulary represented by

the EthExtras ontology, an extension of a well-known ontology from the literature,

EthOn, allows us to create extractors that consume and link data from Ethereum in a

standardized way. We conclude that although it has not yet reached its full potential

and popularity, the Semantic Web shows rare attributes that standardization of data

exposure. Our middleware, not being design specific for data consumption of the SC

Apps, can receive new classes added by EthExtras to expose, for example, data from

Smart Contracts logs as URI that are to be queried by SPARQL to generate richer

data. In the case of Ethereum datasets, it can go far beyond transaction status and

current account balances.

12.2 Future Works

Our research addresses problems and identifies an eventual adoption of new strate-

gies and applications within the circle of SC problems. The very definition of SC can

still be considered disruptive, and many of its issues meet answers in technological

advances related to innovation and the digital transformation of society. During the

COVID-19 pandemic, in which it was necessary to evolve the use of digital tools and

new ways of working and consuming, we can observe the advance in the use of some

technologies addressed in our research even faster. Blockchain, for example, has be-

come a strong background in the culture beyond cryptocurrencies and can already

be seen as the background of a complex of solutions called decentralized finance.

These financial projects and startups are already viewed using digital transactions

and purchases between companies across the globe. We put some possible works

that can be investigated from our approach included in this Thesis.

Despite coming as a solution that promises to connect things at high speed and

ubiquitously, 5G still in large part of the solutions found and commercialized will

be found under centralized coordination and influence of mobile companies, big

world tech companies, and governments. This scenario can inhibit and delay new

opportunities and applications that depend on the freedom and low cost to form

IoT management networks.

Nations that control sensitive information from their citizens use this depen-

dence on centralized media and communication companies for their purposes. This

scenario has a growing demand for open and accessible communication technologies

and network options. Our motivator to form networks using only open technologies

and Low Power, a solution with characteristics and bands with higher throughput

can be a search for a solution with characteristics and bands with higher throughput

than LoRa networks can be investigated. Options that use a mix of WiFi and Blue-

tooth networks forming AD-Hoc networks and an optional connection to a current
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centralized internet network via satellites can be options and solutions in scenarios

of cities in humanitarian crises and conflicts. A testbed in future work can compose

spontaneous SC networks using LoRa, Bluetooth, WiFi, and satellite networks as

internet last mile. The choice of network link technology depends on the size of

data transported and infrastructure availability. A Fog or the Edge device can be

responsible for making the link type choice decision and forming an Edge network

independent of the internet and its tools.

Spontaneous networks composed of Bluetooth devices at the edges and homes

can be low-energy and internet-independent solutions. These spontaneous networks

can be used to exchange information between machines and, in case of an emer-

gency, connect to other exponential networks to exchange information external to

the residences and belonging to an SC domain, for example.

The benefits of having large volumes of data extracted from SC structures are

expected with the popularization of IoT devices. However, their real applicability is

still far from reaching their full potential. Much of the communication technologies

are still in the hands of large technology companies and mobile phone companies.

Even after the long-awaited communication with 5G technology, much of the benefits

of having ubiquitous communication and with all things connected, the commercial

and financial exploitation of this technology will be in the hands of a few, and the

high acquisition costs will delay use by the entire population.

In some home automation solutions, we already see the frequent use of voice

assistants that control the devices and receive application installation to respond

to games, news, and language teaching. Still, we can’t see advanced Apps using

the information from devices. We can imagine this evolution in a Fog SC IoT App

scenario using our IoT APP proposition being installed in a management center

that receives an application capable of handling intelligence and using this data in

addition to controlling the devices. An example would be the sale of a kit of pressure

and temperature sensors, but according to the installed application, they would

present different feedback and insights. In a hypothetical example, we have the IoT

App of fire that interprets the presence and temperature. An IoT App of people’s

flow in a place analyzes the temperature and value of people of another condition.

Future work developing an IoT App and testing these possibilities of insights can

be new contributions and results to the Fog Computing and AI research area.

When 5g and its costs arrive in this scenario, our research and future related

projects can be imagined. One would be to evaluate high-speed 5g links, their en-

ergy consumption, and their merging with Low Power networks. Most applications

that only transmit information from sensors or receive actuation commands do not

need high throughput bands. In this scenario, it is possible to imagine applica-

tions that send videos and images using 5G links, and basic sensing information
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with Low Power networks, forming a communication infrastructure with a hybrid

characteristic.

An example of this type of hybrid SC IoT App is disaster detection. The temper-

ature, humidity, heat, and ground vibration sensors send messages using LPWAN

LoRa. If any relevant variation occurs, an image or video would be sent by 5G or

satellite link.

This data type segregation by link type is not new in the literature, but a mix of

Low Power networks with 5G could minimize the dependence of some applications

on proprietary networks, optimize the infrastructure existing structure in addition

to reducing acquisition and maintenance costs. By joining all of this to data intel-

ligence centers using Edge and Fog gateways, it is possible to imagine scenarios in

which relevant data analysis applying AI could would identify in real-time and in a

predictive way pattern of problems and disasters.

Using Bluetooth with automatic sensors links sensors could be a solution in an

eventual application that needs to use its device networks privately and without

dependence on networks with higher energy consumption and not always available.

Bluetooth is widely found in most sensors and electronic devices, with a mobility

profile manufactured a few years ago. Bluetooth has in its specification a WPAN

formation called Scatternet. Scatternets are not new, and until today there are no

relevant applications that use this network formation, leaving WiFi the protagonist

role in the wireless communication of the IoT Apps found. Previously collected,

WiFi may not be a viable solution depending on the environment and distance

between these points. Moreover, think, for example, of a scene outside the SC

such as a runner athlete using equipment with wearable heart sensing devices, body

temperature, sweat, and interacting with other members of his team and his support

base to hydrate and feed following data. Fire and flood detection apps can have

sensors interacting and making critical decisions at the edge, using WPAN networks

and sending long-distance data via LoRa. Thus, we have the Low Power pattern

again with Lora, and BLE investigated a simplified and lower-cost solution in this

work.

In this work, we contribute to some topics still largely unexplored in Blockchain,

such as the Semantic Web field. The Semantic Web is nothing new. It still faces

resistance to its effective popularization, despite its flexibility in standardizing data

access through RDF graphs and being a powerful tool in the integration and usability

of web databases.

Our investigation and proposition of use of the Semantic Web are still in the field

of theory, with our middleware being a use case of our ontology. A future work that

integrates the SC and IoT theme would be to create links and ontologies that interact

with the current Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) and SC ontologies, bringing a link
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and making it possible to develop SC and IoT datasets with integrated Blockchain

structures.

We propose the extension of the EthExtras ontology, complete the EthOn and

create a model that can be used as a basis for consuming data from Ethereum in

a simple way. In future explorations and contributions, we can model ontologies

to access the ERC-721 Non-Fungible Token Standard or simply Ethereum NFT,

proposing the links with the web datasets that represent the images or works in

this ontology. Ontologies describe the ERC-20 Tokens and their effective external

integration with their quotes, descriptions, and cryptocurrency trading platforms.

An experiment could be done with an evolution of our middleware that provides

Ethereum information through RDF endpoints and uses it by making calls to a full

node of the Ethereum MainNet.

Using our middleware to submit the queries to the MainNet’s Ethereum full

node, we have the queries with primary Ethereum data. Such as transaction status

and checking account balances. We can imagine some relevant queries via SPARQL.

What are the most popular DApps, listing which Smart Contacts are called in the

highest number of transactions and the ERC-20 Tokens, which have more trans-

actions than others? This experiment aims to check if extracting this data from

Ethereum using the RDF endpoints is possible.

Our middleware allows us to consume Ethereum data in soft-realtime. We mo-

tivated is to propose integrating data from a Blockchain such as Ethereum with

applications from the outside world in a standardized way. This future research

aims to measure the times required for queries aggregated to Ethereum full node us-

ing SPARQL on RDF endpoints. Our middleware and its RDF endpoints represent

Ethereum objects that can be used to use and link with external datasets, giving

developers the power and flexibility to build queries in a traditional API option like

Etherscan cite etherscan. Since this is a future work, we can still add other objects

to our model like NFT, Tokens, ENS, IPFS .

Prototyping an Oracle service using our ontologies and middleware could be a

proof of concept of using Web Semantica to provide data to real-world services and

startups. Our middleware makes it possible to provide a public Ethereum graph

dataset, even being able to participate in the Linked Open Data (LOD) [42]. Our

research has centered on the SC theme but can be applied to different scenarios and

use cases that will see an increase in the use of solutions using IoT, such as I4.0 As

discussed in this work, these new applications that need to guarantee data origin can

use techniques to identify and guarantee the origin of data from unknown devices.

We do not delve into the possibilities of attacks. The integration with other modern

cybersecurity techniques is future work to verify that our API Gateways are not in

the naive field of security propositions for some use cases.
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Investigating the possible security holes in our implementation and architecture

can help find a more secure architecture. Our API Gateways are just a starting

point for discussion and a motivator in the quest for security and authenticity at

the data source from the network’s edge.

Smart Contracts functions that only read data on the Blockchain have no sig-

nificant interference in the time of transactions, and when it is called a read Func-

tion, there is no need to pay GAS. The read functions do not change any data on

the Ethereum Blockchain. One example is the API Gateway routine that verifies

metadata’s authenticity by Merkle Tree. We concluded that applications could use

smart contracts that do not generate writing to the Blockchain without prejudice.

However, future work measuring these times in other scenarios and other use cases

would bring accurate numbers of these times and limits for use in real-time scenario

applications.

During the research time of this work, open-source Blockchain Ethereum grew

and expanded in popularity as a cryptocurrency and today is home to the majority

of DApps developed using Smart Contracts. Future work could explore the Fog

Computing components of our application as Gateways and middleware in non-

Permissioned Blockchains like Hyperledger [209], and Parachains like Polkadot [210].

Future work deploys a testbed of a DApp using new approaches to fully decen-

tralized networking independent of internet standards as ENS, and a good part of

the attributes and services needed to develop of its as the decentralized projects

like Interplanetary File System (IPFS). This architecture promise to change the

paradigm of the next generation of applications. Measuring the impacts and depen-

dencies of this composition of Web3 tools would contribute to understanding the

limits of this new proposition.

The tools that the community has developed for Ethereum are continually chang-

ing. The version Ethereum 2.0 is coming to the MainNet when the transition from

PoW to PoS consense algorithm occurs. It leads us to a work future investigating

the new times of replication and formation of new blocks and other impacts, such

as the cost of transactions in GAS values.

Because it is open source and one of the pioneers of the Smart Contract, Ethereum

has immense adherence to open source developer communities, and an ecosystem

of tools has already been found around its cryptocurrency ETH. We only used test

Ethereum’s networks during our research, like Ropsten, and using the MainNet

Ethereum 2.0 can lead to new and unpredictable results because PoS. It leads to

the possibility of having experience in using a more recent version of the public

Ethereum network in the same models of cryptocurrency Apps.

One of the reasons to explore new experiments in DApp Blockchain is that

this has not yet been extensively tested outside of cryptocurrencies in financial
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scenarios. These investigations become more relevant when there is a hypothesis

that IoT Apps will be massively implemented in the coming years because of the

transition of digital advances caused by the COVID19 crisis. This technological

acceleration may take SC tools implemented with security models discussed in our

research. Furthermore, exploring new approaches to trusting devices IoT may help

in the subsequent health crises and natural disasters, providing reliable information

from institutions, validating data, and identifying their origins.

In our experiments, we can conclude that Blockchain is permissionless as Ethereum

does not allow real-time transactions. However, the robust security of this solution

has adherence in applications where the times for sending payloads via IoT have a

frequency of hours or days.

Identifying and trusting unknown devices acquired in the SC Apps by the citizens

reduces the risks of using devices with unknown technical characteristics. A previous

registration and hash extraction of the firmware for validation can help. Our research

proposes firmware validation and prototype this, but does not develop in the testbed

an extract and validate the firmware on real devices working and in operation; this

work would be interesting in future research.

One of the critical points we can address regarding the privacy of configuration

files in future works would be to propose techniques to protect the Device Configu-

ration File 7.3 deployed in a IoT device. This file carries the keys, and its capture

or exposure is a problem to be worked on in other research, which may use cryptog-

raphy techniques and tamper-resistant security modules.

This authorization and validation routine by API Gateway can help identify and

validate the origin outside the SC IoT apps. An example is the need to verify a

news origin and identify the author’s post, a common problem in the fight against

fake news.

In future work, we will investigate strategies for load balancing and auto-scaling

of gateways and middlewares. It is which would validate our proposal in a produc-

tion environment and future works to investigate the possibility of integrating our

solution with the API Gateway of the cloud industry, like Apigee, providing modules

and plugins utilizing Blockchain as background.

12.3 Final Conclusions

Although we have SC Apps and scenarios as the motivator of our research, the result

of our work would apply to other potential IoT and Blockchain usage scenarios such

as Industry 4.0 (I4.0) and Agriculture 4.0. These scenarios and SC need reliability,

traceability, and a guarantee of data origin.

Although our work does not emphasize possible cyberattack scenarios, our API
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Gateways can be an initial motivator of discussion for architectures with greater

sophistication in terms of security regarding the authenticity of the data source

coming from the edge of the network.

Smart Contract Ethereum calls that only query data on the Blockchain do not

cost GAS and do not generate significant delays. The mining and writing phases of

transactions in Blocks are not necessary. Therefore, the message authentication and

IoT metadata queries in the Merkle tree have acceptable performance and scalability

in non-realtime SC application scenarios. It is possible to conclude that applications

can use on a large-scale read call to Blockchain network using Smart Contracts, as

they do not generate writing on the Blockchain, and therefore without significant

damage to the performance of a city management application.

We can conclude from the transaction times of our testbed that, although we

cannot carry out transactions in real-time, the solution has a strong adherence in

applications where the times for sending loads via IoT have a frequency of hours or

days.

Can use DApps and read calls via Smart Contracts without performance loss. In

other words, we do not observe relevant delays in these transactions in applications

that only query data on the Blockchain. However, the only thing is that because

it is a decentralized network and PtoP feature, delays may occur during replication

and the query of recent records data may take a while to be available.

Our experiments conclude that although we cannot carry out transactions in real-

time, our solutions have adherence and performance in applications whose times of

sending new payloads by IoT devices are in frequencies of hours or days.
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